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SYNOPSIS
This study is concerned with developing simulation techniques for improving
power system models so as to increase the realism with which the transients can be 
reproduced under a whole variety of different systems and fault conditions. Such 
studies are of particular importance in the development of very high speed 
protection schemes which utilise information a very short time after fault inception,
i.e. during the period when the transients are quite pronounced.
The modelling techniques developed are based on utilising symmetrical 
components and frequency transforms to model a system comprising a generator, 
generator/transformer and a transmission line. Particular emphasis is placed on 
developing methods for incorporating frequency dependent parameters of the 
generator using frequency response data and it clearly shows that the inclusion of a 
realistic source side model (as opposed to an approximate source-side representation 
based on subtransient reactances) can have a significant effect on the fault transient 
waveforms both in terms of high frequency travelling wave and low frequency
distortions. Furthermore, the effect on the transients of including the source side 
shunt capacitance is also highlighted.
Methods are also developed for modelling a complete three-phase autoreclosure 
sequence for faults on a double end fed system.
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1.1 Background and Aim of Thesis
Protection systems on power systems use information derived from voltage 
and current waveforms to diagnose a fault condition and initiate the appropriate 
switching operations. The design and testing of a protection system requires a 
knowledge of voltage and current signals following any type and location of fault. 
Since it is not always practical to attain fault information from field tests 
(particularly because of the high costs involved), information derived from computer 
models of power systems is increasingly being used in protection relay design and 
developments.
In the last two decades, extensive use has been made of approximate state 
models in which both the transmission line and the synchronous machine are 
represented by an impedance or an equivalent 'x ' or T '  circuit. In the case of 
the machine model, refinements to include some machine transients have proved 
adequate for the design of low-speed electromechanical type protection relay
system(36).
Modem high-speed relays often operate on information derived during the first 
or second half-cycle following a disturbance. Moreover, new developments in 
on-line digital protection as a means of further speeding fault clearance have given 
rise to a requirement for a more accurate simulation of fault transients. In this 
respect, research into methods for simulating faults on ehv transmission lines using 
frequency domain techniques has enabled a fair degree of realism to be obtained,
but it has nevertheless been necessary to assume simplified source n e t w o r k s ^  ^ ) .  n  
should be noted that simple-source side models often give acceptable accuracy in 
switching-surge overvoltage studies because, in terms of currents involved, such 
disturbances are relatively small. When dealing with system fault studies, the
components of currents fed to a given fault from adjacent synchronous source can, 
under certain conditions, remain offset for several cycles after fault inception (42). 
However, simple source side models (based upon subtransient impedances) do not 
produce this latter effect and, in general, the use of oversimplified source 
representation will give rise to some degradation in realism of any given study.
Generally speaking, the fault transients which occur in the generator and 
transmission line interconnection will contain high-frequency components due to 
travelling waves, and relatively low frequency, predominantly exponential
components. It follows that in cases where a realistic predetermination of both 
phenomena is required, a more improved synchronous generator model connected to 
a distributed parameter transmission line model is essential.
In addition, when analysing the power system network, it is important to be 
able to accurately represent the genera tor/transformer. In this respect, different 
authors have used different methods for representing the latter. Among them,
L a u g h t o n ( 3 2 )  achieved a good degree of accuracy by using the nodal admittance 
technique to solve any 3-phase transformer problem in the steady state. This was 
done by considering the transformer terminals as a number of nodes coupled by 
the appropriate admittances. The method was extended in another p a p e r ( 3 3 )  to 
cover a number of system elements and the solution performed by an iterative
technique similar to that used in system load flow studies.
In the case of transmission line modelling, during the last decade, studies of 
switching surge have been performed using Fourier analyses to take account of
2.
frequency dependence of distributed transmission line parameters. The same 
technique has been applied to the study of travelling waves obtained during the 
system faults.
There are two main problems involved in developing a more improved source 
simulation. Firstly, the difficulty in analysing a synchronous generator and 
associated generator/transformer in the frequency domain and secondly, applying 
appropriate frequency response data to the generator and transformer models 
instead of representing them using analytical expressions and constant data as has 
been done hitherto, under transient conditions.
With regard to the machine parameters, designers of synchronous generators 
are increasingly being pressed to provide a whole range of generator parameters for 
system studies. It is normally assumed that a machine has a field winding and 
one damper coil on the d-axis of the rotor and a single damper coil on q-axis. 
While this is an appropriate model for a laminated-pole machine, however, in 
solid-pole turbogenerator, greater care needs to be taken particularly due to the 
skin effects in the rotor.
In recent years, considerable interest has been generated by questions relating 
to these effects and how they can be accurately modelled into solid rotor 
turbogenerator models. These questions have been concerned with the complexity 
of models required, i.e. the number and distributions of windings used to represent 
the rotor body, as well as with techniques for obtaining parameter values for these 
models. This interest has arisen due to concern that greater accuracy in the 
representation of turbogenerators for use in large scale digital computer studies is 
required as the complexity and size of power systems increases. Furthermore, a 
requirement has arisen for the development of very high-speed protection schemes 
which would permit power systems to operate closer to their stability limits. In
3.
order to properly design such schemes, it is necessary that the relevant dynamic 
properties of the power system elements, of which the generator is one of the 
most important, be properly represented.
Whatever the accuracy of the model, a question arises as to how can the
parameters be obtained. The most up-to-date technique for determining the 
machine parameters of interest has been outlined in a March 1987 IEE Proceeding 
article entitled Standstill micromachine for turbogenerator parameter studies"^). 
Of particular interest in this article is a test which is now receiving a great deal of 
attention. This is the "standstill frequency response test", in which relatively small 
currents at selected frequencies are injected in turn into the stator winding to 
obtain operational impedances for the d - and q-axes. The corresponding 
operational inductances can then be obtained.
The concept of performing frequency response tests on solid rotor
turbogenerators as a means of determining their properties by direct measurements 
has received considerable attention in recent years, due mainly to the excellent
work performed at Ontario Hydro(22»23,26,28,29,) and N o r t h  f l e e t  (27*49) stations. 
In this study, a new technique for deriving the d - and q-axis operational
inductances in the form of rational functions is developed. This is achieved by 
curve fitting the frequency response data in the complex plane to investigate the 
system responses.
In the case of the transformer, frequency dependence effects caused by eddy 
currents play an important role in the high frequency range in the transient study. 
The method developed in this work to analyse a transformer in the frequency 
domain also enables us to take account of the frequency variance of transformer 
parameters easily. However, because of the range of frequency of interest in this 
study (limited to 12KHz), the frequency dependency of transformer parameters has
4.
not been included. In this respect it should be mentioned that the transformer 
parameters are more or less constant in the frequency range considered^*).
In this work, methods are extended to incorporate frequency response data 
when modelling the synchronous generator in the frequency domain. Symmetrical 
component theory is utilised. The generator model is then combined with a 
frequency domain model of Y/A transformer, which then forms the source side 
network of a transmission line model.
The main difficulty in proving any new technique is the shortage of 
comprehensive reliable field tests. For this reason, an extensive comparison of the 
results obtained from the new model developed here using the frequency variant 
data with the already verified results obtained using constant parameters has been 
made.
Furthermore, the system model has been developed to embrace the shunt 
capacitances (capacitance to ground) of generator and transformer as well as the 
relevant busbar capacitance to study the effect of these capacitances on the 
waveforms under transient conditions.
When considering the overall system model, i.e. a model comprising generator, 
transformer and transmission line, various researchers have adopted different 
approaches to the problem. For example, Slemon et al(^6) in 1968 succeeded in 
analysing a synchronous machine connected to a distributed parameter transmission 
line model in the phase co-ordinate real time domain. A  phase parameter model 
for the synchronous machine was used, while the transmission line analysis was an 
application of the method developed by Uram and M ille r^ ) .  in addition to 
ignoring the parameter variations of the generator and transmission line the 
genera tor/transformer was not included. However, the transformer has major
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influence on the generator performance and on the waveforms obtained during 
transmission line earth faults.
The ground effects in wave propagation which can affect the frequency 
dependent parameters of transmission line has been considered in reference (62) but 
the transformer problem has remained unsolved.
Barber and Giannini(71) studied simulation of a synchronous generator 
connected via a delta-star transformer and a short lumped parameter transmission 
line to the infinite busbar in the phase co-ordinate and the real time domain. 
Although the generator/transformer had been included, the parameter variations 
were not considered.
Owen and L e w i s e ( ^ )  succeeded in studying the extra delay of zero crossing at 
sequential faults using a large turbogenerator and its generator/transformer. 
However, constant parameters were applied.
In a comprehensive report by S h a c k s h a f t ^ ) ,  valuable information relevant to 
both steady-state and transient performance of turbo-type and salient pole machine 
is presented. In this report the ability of frequency response tests to obtain q-axis 
parameters has been confirmed, while use of this data in a large disturbance and 
transient stability remained doubtful.
Barret and Roquefort^) and Roquefort^) have developed a new approach 
for obtaining the turboalternator operational impedances for small disturbances using 
frequency response information and the fast Fourier techniques. The operational 
impedances obtained from frequency response tests should ideally include a 
distributed parameter model representing the transmission line. However, this has 
not been done. In addition, the method utilises the d-q-o  representation which
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implies the study of symmetrical disturbances only.
Very recently, a similar approach has been used for a laboratory 
microaltemator by Sriharan and K oh(^), where the faults were examined at 
generator terminals.
Johns and A g g a r w a l ^ S )  have studied the effects of frequency variance of 
transmission line parameters, while more elementary source networks were used in 
frequency domain. However, the method uses the theory of modified Fourier 
transform introduced by Day, Reed and Mullinex(^) which has been implemented 
by applying fast Fourier Transform(^).
Bickford and A b d e l - R a h m a n ( 6 7 )  have succeeded in calculation of 
transient-fault currents and voltages in time domain. By assuming a simple source 
model, the transformer influence on the generator performance and on the resulting 
waveforms during the fault has been neglected. Moreover, in studying the shunt 
capacitance effects on current and voltage waveforms, the capacitance to ground of 
the generator and transformer delta-side as a result of simple source assumption 
has not been included.
Johns and A g g a r w a l ( 6 8 )  in 1981 presented the simulation of faults and 
subsequent clearance in frequency domain. A simple source model connected to a 
distributed parameter line was used. In our study, we utilised a more complex 
source model to study fault and transient phenomena relevant to clearance of fault.
It can be seen that in each of the aforementioned methods of simulation, 
some form of approximations have been made either in the generator or 
transformer or transmission line, which can affect the realism with which the fault 
transients are produced. The work represented in this thesis is thus out to
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increase the realism with which the transient can be obtained from computer 
models of systems.
Apart from improving the simulation technique, techniques are also developed 
here for applying faults at any point on the line (and not just at the machine
terminals or the infinite busbar as has hitherto been done by other researchers), 
the line at each end being represented by realistic source models.
Finally, it is also the objective of the present investigation to develop a
technique for studying the fault transient phenomena associated with three-phase 
autoreclosure of an uncompensated 400kV quadrature transmission system.
1.2 Summary of the Thesis
The fundamental theory of an idealised synchronous salient pole machine is 
presented in chapter 2. Also, a survey of conventional transforms in machine
analyses is given and finally the relationships between d -  and q-axes parameters 
and the original phase co-ordinate parameters are considered.
In chapter 3, the symmetrical component machine relationships obtained in 
chapter 2 are transformed into the frequency domain, where shifting techniques are 
applied to the positive and negative sequence components to ensure numerical
stability. Furthermore, the superposition theorem is also introduced to calculate the 
superimposed voltages at fault point for any type of faults.
Chapter 4 describes the method of obtaining the machine d-q -o  operational 
inductances from the Forward/Backward components which are closely related to 
symmetrical components. A  technique to fit the frequency-response data to a fifth 
order polynomial function has been developed. The derived function of the
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operational inductances by curve fitting procedure is then incorporated into the 
model to simulate any disturbance.
Chapter 5 begins by analysing the Y/A transformer using the nodal admittance 
m ethod^) and considers the necessary modification for transient studies. The 
matrix manipulations to form an economical computation technique for the 
generator/transformer in symmetrical components form and frequency domain are
shown. In this chapter, the distributed parameter line model is also analysed by
using the sequence components in frequency domain. Finally, the combination of 
generator, transformer and the transposed transmission line is considered.
The circuit configuration is shown in chapter 6 . Besides the basic constant
parameters of plant items such as generator, transformer, transmission line, shunt 
capacitance of generator/transformer and corresponding busbar, the data obtained by 
frequency response test for the generator is presented.
Chapters 7-8 cover the digital computer results of the various fault studies.
Chapter 7 shows the results obtained from studies of the distortion produced due to 
the travelling waves associated with fault for both maximum and minimum current 
offsets, in the case of constant and frequency variance parameters generator model. 
The voltages and currents of the star and delta sides of the transformer are traced
and given for each system fault. In addition, the results for the case of
underexcited and overexcited machine performance for several faults at relaying
point are also given. In chapter 8 the effects on the system's responses and/or 
model due to changing the fault point from infinite busbar to some point on the 
line are studied. A comprehensive digital simulation of conditions following
three-phase autoreclosure fault clearance sequences are also provided.





The fundamental set of equations used here for representing the synchronous 
generator model are those for an idealised machine which can be approximated to 
the actual machine in accordance with certain well-defined assumptions0 ). In 
general, they are differential equations, in which an applied voltage is equated to 
the sum of several component voltages which in turn depend on the currents. The 
machine consists of several inductively coupled circuits in which the self and mutual 
inductances vary periodically with the angular position of the rotor, i.e. the 
inductances are time variant. The actual equations become more effective, 
considerably simple and also the corresponding inductances become independent of 
rotor position if they are expressed in terms of certain fictitious currents and
voltages which are different from, but are related to actual values. The fictitious
currents can have a physical meaning in that they can be considered to flow in
fictitious windings acting along two axes at right angles, called the "direct and 
quadrature axes", i.e. d - and q-axes. This form of analysis is commonly known 
as the 'TW O-AXIS THEORY'.
Analysis based on the d-q-o method covers any steady or transient disturbance 
of a symmetrical nature. This transformation was developed by Blondle in 1913 
for analysing steady state operation of a synchronous machine , was further 
examined by Doherty and Nikle^) and ParkO) further refined it for many
important practical problems. Other authors have developed transformations to 
determine the machine performance under asymmetrical conditions, for example,
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Clark in o-/3-o transformation^) and Fortiscue in symmetrical components^). The 
latter was refined by Ku(^) to be used for symmetrical disturbances by the 
so-called "Forward-Backward" components transform. Symmetrical components are 
extensively used in power system analysis and moreover, some protective relays 
utilise phase sequence quantities.
This chapter considers the various transformations as applied to the machine 
phase co-ordinate equations. Also the steady state performance of a synchronous 
machine using a vector diagram, in which the machine load angle can be 
determined by means of d-q-o parameters under symmetrical steady state 
conditions, is considered.
2.2 The Ideal Synchronous Machine
The generator is assumed to be an "ideal synchronous machine" in which in 
accordance with Park's d e f i n i t i o n t h e  basic assumptions can be summarised as 
follows:
1. Saturation effects are neglected (this allows the application of the 
superposition principle because the model is then linear).
2. The magnetic circuit and all rotor windings are assumed to be 
symmetrical both with respect to the d-axis which lines up with the 
centre-line through the field poles, and to the q-axis, 90° ahead of 
it(6), as shown in Figure 2 .1.
3. A current in any winding is assumed to set up an mmf, sinusoidally 
distributed in space around the air gap. Any mmf may be resolved 
into components along d-q axes. A sinusoidal distribution does normally
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imply that only the fundamental component is considered. In making 
this assumption, it should be remembered that the effects of harmonics 
in the field distribution are small in a well-designed machine^*®).
4. The damper windings are represented as hypothetical windings in d-q 
axes. The machine thus consists of three AC stator windings, one field 
winding on d-axis and some hypothetical windings on NdN and NqN axes.
Practically, in a salient pole machine, amortisseur windings usually 
consist of a set of copper or brass bars set in pole face slots and 
connected together at the end of the machine but in two-pole 
solid-rotor turbine-generators, the solid rotor itself serves the purpose of
amortisseur(9).
5. The stator slots cause no appreciable variation of any of the rotor 
inductances with rotor angle.
With reference to the above assumptions, a system of linear equations 
describes the relations between the voltages and currents in the windings 
of an idealised generator. For example, the voltage equation of the 
generator in phase co-ordinates would take the following form:
e -  -<R ) i  + d W / d t  . . ( 2 . 1 )
where it should be noted that the direction of current is as has been 
shown in Figure 2.1.
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2.3 The Inductance Relations
2.3.1 The armature
2.3.1.1 Self inductance
The self-inductance of the armature of the salient-pole machine depends upon 
machine geometry and the position of the machine rotor and varies periodically 
from a maximum when the pole axis is in line with the phase axis to a minimum 
when the inter-pole axis is in line with the phase axisW. Because of the 
symmetry of the rotor, the inductance of the armature must have a period of 180 
electrical degrees and contain 'even' harmonic terms of the rotor position, and
must be expressed by a series of c o s i n e s ^ ) ,  it follows that the inductance has a
maximum value and is independent of rotor position. The effect of rotor slots
may be taken into account by adding higher order variations in equation 2.2 below.
As shown in reference (8) the self inductances are given by:
Laa ”  LaaQ + Lga2 COS 2fl| + Laa4 COS 4tf|
Lbb “  Lbb0 + Lbb2 COS 2 (0 !  -  2 r /3 )  + Lbb4 COS 4 (0 !  -  2 * /3 )
Lcc ”  Lcc0 "*■ ^cc2 ^  2 (0 !  + 2 x /3 )  + Lcc4 COS 4 (0 !  + 2x /3 )
. . ( 2 .2)
where for balanced machine design:
LaaO “ LbbQ "" ^ccO * ^aa2 "  ^bb2 “  ^cc2 •
^aa4 “ ^bb4 “ ^cc4




With reference to Figure 2.1, it is evident that the mutual inductance between
any phase pair is a minimum when the pole axis is midway between the phases
concerned. The maximum value occurs when the rotor is advanced from its 
minimum position by 90° electrically. It follows that the mutual inductances 
between phases are as follows^):
Mab “  Mab0 + Mab2 * cos 203 + Mab4 ‘ cos 493
Mac “  Mac0 + Mac2 ‘ COS 202 + Mac4 • COS A62 . . ( 2 . 3 )
Mbc “  Mbc0 + Mbc2 * cos 261 + Mbc4 * cos 401
Again, for a balanced machine design:
Mabo “  ^acO "  ^bcO * ^ab2 “  ^ac2 “  ^bc2 *
^ab4 “  ^ac4 “  ^*bc4
2.3.2 The armature-rotor mutual inductance
The mutual inductances between an armature coil and a field or damper coil
vary periodically with period 2x. For example, in equation 2.4 below, is
maximum when phase HaH is on the d-axis and zero when phase "a" is on the 
q-axis. The mutual inductances contain odd harmonic termsW. Thus:
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Mafd  “ Ma f l • COS0J + Ma f 3 • COS 30j + Maf5  * COS 50!
^akd ™ Madl • COS^j + Mad3 • COS 301 + ^ad5 COS 50i
^akq “ “Maql ‘ SIN01 -  Maq3 • SIN 30J - Maq5 SIN 50i
Mbfd “ Mb f l • COS 02 + Mb f3 • COS 302 + Mbf5 ’ COS 502
^bkd “ Mbdl • COS#2 + Mbd3 • COS 302 + Mbd5 ‘ COS 502 . . (2 .
^bkq “ ”^bql * SIN02 -  Mbq3 • SIN 302 - Mbq5 * SIN 502
Mc fd  “ Mc f l • COS 03 + Mc f 3 • COS 303 + Mcf5  * COS 503
Mckd “ Mcdl • COS03 + Mcd3 • COS 303 + Mcd5 COS 503
Icr0
3E ”MCq i • SIN03 -  Mcq3 • SIN 303 - MCq5 SIN 503
For a normal balanced machine design: '
Madl -  Mbdl -  Mcdl » Mad3 - Mbd3 ”  Mcd3
Mad5 -  Mbd5 -  Mcd5 9 Maql - Mbql “  Mcqi
Maq3 “  ^*bq3 “  ^*cq3 9 Maq5 - Mbq5 “  ^*cq5
Ma f l -  Mb f l  -  Mc f l 9 Maf3 - Mbf3 “  Mc f3
Maf5 -  Mbf5 - Mcf5
In the above equations:
0 i -  wQ.t+X -  8
82 -  #1 -  2x /3
83 "  ^1 + 2 t / 3
The machine parameters comprise five resistances, R (where Ra = Rb = Rc = 
R)» Rkq» Rfd» Rkd» ^  ancl fourteen inductance values covering the constant, the 
fundamental and 2nd harmonic terms, i.e. LaaQ, Laa2, M abQ, M ab2, M af|,  M af3, 
Mad i. Mad3» ^ff» ^tld* ^ q *  ^aql» ^aq3* ^fdkd*
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It should be noted that further terms in the series for the armature self and 
mutual inductances can be included if necessary. For many purposes, the equations 
can be simplified by neglecting the Fourier terms of third order and above. All 




Because of neglecting the effects of stator slots and saturation, all rotor self 
inductances Lff, L ^ ,  Lqq, are constant.
2.3.3.2 Mutual inductance
All mutual inductances in the rotor are constant, since the flux
linkages between the rotor windings are not a function of rotor position^).
2.4 The Voltage Relations
With reference to equation 2.1, the relationship between each circuit voltage 
and current in Figure 2.1 are expressed by the general matrix form:
[e ] -  — [ R ] . [ i ] + W / d t ]  . . ( 2 . 5 )
These equations apply to any part of machine coils, i.e. (armature, rotor) and 
magnetic circuit.
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2.4.1 Armature (stator voltage relationships
These are given as: 
ea “  P^a ” R* *a
eb “  P^b " R-*b  • • <2 -6 )
ec “  P^c “ R i c
2.4.2 Rotor voltage relationships
2.4.2.1 Field
e f d  “  P ^ ' fd  +  R f d - , f d  • • ( 2 - 7 )
2.4.2.2 The damper circuit voltages
For d -a x is :  0 -  P^kd + Rkd• 1kd
. . (2 .8)
For q -a x is :  0 -  p^kq + Rkq.*kq
In the above, the zero voltages are due to the short circuiting of damper bars in
each axis.
It should be noted that the symmetrical choice of the rotor circuit has the 
advantage of making all mutual inductances between d-  and q-axis rotor circuits to 
be equal to zero.
2.5 Flux Linkage Relationships
The equations are defined in accordance with Figure 2.1 where the positive 
sign indicates current entering the plane of the paper and the arrows show the
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direction of flux(^).
2.5.1 Armature flux relationships
“  ^ a a * “ ^ab’ ^b “ ^ac*^c *  ^ a f d '^ f d  + ^akd*^kd + ^akq’ ^kq
t b  “  -  Mba^a “ Lb b ^ b  “ Mbc !c + M b fd - i fd  + Mbkd* ! kd + Mb k q * k q
™ ^ca* ^a “ ^cb*^b ” ^cc*^c + ^c fd *^ fd  + ^ckd*^kd + ^ckq*^kq
. . ( 2 . 9 )
2.5.2 Field flux
^fd  "  -  M fd a -U  -  M fdb-lb  " Mfd c - ic  + L f f ^ f d  + Mfdkd**kd
. . (2 . 10)
where
M fda = Mafd • Mfdb = M bfd » M fdc = Mcfd
2.5.3 Amortisseur windings
a) d-^axis
^kd “ “ ^kda**a “ ^kdb**b “ ^kdc*^c + ^kdfd*^fd + Mtk**kd
. . ( 2 . 11)
b) q-axis
V^ kq “  “ ^kqa-^a “ ^kqb-*b " ^kqc*^c + ^qq*^kq • • ( ^ - 12)
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where
Mkdfd "  Mfdkd^ 
Mkdb "  Mbkd
^kda “ ^akd 
^kdc ™ ^ckd
The equations (2.9-2.12) can be arranged in the general matrix form:
. . ( 2 .13 )
where [^] and [i] are column matrices, i.e.
[L] -
m “ [*a ^b t c  t  fd V^ kd V'kql*
[ i ] " Ha * b * c * f  d * kd *kql *
[L] = square matrix of the form:
a b c fd kd kq
a ~f-aa -Mab “^ac ^afd Makd ^akq
b “^ba ’ Lbb -Mbc Mbfd Mbkd Mbkq
c ”^ca ”^cb ”^cc Mc fd Mckd ^ckq
fd "M a f d "Mbfd ~Mcfdq L f f Mfdkd 0
kd ~ ^ a k d "Mbkd “ ^ c k d Mkdfd Lkk 0
kq ~ ^ a k q “ ^ b k q “ ^ c k q 0 0 Lqq
( 2 .1 4 )
The matrix [L] is always symmetrical, irrespective of rotor positions. Under 
the assumption of sinusoidal winding distribution, only the first terms of the self 
and mutual inductances in the above matrix are significant. Hence with reference 
to equations (2.2) and (2.3) we have:
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Laa — LaaQ + ^aa2 COS20J
Lbb "  LbbO + Lbb2 cos2#2
Lqc “  Lccq + Lcc2 COS2^3
. . ( 2 .15a )
Mab ”  MabO + Ma[j2 COS203
Mac “  MacO ^ac2 COS2#2 
Mbc "  MbcO + Mbc2 COS2<?t
It should be noted that the variable part of the mutual inductances is of 
exactly the same magnitude as that of the variable part of the self inductances and 
that the constant part has a magnitude half the constant part of the 
self-inductances^ 2 ), i.e.:
LaaO "  LbbO “  Lcco ■ Ls , Laa2 ■ L ^ ^  ”  Lcc2 “  L^ 
Ls
^abO “  ^acO "  ^bcO "  "  * ^ab2 "  ^ac2 "  ^bc2 "  Ljq
2
. . (2 .15b)
and with reference to equation (2.4), for the armature-rotor mutual inductances we 
have:
Ma fd “ Ma f i .COS0] “  MajC(j
Mbfd "  Mb f l .COS^2 “  M jj^
Mc fd ~ Mc f  1 .COS63 ” Mckd
Makq “  ”Maq| .SIN0]
Mbkq ” “Mj^qj..SIN02
^ckq ”  “Mcql •SIN03
where:
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Mafl “  ^ b f l  “  Mc f l  "  Ma f  » ^aql “  ^bql "  ^cql "  Maq »
^afcl “  Ma^d , Mjj fj  -
The d-axis, q-axis mutual inductances are of course zero because no flux 
linkage is involved here. With regard to the above relationships, the [L] matrix 
now takes the form as follows:
[L] -
a b c
a ■-L.-Ln.C052*! M-Lm.COS2«3 M-Lm.COS202
b M-Lm.COS2^3 “Ls -Lm. cos2^2 M-Lm.COS201
c M-Lm.COS202 M-Lm.COS2tf| “Ls_Lm*COS203
fd -Ma f.COS0| -Ma f .COS02 -Ma f .COS03
kd ~Ma f.COS0J -Ma f .COS02 -Ma f .COS03
kq +Maq.SIN0i +Maq .SINS02 +Maq .SIN03
fd kd kq
+Ma f  • ^  ^  1 Ma f ’C O S - M a q. SI N0|
+Ma f.COS02 Ma f .COS02 -Maq .SIN02
+Ma f*COS^3 Ma f.COS03 -Maq. s l n s 03
Lf f Mfdkd 0
Mkdfd Lkk 0
0 0 Lqq
. . ( 2 . 1 7 )
depends on the rotor position and is a function of time, hence the [L]
matrix is a function of time.
2.6 Transformation
The equations of the synchronous machine can be greatly simplified by using a
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proper transformation. Moreover, by applying a convenient substitution, it is
possible to eliminate the time variant nature of inductances in equation (2.17). 
These transformations essentially depend on the type of disturbances, i.e. whether 
the disturbances are symmetrical or asymmetrical.
2.6.1 "d-Q-o" or Park's transformation
In this method, all the armature variables are transformed to new variables 
relating to a rotating reference frame fixed to the field system. The d - and q -
axes currents i^, iq are defined as the currents in fictitious coils, located on the 
two axes and each having the same number of turns as a phase coil which would 
set up the same mmf.
The relationships between the armature phase currents ia, ib, ic and the new 
currents id, iq, Iq are then given as follows^):
* a  "  i d .COS0 -  i q . S I N f l  +  i Q
i b -  I d .COS(0 -  120) -  i q .SIN(0 -  120) + i 0 . . ( 2 .1 8 a )
i c -  1d . COS(0 + 120) -  i q .SIN(0 + 120) + i 0
and similarly for voltages:
ea ■ ed .COS0 -  eq . SIN0 + eQ
eb "  ed . COS( 6  -  120) -  eq .SIN(0 -  120) + e0 . . (2 .18b)
ec -  ed .COS(0 + 120) -  eq .SIN(0 + 120) + eQ
Similar substitution can be made for armature flux linkages.
The inverse transformation of equation (2.18a) is:
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2
“ . [ i a .COS0 + i b .COS(0 -  120) + i c .COS(0 + 120)]
3
2
“ . [ - i a .SlN0 -  i b .SIN(0 -  120) -  i c . SIN(0 + 120)]
3
1
( 1 a ^ *b ^  ^c )
3
. . (2 .19 )
The above two equations can be written in matrix form as:
*a 1 /2 1 /2 1 /2
l d -  [C] *b where, [C] -  ( 2 / 3 ) - COS0 COS(0-12O) COS(0+120)
iq. i c . -SIN0 -S IN(0 -12O) -SIN(0+12O).
Vo' V .
V^ d -  [C] ^b
Vq V c -
and:
*a *o 1 COS0 -SIN0
*b -  [C ] ’ 1 where, [C] ^ 1 - 1 COS(0-12O) -SIN(0-12O)
i c. i q. 1 COS(0+120) -SIN(0+12O).
. . ( 2 . 20b)
With reference to equations (2.13) -  (2.15) and using flux linkage
transformation equation (2 .20a), the d-q-o  fluxes are as follows:
\^ o ”  ” (^aa0 ^MabQ) . i Q
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3
"  “ ( L aaO "  MabO + “ L a a 2 ) * I d +  M a f ^ f d  +  M a f ^ k d
2
3
t q  ~  “ ( L aaO “  MabO “  ~ L a a 2 ) - * q  +  Ma q - * k q
t f d  "  - ( 3 / 2 ) M a f . i d + Lf f . l f d + Mfdkd. i kd
^kd "  - ( 3 / 2 ) M a f . i d + Mfdkd. i f d + Lk k . i kd
*kq *  - ( 3 / 2 ) M aq . i q + Lq q - ! kq
If, in the above, it is assumed that:
Lq ■ Laa0 + 2MabO
i'd "  Laao -  Mabo + Laa2
2
Lq ■ Laao ~ Ma|;jO -  Laa2 
H 2
. . ( 2 . 21a)
The matrix relationship then becomes:
o d q f d k d k q
t o “ L 0 0 0 0 0 0
t d 0 - L d 0 Ma f Ma f
0
0 0 ”Lq 0 0 Ma q
^ f d 0
3
- “ N a f
2
0 L f  f Mf d k d 0
t k d 0
3
“ " M a f
2
0 Mf d k d Lkk 0
t k q 0 0
3









. . (2 .2 1 b )
2 4 .
The transformed voltage equations may then be found by substituting the 
above flux and current relationships in equation (2 .1) and are given as:
«d “  P ^d ~ P0 *^q ” R-*d
e q “  P0 - f d  + P f q  ~ R i q
eo "  P ^o “ R , o
. . (2 .22)
e f d  "  P f f d  +  R f d - , f d
0  -  P t f k d  +  Rk d - * k d
0  "  P ^ k q  +  Rk q • * k q
where: p0 = w0
Substituting equation (2.21b) into equation (2.22) and replacing 'p' by 'jw' gives 
the following matrix relationship:
eo - (R + jw .L 0 ) 0 0
ed 0 -(R+Jw.Ld) wo • ^q
eq 0 -w0 Ld -(R + jw .L q)
efd 0 - ( 3 / 2 ) . jw.Ma f 0
0 0 “ ( 3 / 2 ) . jw.Ma f 0
0 . 0 0 “ ( 3 / 2 ) . jw.Map
fd kd kq
0 0 0 *o
jw.Ma f Jw.Ma f -wQ.Maq «d
w0 .Ma f wo-Maf jw.Maq *q
(Rfd+Jw-Lf f ) Jw*Mfdkd 0 ifd
Jw-Mfdkd (Rkd+Jw* ^kk^ 0 *kd
0 0 (Rkq+Jw* ^qq)' *kq'
(2 .2 3 )
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It should be noted that the d-q-o  transformation is rather intractable when having 
unbalanced disturbances.
2.6.2 The "a.fl.o" transformation
This transformation can be used to transform the three phase quantities into 
"a. 0.om components on the stationary armature framed). It is obtained by taking 
the cr-axis aligned with a-phase and the /9-axis aligned with the common axis of b 
and c-phases. Unlike the Nd-q -oN transformation, such a transformation is more 
suitable for studying unbalanced operations of three phase systems.
The transformation between the d-q-o and or-0-o components is given as^®):
1 0  0
- 0 COS0 -SIN0 *d . . ( 2 . 2 4 )
.10. o s i n #  c o s e  . iq.
The transformation can be easily related to the phase co-ordinates as:
1
"  O a  *b ^
3
2
i«  -  " H a  ’  [<«b + « c ) / 2 l > • • C2.25)
3
"  Ob.  -  i c ) / sqr t ( 3 >
This transformation does not completely eliminate time variant of inductances but 
resulting equations are relatively easy to handle.
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2.6.3 The symmetrical component transformation
The theory of symmetrical components has been used for many years in 
calculating steady state fault currents and voltages In a three-phase system^1).
In this method, a three-phase unbalanced system of voltages and currents is 
represented by three separate systems of phasors, namely, positive, negative and 
zero phasor systems. The well-known symmetrical component relationships for 
three-phase quantities are:
1
i<> "  ( i a *c>
3
1
1  ^ — ( ig  h f . lb  + h j . i ^ )
3 
1
12 "  ( hg• *b i't • ic^
3
The relationships between a.0.o  and symmetrical components a re ^ ^ :
i«  “  < *i + J2> . *0  -  O i  -  «2> / J  "  -  J • ( i i “ i 2)
The voltage equations in symmetrical components method are:
e i “  P^i ~ R . i f  , e 2 — pifi2 ~ R . i 2 , ©o “  P^q -  R . i 0
2.6.4 Forward and Backward components transformation
As defined by Ku^O), the Forward/Backward components are related to the
ia  "  O o  + i i  + i 2 >
ib  “  ( i 0 ^ ^ 2*^1 ^ h | . i 2)
Iq “  O o  ^ ^ 1* i l  ^ 2*^2^
. . (2 .2 6 )
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symmetrical components as follows:
i F -
i B -  i 2 . e J *
i ,  -  I p . e J *  
*2 "
. . ( 2 .27 )
where for 6 = wQt = 0 , 1, = ip and i 2 = ig.
The Forward and Backward components refer to a rotating reference frame, 
while the symmetrical components refer to a stationary reference frame. 
Relationships as shown in equation (2.27) can be extended to obtain transformation 
between Forward and Backward and phase magnitude and vice versa, as shown 
below:
i p  -  e ” J 0 ( I a + h t . I b  + h 2 . i c ) / 3  o r  l a -  i Q + *F-e ^  +
*B "  e * ^ O a  + ^ 2 • ^b + h , . l c ) / 3  o r  -  l Q + h 2. i p . e J *  + h 1 . I B.e~J0
i c -  i G + h j . i p . e J *  + h 2 . i B. e"J*
and in a matrix form:
eo
1
eF -  “
3
eB
1 0  0
0 e " J #  0
0 0 eJ*
1 1 *a
hi h 2 <b . . (2 .2 8 )
h 2 h r ! c
There is a simple relationship between the d - and q - and the Forward and 
Backward components as followsOO):
*o 1 0 0 O








and for the voltage equations:
eF "  P + J (P0) " R *F
. . (2 . 3 0 )
eB “  P ” J(P®) ^F ” * .« B
It should be noted that the Forward/Backward components of voltage are only 
a function of the corresponding components of flux linkage and current. This can 
be proved easily by substituting equation (2.29), and similar equation for the flux 
linkages into equation (2 .22).
2.7 aassification of Different Transformations
2.7.1 According to the reference frame
2.7.1.1 Rotating reference frame
-  d.q.o transformation
-  F.B.o transformation
2.7.1.2 Stationary reference frame
the original phase co-ordinates 
a. 0.0 transformation
-  the symmetrical components transformation
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2.7.2 Complexity of domain
2.7.2.1 Real time domain
the original phase co-ordinates
-  a. 0.0 transformation
-  d.q.o transformation
2.7.2.2  Complex domain
-  F.B.o transformation
-  the symmetrical components transformation
2.7.3 According to the type of fault study
2.7.3.1 Symmetrical disturbances
-  d.q.o transformation
-  F.B.o transformation
2.7.3.2  Asymmetrical disturbances
-  symmetrical component transformation
-  original phase co-ordinates
-  a. 0.0 transformation
2.8 Steady State Operation of a Synchronous Machine
During normal steady AC operation, the speed of the machine is constant 
synchronous speed, w0 . The field voltage and current are constant, the damper
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current is zero and the armature phase voltages and currents are balanced
three-phase quantities. Hence, zero time is taken as the instant when a-phase is
on the direct axis.
Now, for no load, ia = i^ = ic = 0, ifcd = *kq =
From equations (2.9), we have: = M afd.ifd, and with reference to
equation (2.16): Mafd = MUCOSA, then: ^a = Maf.COS0.ifd.
Also from equation (2.6): ea = p ^a ~ R.ia, and as we have defined
previously: 0 = w0t + X and if X = 0 then: 6 = wot. We thus have: ea =
d/ dt(Maf .COS 0). ifd = d/dt(Maf.COSw0t).ifd ea = — w0 .M af.ifd.SINwQt =
“^ m a x ^ ^ ^ ^  w^erc• ^max = wo-^af ‘fd*
. . (2.31)
If  the machine is loaded, armature reaction occurs and all currents, except 
those in the damper bars, are finite. In accordance with figure (2.2) the terminal 
voltage is phase shifted by 6 with respect to its no-load value. As the voltage or
its flux lags the no-load position by angle 6, the instantaneous angular 
displacement with respect to the a-phase axis becomes (0 -  a). Equation (2.31) 
thus changes to:
ea — -  5) -  -  Emax(SIN0 COSa -  CO SO SIN5)
-  Ejnax.SINfi COS0 -  E^x-COSa SIN0 . . ( 2 . 3 2 )
From transformation equation (2.18), the voltage and current in a-phase are:
ea "  ed .COS0 -  eq .S IN0 ( a )  i a -  i d .COS0 -  i q .SIN0 (b )
Comparing equation (a) with (2.32):
ed ”  E ^ ^ S I N S  ®q “ • * (2 .33 )
For steady-state operation, it is common to use r.m.s values instead of
instantaneous values. Equation (2.33) then becomes^):
ed -  s q r t ( 2 ) . E d and eq "  ” s q r t ( 2 ) E q . . (2 .3 4 )
and:
E -  Ed + JEq
Hence, for steady state operation at synchronous speed, the axes voltages and
currents are all constant quantities independent of time. Moreover, NefdN and "ifd"
are constant and e ^ ,  e ^ ,  i]^, i^q are all zero. As shown in appendix A - l  the
required expressions for the steady state currents are:
fd  "  sti r t ( 2 ) * ( -  EqC + ^ r . n . s ' C O S j ) / ^
. . ( 2 . 3 5 )
i q -  s q r t ( 2 ) - ( E r . m. s -SIN5) /Xq i o  -  0
where:
Eoc -  open c i r c u i t  vo ltage -  -  )^,d . i f d/ s q r t (2 )
Xjjkj -  magnetising reactance in d i re c t  axis
The negative sign of shows that with the sign convention used, a negative 
field voltage is required to generate a positive armature voltage.
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2.9 Evaluation of Reciprocity of the Mutual Inductance Coefficients
In analysing an electrical network, an essential condition for the existence of a 
linear equivalent circuit is the reciprocity of the mutual-inductance coefficients and 
this condition is not completely satisfied in the equation (2 .21), i.e. in this equation 
the mutual inductance coefficients between armature currents and rotor flux are 
- ( 3 / 2 ) M a f ,  - ( 3 / 2 ) M a f ,  - { 3 / 2 ) M a q ,  but the mutual inductance coefficients between 
armature flux and rotor currents are M a f ,  M a f ,  M a q .  This difficulty arises because 
of the transformation used for both phase currents (ia, i^, ic) and fluxes (^a,
0C). The difficulty can be avoided by changing the rotor currents (ifd, ij^ , ifcq) 
in equation (2.21) by a factor of 2/3 (14).
The flux linkage relationships in equation (2.21) then become:
a) rotor
^ fd  “  " Ma d - ! d + L f f - ! fd  + Mad .*kd
^kd “  ~ ^ad*^d + ^ad*^fd  + ^ kk*^kd
^kq ™ " ^aq*^q + ^qq*^kq
. . ( 2 . 3 6 )
b) stator
^d ™ • i d + ^ad • * fd  + *^ad • * kd
. . ( 2 . 3 7 )
to  “  “ ^0*^0
and the matrix form of the above relationships is as follows:
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-L0 0 0 0 0 0
t fd 0 -Ld 0 Mad Mad 0
0 0 - Lq 0 0 Ma q !q
^ f d 0 -M ad 0 L f f Mad 0 i f d
^ k d 0 -M a d 0 Mad L k k 0 * k d
^ k q 0 0 “ Ma q 0 0 LqqJ i k q
. . ( 2 .3 8 )
2.10 Phase Values
In practice, the machine parameters are invariably quoted in d-q-o  values and 
sometimes it is necessary to find the corresponding phase co-ordinate values. 
Relationships (2.15b) and (2.21a) can be usefully employed to obtain some specific 
equations for calculating phase parameter values as follows:
a) armature phase parameter
Ls + M -  (Ld + Lq) / 2  
Ls -  2M -  L0
Thus:
Ls "  (Ld + Lq + L0 ) / 3
M -  (Ld + Lq -  2L0 ) / 6  . . ( 2 .3 9 )
l-m "  (Ld " Lq) / 3
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b) rotor phase parameter
Ma f  "  Mfdkd "  ( 2/ 3 ) . M ad
Maq "  ( 2 / 3 ) >Maq^gjven)
Lf f  -  ( 2 / 3 ) . L f f ( g | ven)
Lkk "  ( 2 / 3 )  •L)0k(g|ven)
^qq "  ( 2 / 3 ) .Lqq(g jven^
In addition, all rotor resistances should be multiplied by (2/3).
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Figure 2.2 Complete machine phasor diagram 
for d-q -o  components.
CHAPTER 3
GENERAL MACHINE EQUATIONS IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN
3.1 Introduction
As mentioned previously, in order to improve the accuracy with which the 
fault transient phenomena in power networks can be simulated, the frequency 
variance of synchronous machine parameters must also be taken into account when 
modelling the networks. It follows that improved frequency domain synchronous 
machine models, which can be relatively easily combined with the already well 
developed transmission line m o d e ls O ^ ) ,  are required.
The application of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques for the simulation 
of transients in power systems are w e l l - k n o w n 0 5 » 1 6 ) .  Using such techniques, it 
has now become possible to solve the synchronous machine equations both more 
accurately and more efficiently (from a computational point of view) than with 
other numerical methods. In this study, the superposition theorem in conjunction 
with the FFT is used to solve the machine equations for the general case of a 
salient pole machine. Practical data is incorporated into the simulation to take 
into account the frequency variance of the machine parameters and the method 
developed makes use of the symmetrical components transform developed previously. 
Furthermore, a shifting technique is developed to facilitate both mathematical and 
numerical solutions to the rather complex problem.
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3.2 Application of Symmetrical Components to Flux and Voltage Relationships
By applying the appropriate transformation (equation 2.26) to equation 2.17 (in 
the previous chapter), the flux relationships in terms of symmetrical components 
take the form:
‘*0 - ( L s -  2M) 0 0
0 - ( L s + M) ( - 3 / 2 )  .Lpj.eJ2^
^2 0 ( - 3 / 2 ) . l ^ . e - J 2^ - ( L s + M)
^fd 0 ( - 3 / 2 ) . M a f .e-J^ ( - 3 / 2 ) .Ma f . eJ^
^kd 0 ( - 3 / 2 ) . M a f .e - J * ( “3 /2 ) . M a f .eJ*
V^ kq 0 ( - 3 / 2 J ) . M aq.e-J^ ( + 3 / 2 j ) . M aq. e j *
0 0 0
<l /2 ) .M a f .eJ«  ( l / 2 ) . M a f .e J»  ( - l / 2 j ) . M a q .eJ»
( l / 2 ) . M a f . e - J »  ( l / 2 ) . M a f . e -J«  (+ 1 /2 J )  .Ma q .e*J«
Lf f  Mfdkd 0
Mfdkd Lkk 0
0 0 Lqq







In deriving the above matrix relationship, it is assumed that:
i a .COS20 + i b .COS(20 -  120) + i c .COS(20 + 120) -  ~ < i , . e“ J + i 2 . e J 20)
2
I a .COS(20 -120 )  + ! b .COS(20+12 0 ) + I c . COS20- “ ( h , . i , . e ' J 20+h2 . i 2 . e J 20)
2





i a .S IN 0+ ib .S IN (0 -12 O )+ ic .S IN(0+12O)-— ( 1 , . e ”J * - i 2 . eJ* )
2J
It is interesting to note that unlike static circuits (e.g. transposed overhead 
lines), when the method of symmetrical components is applied to rotating circuits 
such as a salient pole machine, mutual coupling exists between sequence quantities 
as indicated in equation 3.1. With reference to equation 2.1 which is:
[ e ]  -  P M  -  [ R ] . [ I ]
where:
[e] -  [ e 0 e,  e 2 e fd ekd ekq]*
W l -  [*o ^2 ^fd ^kd ^kq] 1
[ U  “  [ i 0  ^2 *fd *kd *kqJ*
[R[ — i s  a  d iagona l  m a t r ix
and where [^] = [L],[i] (as shown in equation 3.1), the above voltage
relationships are now transformed into the frequency domain by applying the 
well-known Fourier integral:
00
F(w) -  J f ( t ) . e - J w t .dt  . . ( 3 . 2 )
-00
When this is done a transformation into frequency domain has been affected and 
the entire equations are:
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e 0(w) -  - (R + (L s- 2 M ) . j w ) . i 0(w)
e , (w )  -  - (R + (L S+M). j w ) . i , ( w ) - ( 3 / 2 ) . 1 ^ . j w . 12(w-2w0) +
( 1 / 2 ) .Ma f . j w . i f d (w-w0) + ( 1 / 2 ) .Ma f . j w . l kd(w-w0) -  
( 1 / 2 ) .Maq. w . i kq(w-w0) 
e 2(w) -  - ( 3 / 2 ) 1 ^ . j w . 1 , (w+2w„) -  (R+(LS+M). Jw) . I 2(w) +
( l / 2 ) M a f . j w . i  f d (w+w0) + ( 1 / 2 ) .Ma f . j w . i kd(w+w0) +
( l / 2 ) . M aq. w . l kq(w+w0) 
efd(w) -  - ( 3 / 2 ) . Ma f . j w . i t (w+w0) -  ( 3 / 2 ) .Ma f . J w . I 2(w-w0) +
(Rfd + Lf f • Jw>• 1fd<w) + Mfdkd-Jw* 1kd(w)
ekd(w> "  0 ----- (3 /2 )Ma f . j w . i , (w+w0) -  (3 /2 )M a f . j w . 12(w-w0) +
Mfdkd*Jw l f d ( w> + ( Rkd + Lkk-Jw>• *kd(w>
ekq(w> “  0 ----- (3 /2 )M aq. w . I , (w+w0) + (3 /2 )M aq. w . i 2(w-w„) +
( Rkq 1-qq* Jw) • ^kq(w)
( 3 .3 )
It should be noted that the following transform identities have been used in the 
derivation of the above equations.
f ( t ) -----------> F(w)
f < t ) . e ±jwot -----------> F(w +  w0)
-----------> F(w +  2w0)
d [ f ( t ) . e ±J W0t] / d t -----------> jwF(w £  w0)
Furthermore, in order to simplify the illustration, the fault inception angle X has 
been assumed to be zero, so that 8 is simply replaced by (w 0t), before the 
frequency transformation is applied. From a computational point of view, equations
(3.3) are unacceptable as they stand because they involve several current 
transformations, e.g .i^w), i ,(w+w0), i 1(w+2w0) are involved. Careful consideration
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of the problem shows that by introducing a positive frequency shift w Q to the 
transformed positive phase sequence voltage component e ,(w), together with a 
negative shift for the negative phase sequence component of voltage, the 
relationships take a much more convenient form. The necessary shifting is easily
obtained by multiplying the original time domain equations by ), as
appropriate, and subsequently employing the corresponding transform pair:
f ( t ) . e * ^ Wot ----------- > F(w * w0)
The foregoing technique gives rise to greatly simplified equations of the form:
{e(w,w+w0 ,w-w0) } - { z (w ,w + w 0 ,w-w0) } { I (w,w+w„,w-w0) } . . ( 3 . 4 )
The complete form of the equations involved is given in equation 3.5.
e 0<w>
© i ( ^ w 0)
e 2(w-w0)
e f d ( w)
0
0
- (R+Jw(Ls-2M))  0
Maf  
2
M a f  
2





j (w -w 0)-
- (R+j (w+w0) ( L s+M)) - ( 3 /2 )J (w + w 0)L in
- ( 3 / 2 )  J . (w -w ,,)!^  - (R+J(w-w0) ( L s+M))
0
j (w+w0)
j (w -w 0)-
“ ( 3 / 2 ) J,w.Ma f  
“ ( 3 / 2 ) J.w.Ma f  















“ ( 3 / 2 ) Jw.Ma f  
“ ( 3 / 2 ) jw.Ma f  
( 3 / 2 ) .w.Maq)
i 0 <w >
i t (w+w0)
i 2(w-w0)
i f d < w>
Jk d < w > 
i k q < w>
. • ( 3 . 5 )
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3.3 Frequency Domain Machine Equations When XtO
In equations 3.5 it has been assumed that X=0, which gives 0=wo.t.
However, if X is finite, then 0=wot+X, and the inductance matrix of equation 3.1
is simply modified by the following substitution:
,± j»  -  e±J<wo‘ +x> _ etjw « * - e*J* . . ( 3 . 6 )
If  the load angle "6" is also included to satisfy the loading conditions, then the
terminal voltage angle of the a-phase becomes:
0 -  wQt + X -  5
and the matrix relationship in equation 3.5 is modified to equation 3.7.
e„(w) - [R+jw(Ls -2M) ] 0
e,(w+w0) 0 “ [R+j(w+w0) ( L s+M)]
e 2(w-w0) 0 ( - 3 / 2 ) .  jC w - w ^ I ^ .e
e f d ( w) 0 ( “3 / 2 ) . jw.Ma f .e “ Jx
0 0 ( - 3 / 2 ) . jw.Ma f .e" J x
0 0 ( - 3 / 2 ) . w . M akq. e " j x
0 0
% \
( “3 / 2 ) . j (w+w0)Lm.e J 2X
( j / 2 ) ( w - w 0)Ma f .e~Jx ( j / 2 ) ( w - w 0)Ma f . e - J x ( 1 / 2 ) (w-w0)Makq. e - J x 
R f + j w . L f f  Jw-Mfdkd 0
jw.Mfdkd Rkd+ Jw L kk 0
Rkq+ Jw.Lqq
i 0(w>
i ! (w+w0) 
i 2(w-w0) 
i f d ( w) 
I kd(w)
■ikq(w)
( 3 .7 )
where:
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X* -  X +  6
Introducing X into [z] matrix of equation 3.5 shows that the operational impedance 
of the machine depends on the angle of fault inception. Also it is interesting to 
note that by changing the reference axis from the no-load voltage axis (q-axis) to 
the load terminal voltage axis, the machine time varying inductances becomes a 
function of (X+5).
3.4 Principle of Superposition for Fault Simulations
The application of the superposition theorem to circuit problems using
instantaneous values is well-known. However, it should be mentioned that even 
the common symmetrical component phasor method of analysis is, in fact, an 
application of the superposition theorem.
To illustrate the method, let us assume that the sources of a simple system 
containing a generator, connected to an infinite-busbar are represented, using the 
source voltages ea i , eb l , eCl (which are the voltages behind the machine
operational impedances) and ea2, eb2, eC2 which are the infinte busbar voltages 
which by definition possess zero impedances.
The prefault voltages at the point of fault are ea, eb, ec» Figure 3.1a. The 
prefault voltages would not affect the system if they were actual sources with the
same voltages connected to the fault point. This in turn will help in simulating
the fault by adding other source voltages shifted 180 electrical degrees, in series 
with ea, eb, ec.
The addition of new voltage to the old voltage for the same phase, expresses 
a fault on that phase, i.e. if a solid earth fault occurs, the sum of two voltages
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will be zero for the faulted phase. For example, with reference to Figure 3.1b, 
for a three-phase short circuit at fault point:
©a + ea ' "  0 i . e .  ea ' -  -©a
©b + eb' “  0 i . e .  eb ' -  - e b . • ( 3 . 8 )
©c + ec'  "  0 i . e .  ec ' "  “ec
©a*» cb'» ®c* are ^ e superimposed voltages which are equal in magnitude and
opposite in direction to ©a* eb* ®c*
3.5 The Reduction of the Machine Eqvati9R_tQ_.a. 3x3 Sequence Matrix in the
Frequency Domain
In practice it is often sufficient to compute only the variation of the armature 
currents. Furthermore, if the problem is solved by superposition and the excitation 
voltage "efd" is assumed to be a constant value throughout the short period of 
interest following a disturbance at the armature terminals, the superimposed value 
of the Held voltage is zero. Under these conditions, the relationship shown in 
equation 3.7 can be reduced to the form:
i o’ <w> 0 0
i t ' (w+w0) - 0 a 22 a 23
i 2 ' (w -w 0). 0 A32 A33.
e 0'< w>
e t • (w+w0) 
e 2 ' (w-w0)
. . ( 3 . 9 )
The admittance matrix elements ( A M , A 21, A 22, A 23, A 32, A 33) can be 
obtained by inversion of the full matrix given in equation 3.7 and by selecting the 
first three rows and columns. Such reduction reduces the computer storage and 
time quite significantly. Also by knowing the sequence currents, other variables 
such as the rotor side currents are available. Furthermore, the interconnections of
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machines with external network such as generator/transformer and transmission line 
( as discussed latter in chapter 5) is facilitated.
3.6 Fault Simulation Using Superposition in Frequency Domain
The value of superimposed voltage components depends on the type of fault. 
If  the rotor-angle is defined as:
6 -  w0t + X -  6 ,
then the prefault voltage of infinte busbar to which the armature of the machine is 
connected is given in the time domain as follows:
ea -  -Em.SIN(w0t + X-5)
eb -  _-Em.SIN(w0t + X -  6 -  120) . . ( 3 .1 0 )
ec -  -Em.SIN(w0t +  X -  6 +  120)
3.6.1 Three ohase to ground fault
As mentioned previously, for a three phase fault, the superposition voltages 
are suddenly applied voltages equal and opposite to the prefault value, and are 
given as:
ea ’ -  E ^ . S I N ^ t  + X -  6 ) h ( t )
eb ' -  Ejn*SIN(w0t + X -  5 -  1 2 0 )h ( t )  . . ( 3 .11 )
ec * -  E ^ S I N ^ t  + X -  5 + 1 20 )h ( t )
The corresponding time varying symmetrical component sequence values are:
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e o '  •  <e a '  +  e b ’ +  e c ' ) / 3  -  0
e i *  "  <e a ’ +  h t e b '  +  h 2 e c ' ) / 3 "
( Em/2J ) - exP l J ( x “ 5 ) ) -exp[ jw0t ] h ( t )  . . ( 3 .1 2 )
® 2 * "  ( ea'  + h 2 eb' + h t .e c ' ) / 3  -
( ”Em/2 j ) . exp[ —j ( X -  6 ) ] . e x p [ - j w 0t ] h ( t )
To achieve the frequency domain superimposed voltage forms of above 
equations, it should be noted that the analogy between the modified Fourier and 
Laplace transforms enables us to use the two together.
Having found the HS"-domain form, a substitution for "SH with "jw" produces 
the frequency domain form.
From Laplace pairs we have:
[ e tJw°* -  l / (S » J w „)  -  1 / ( J w j J w „ )  -  - J / (w Iw „ )  . . ( 3 . 1 3 )
Substituting the above into equation (3.12) will give:
e0 ’ (w) -  0 .0
e , ' ( w )  -  ( -E m/2 ) .eJ C > ' -« )  . ( l / ( w - w „ ) ]
e 2 ' (w )  -  (+Em/ 2 ) . e - j ( ) ' - « )  . [ l / (w + w „) )
Now by shifting positive sequence by (w+w0) and negative sequence by (w -wQ) 
gives:
e 0’ (w) -  0 .0
e , ’ (w+«0) -  ( -Em/ 2 ) . e J ( > ' - « )  . [1/w] . . ( 3 .1 4 )
< ! , ' ( « -» „ )  -  (+Em/ 2 ) . e - J < x-*> . [1/w)
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3.6.2 Phase to phase fault
In this case, the b and c phases are chosen to be short circuited. It can 
thus be said that:
eb + eb' + -  0 * e . eb ' -  -
2
ec + ec ' + ~ 0 * • * .  ec * “  -
eb +
ec +
By applying equations (3.10) to the above we get:
eb ' -  Ejq.S IN (wQt + X -  5 -  120) +





SIN(wnt + X -  6 )
SIN(wnt + X -  6 )
Expansion of eb* and ec' above gives:
J 3
eb ' -  -  ----- • Em-COS(w0t + X -  6 )
2
J 3
e c ' -  + .Em.COS(w0t + X -  6 )
2
The corresponding time varying symmetrical components values are thus:
V  -  <ea'  + V  + ec' ) / 3 -  00
e , '  -  (ea * + h , , e b * + h , . e c ' ) / 3  -  - j . 6 . E ^ . C O S ^ t  + X -  « ) / ( 4 . 3 )
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e , '  -  (ea ' + h , . e b ' + -  +J .S.En.COSfw,,! + X -  i ) / ( 4 . 3 )
Furthermore, by using exponential expansion and the following relationship:
e * Jwot -  -  J / (w  t  w0) ,
then the following equations can be obtained: 
e 0 ' ( w )  -  0 .0
e , ' ( w )  -  -Ejn. (A/(w-w0) + B/(w+w0) ] / 4
e 2 ' (w )  -  - e , ' ( w )
where: A = exp[j(X -  6)] and B = exp[-j(X -  6)]
Application of the shifting technique in positive and negative sequence components 
gives:
e 0 ' (w) -  0 .0
e , ' (w + w 0) -  . [A/(w)+B/(w+2w0)J . . ( 3 .1 5 )
4
e 2 ' (w )  -  + • [A/(w-2w0) + B/w]
4
3.6.3 Phase to phase to earth fault
The b - and c-phases are chosen to be short circuited to earth. It can thus
be said that:
ea ’ -  0
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e b + e b ' “  0 1 e - e b ' "  ~e b
ec + ec ' “  0 i e - ec ' -  _ec
By using equation (3.10):
eb ' -  Ejj,. S IN(w0 . t + X -  6 -  120) 
ec ' -  E^.SIN(wQ. t + X -  6 + 120)
Then the corresponding time varying symmetrical components values are:
e 0 ' -  (ea ‘ + eb ' + ec ' ) / 3  -  ( - E ^ ) ,S IN(w0t + X -  i )
e i '  “  <ea + h ,e b ' + h 2ec ' ) / 3 -
Em" ' ' SIN(w0t + X -  6 ) -  j " ■“
.6 . .2 .
COS(wnt + X -  6 )
“  ( ea' + h 2eb' + h i ec ' ) / 3 "
Em Em
.6 .
SIN(w0t + X -  6 ) + J
.2 .
COS(w0t + X -  6 )
Now by using exponential expansion in conjunction with equation (3.13) in 
frequency domain gives:
e ' ( w )  _
e , ' ( w )  -
e j ' (w) -
[Em
6




[ ( 2e J ( x“^ ) / (w -w 0) ) + ( e “J ( x~$) / (w+w_)) ]
[ ( e J ( x_^ ) / (w -w 0) ) + ( 2e ~ J ) / ( w + w Q) ) ]
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Assuming A = exp[j(X -  6)] and B = exp[-j(X -  6)] and, furthermore, 
employing shifting technique in +ve and -ve sequences gives:
f^ml
e 0 ' ( w) -  [A /(w-w0) -  B/(w+w0)]
16
e , ’ (w+w0) [2A/(w> + B/(w+2w0) ] . . ( 3 .16 )
6
e 2 ' (w-w0) [A/(w-2w0) + 2B/(w>]
6
3.6.4 Phase to earth fault
The a-phase is chosen to be short circuited to earth. The superimposed 
voltages are thus as follows:
Knowing the phase value of superimposed voltage, the symmetrical components with 
reference to equation (3.10) are:
e o’ "  ( ea'  + eb ’ + e c ‘ J/3 -  d / 3 ) . SIN(w0t + X -  6 )
e , '  -  (ea ‘ + h i e b ' + h 2ec ’ ) / 3  -  ( 1 / 3 ) . SIN(w0t + X -  5)
e 2 ' -  (ea * + h 2eb ' + h ,e c * ) / 3  -  ( 1 / 3 ) . SIN(w0t + X -  5)
Now, by using exponential expansion and with reference to equation (3.13), the 




e 0 ' (w )  -
\ - Em\
[A/(w-wQ) -  B/(w+w)]
e , ' (w) -  e 2' (w) -  e 0' (w)
where A = exp[j(X -  6)] and B = exp[-j(X -  6)
Applying the required shift in +ve and -ve sequences gives:
e „ ' (w )  -  -
6
[A/(w-w0) -  B/(w+w0) ]
e i ' (w+w0) -  -





[A/w -  B/(w+2w0) ]
[A/(w-2w0) -  B/w]
. . ( 3 .1 7 )
The superimposed voltages for different faults in frequency domain have been 
summarised in Table 3.18.
3.7 The Computational Procedure
The frequency spectrum of the superimposed currents i'0(w), i *(w+w0),
i'2(w-w0) can be computed for any fault conditions by utilising the appropriate 
values of voltages from Table 3.18 in conjunction with equation (3.9). Each 
current is then converted into time domain by evaluating digitally the inverse 
relationships given in the following equations:
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F a u l t  S im u la t io n
The F u n c t io n
3-phase L.L L.C LL.G
Em ’ A B ' Em A B '
0 .0 0 .0 — — —
6 . W - W 0  W + W q . 6 . W - W 0  w+w„.
e ' (w)o





-  e , (w ) e n ( w )
Em A Em A B
e 0(w)
Em • 2A B ’
— + — +




  +  -------
w-w0 w+wQ
S h i f te d
e ’ (w+w0)





A B Em A B ’ Em 2A B '
~ + — — ■" ' + " '
-W w+2wo. 6 .w w+2w0- 6 .w w+2wq.
Em B Em A B Em ' A B’ Em A 2B-
+ “ - - +
2 w 4 Lw- 2 w0 w. 6 Lw-2w0 w. 6 Lw-2w0 w .
TABLE 3.18
A = exp[j(X -  6)] and B = exp[-j(X -  5)]
00
I 01 -  ( I / 2* )  } I ( w ) . e x p ( J w t ) d w
00
i /  -  ( l / 2x) |  I , ’ (w+wQ) .e x p [ j (w + w Q)t ]dw . . (3 .19 )
00
i 2 ' "  O /2*) j  i 2 ’ (w-w0) .exp[ J(w-w0) t  ]dw
—00
These time-varying sequence currents are converted into phase quantities which are 
then added to the prefault steady-state armature currents to obtain the overall 
response. The theory for obtaining the prefault currents is as outlined in the 
previous chapter.
3.7.1 Modified Fourier Transform
The basic Fourier integrals given in equation (3.19) have to be evaluated 
digitally and it then becomes essential to truncate the range of integration at 
angular frequencies ±fi. A  modified half range form of the basic integral as shown 
below is then used.
The finite range of integration gives rise to Gibb's oscillations, and this is
n
f ( t )  -  [ e x p ( a t ) / r ]  j  a F (w - ja )exp ( jw t )d w . . ( 3 .20 )
o
overcome by introducing the a  factor given by^2):
a SIN(xw/n)/( irw/n) . . (3 .21 )
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In addition, a frequency shift constant a is introduced to ensure numerical stability 
when the integral is evaluated digitally^®). This can be simply implemented by 
replacing 'w' in equation 3.7 by 'w-ja'.  The evaluation of 'a ' depends upon the 
system nature and a method has been considered in (19). Furthermore, as 
mentioned previously, there is also shifting involved in the +ve and -ve sequence 
quantities. This effectively means that the original 'w -ja ' in equation (3.20) is
replaced by ,(w+w0) - ja ' for +ve sequence and *(w-w0) - ja ' for -ve sequence.
The inverse Fourier Transform is then performed as a summation process as 
follows:
f + ( t )  - A W
. . ( 3 .2 2 )
f  ( t )  - AW
where F^ is the corresponding sequence value in frequency domain:
Fk t  ~ F± (w)
The real form of the above equations is not utilised at this stage but it is applied 
after the final transformation into phase co-ordinates.
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Fig 3 -1: a-Prefault Condition b-Fault Simulation
CHAPTER 4
T H E  S Y N C H R O N O U S  G E N E R A T O R  O P E R A T I O N A L  I M P E D A N C E S  U S I N G  
A N A L Y T I C A L  E X P R E S S I O N S  A N D  F R E Q U E N C Y - R E S P O N S E  D A T A
4.1 Introduction
In power system fault analysis, each system state -  the subtransient, transient 
and steady -  has corresponding operational impedances according to the fault 
condition being studied. The methods given in chapter 2 require a knowledge of 
the operational parameters. In this chapter two different methods of obtaining 
these impedances have been considered.
In the first method, based on using analytical expression, consideration is given 
to some of the commonly made approximations in developing the operational 
impedances for frequency domain analysis. Both ”d -q -o” and the 
Forward/Backward component methods are studied in some detail, together with 
using symmetrical component transformation for obtaining the final form of 
generator terminal equations.
In the second method, a more accurate simulation by utilising the
frequency-response data obtained functions, L ^ j w )  and L q ( j w ) ,  thus avoiding the
concept of a solid rotor represented by a finite number of damper circuits, has
been considered. This would, of course, enable one to do a comparison between 
the simulated synchronous generator with a finite number of windings, i.e. the
analytical method, with that using frequency-response test results. For the latter, 
data is based on standstill frequency-response tests on the machine terminals and is 
implemented into the simulation using curve fitting techniques based on polynomials.
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4.2 Operational Parameters Using Analytical Expression
In computing the generator short-circuit currents, the machine equations can 
be written in a more convenient form, by eliminating the rotor currents. This can 
be done using different methods, but care must be taken to retain the accuracy 
which is required for analysing the system. Here, two different methods, Adkins' 
a p p r o a c h O ^ )  using d -q -o  and Ku's m ethod^) using the Forward/Backward 
components in time domain, will be studied, and this will be followed by the 
development of a combination of these two approaches in the frequency domain.
4.2.1 Adkins' approach
By using equation (2.38), the d-q-o  flux relationships are:
*0 ■-L0 0 0 0 0 0 * 0
0 -Ld 0 Mad Mad 0 Id
0 0 ”Lq 0 0 Maq *q
^fd 0 "Mad 0 Lf f Mad 0 Ifd
^kd 0 -Mad 0 Mad Lkk 0 *kd
^kq .0 0 “Maq 0 0 Lqq ■«kq
. • (4.1)
Also from equation (2.22), the voltage relationships are:
e o -  P^O -  R A 0
ed "  P^d -  P0 ^ q  ~ R *d
eq -  P^.^d + P^q -  R i q
• • ( 4 . 2 )
e fd “  P ^ f d + R f d ^ f d
ekd "  0 “  P ^kd + Rkd• 1kd
ekq ~ 0 -  P ^kq + Rkq^kq
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4.2.1.1 Direct axis operational inductance and stator to field transfer function
The d-axis operational inductance is the ratio of d-axis armature flux linkage 
to d-axis current when all rotor windings are short circuited. The stator to field 
transfer function is the ratio of the d-axis flux linkage to field voltage when the 
armature is open circuited(20). By the above definitions and with reference to 
equation (4.1), the flux linkage ’Vd" depends only on the d-axis currents and is 
given as follows:
^d “  " Ld - *d  + Mad • * fd  + Mad • ! kd • • ( 4 -3)
By using equation (4.2), the relationship for the field and d-axis damper coils is 
given as:
P ( - Ma d * d  + Lf f - f fd  + Mad^kd) + R f d - i f d
"^ad‘ P ( *d )  ^ ( ^ f f * P  + R f d ) • * fd  ^  ^ad ’ P^kd
P ( ” M a d . I d  +  M a d .  i f d  +  L ) ^ .  i j t d )  +  R k d - ^ k d
“^a d 'P ^d ^  "*■ ^ad• P1 f d + ( L ^ * P  + Rkd^’ ^kd
• • ( 4 . 4 )
It can be seen that equations (4.3) and (4.4) also contain some field and damper 
winding currents. However, as mentioned before, in many studies such currents
are not important and can be eliminated by careful manipulation of the above
equations. When this is done, the resultant equation for the flux linkage takes the 
following form:
^d "  “ Ld ( p ) - * d  + g ( P ) - e fd • • ( 4 . 5 )
where Ld(p) and g(p) are functions of the derivative operator (p), and are
e fd  "  P 0 fd  + R f d - i f d  "  
0 "  P ^kd + Rkd* ! kd "
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obtainable as the quotient of two determinants each of which, when worked out, is 
a polynomial expression in (p). Ld(p) is of the form:
b(nH-i jp"*4"1 + t^ p " +
L<j(p) _
a (nH-i)Pn,+ 1 + amPm +
In the above, both numerator and denominator are of same order. g(p) has 
the same denominator as Ld(p) but different numerator of order "m", where m is 
the number of rotor circuits on d-axis.
cmPm + cCm-OP® ' 1 +
g(p)  -
a (m¥^)Pn* '  + amPm +
In the above, the order of polynomial depends on the number of rotor circuits 
required in the model. Thus, for example, in the case of one damper winding on 
each axis of the machine we have:
b 2p2 + b , p ’ + b0 
Ld(p) -  and g(p)
a 2P2 + a i P ’ + a o
4.2.1.2 Ouadrature-axis operational inductance
The q-axis operational inductance is the ratio of q-axis armature flux to 
q-axis current when all rotor windings are short circuited^). By this definition 
and with reference to equation (4.1), the flux linkage H^ qH depends only on the 
q-axis currents and is as follows:
t q  “  ^q**q + ^aq-^kq • • (4 *8 )
CiP + c 0 
a 2p 2 + a ,p *  + a 0
+ c,
. • ( 4 . 7 )
+ a,
+ b0
  . . ( 4 . 6 )
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and also by applying equations (4.2) and (4.1) we have:
ekq ™ 0 -  p^kq + Rfcq-ikq "  P (“^aq-^q + ^qq-^kq) + **kq-*kq
“  ~^aq• P*q (^qq*P *  ^kq^kq  • • (^ *^ )
By following the previous procedure for d-axis, finally we get:
V  “  - L q ( p ) . i q . . ( 4 .1 0 )
where Lq(p) is a function of (p) which is the quotient of two polynomials of order 
"n". For a machine with one damper winding in each axis, we have:
k ,p  + k 0
Lq (p)  "
diP + d 0
It should be noted that the terms L ^ p ) and Lq(p) which have been called the 
operational inductances, have phase angles which vary with frequency, because of 
the resistance in the rotor and iron losses in both rotor and stator. The L j(p ) 
and Lq(p) may be expressed in "Henries" or in per-unit inductances corresponding 
to the impedances at rated frequency^). At the lowest frequency, the operational 
inductances approach the unsaturated synchronous inductance, whereas at high 
frequencies they approach the stator winding leakage inductance of the m achine^).
4.2.1.3 Operational parameters as a function of time constants
The total self-inductance of each coil is the sum of the mutual and leakage
inductances^). Hence:
^d ”  ®d ^ad » ^q ”  ^q + ^aq
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L f f  -  Gf + Ma(j , -  G^d + Ma(j , Lqq -  Gqq + Maq
Equations (4.3) and (4.4) now become:
l/'d “ “(®d Mad) • *d  ^ Mad*ifd *  ^ad'^kd
e fd  ” "W ad'P^  + tRfd + <Qf  + Mad>P]* i fd + Mad-P^d
ekd ™ 0 “ _Ma(i • Pid "*■ ^ad’ P^fd ^ t Rkd (®kd ^ad^Pl • ^kd
. . ( 4 .11 )
Likewise, equations (4.8) and (4.9) become:
V^q “  ~(^q ■*" Maq) . iq + Maq.ij^q
. . (4 .12 )
ekq "  0 -  ~Maq .p iq  + [Rfcq + (2qq+ Maq)p] . I|^q
By eliminating "ifd" and i^d" from equation (4.11), can ^  written in a form 
shown in equation (4.13) below. This is an alternative form of equation (4.3):
f d  "
+ (T^ + T s)p + T „ .T 6 . p Jl
.1 + (T, + T , ) p  + T , T 3 . p J
Ld-id+
_________ 1 + TkdP_______




. . (4 .13 )
The values of the time constants in the above equation are defined as follows^):
Ti " (Lf f / Rfd> " ( V Rfd) • (Mad + cf)
^2 “  (M tk /Rkd) “ ( V ^ k d )  • (Mad + ^kd)
T 3 “ d / R k d )  • Hkd  + [Mad-Cf / (M ad + Cf ) l >
T4 "  ( V R f d )  • < * f  + [Mad-Cd/(Mad + Cd)J)
Ts “ (VRkd) • <*kd + [Mad.*d/(Mad + fid>])
T 6 -  0 / Rkd) • <Ckd + [Ma d -Cf - Cd / ( Ma d -Cd + Mad-Gf + ^d-Cf ) ] )
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Tkd ”  ^kd/*^kd)
The values of L<j(p) and g(p) for a synchronous machine with one damper winding 
on each axis are found by comparing equation (4.5) and (4.13) and equating 
coefficients, then:
(1 + T ^ . p ) ( l  + T^p)
( i  + t ; o . P) ( i  + t ; o . P) d
. . ( 4 .1 4 )
o  + Tkd-p) Mad
( i  + t ; o . p ) ( i  + t ; o . P) Rfd
Comparing this equation with (4.13), it follows that:
(1 + Tdo’ p ) ( l  + Tdo"p) -  1 + (T,  + T 2)p + T , . T 3 . p 2 . . ( 4 .1 5 )
(1 + Td ' p ) (1 + Td" p ) -  1 + (T 4 + T s) p + T4 . T 5 .p*  . . ( 4 .1 6 )
where T do\  T doN are the d-axis open circuit transient and subtransient time
constants, and T d', T dN are the d-axis short circuit transient and subtransient time
constants. These new constants are the four main constants of the synchronous
machine, and their values can be calculated by solving two quadratic equations 
(4.15) and (4.16) with a further approximation, based on the fact that the per unit 
value of the damper winding resistance is much larger than that of the field 
winding. T  2 and T 3 are then much less than T  t , and the right-hand side of
equation (4.15) can be approximated to (1 + T ,p ) . ( l  + T 3p).
Tdo’ “ Ti and Tdo" “ T3




The value of Lq(p) can be similarly obtained by eliminating "i^q" from equations 
(4.12) and comparing the result with equation (4.8), i.e.:
(1 ♦ T ' . p )
Lq (p) -   Lq . . ( 4 . 1 7 )
< • + v p)
where Tq0 is the q-axis open circuit subtransient time constant and 1 Tq is the
q-axis short circuit subtransient time constant.
The fundamental machine time constants have been shown in reference (13).
4.2.1.4 The frequency domain evaluation of operational parameters
By substituting " f a ”  and ’Vq" from equation (4.1) into equation (4.2) we
have:
ed "  P ( “^d- *d ^ ^ad '^ fd  ^ad*^kd) ” w o ( ”^q*^q ^aq* ^kq)“R* ^d
e q  “  w o ^ " ^ d ’ * d  ^ a d • * f d  ^  ^ a d * ^ k d )  ^  P ( “ ^ ,q * ^ q  "*■ ^ a q * ^ k q )  ”  R ' ^ q
e 0 ”  *' ,^0 *P^0 R ’ ^0 ( “LoP R)  ^0
e fd "  P ( - Ma d - ! d + L f f - i f d  + Ma d - lkd )  + R f d ^ f d
0 -  P(~Mad-id + ^ad-^fd + Mck**kd) + Rkd**kd
0  -  P ( “ M a q - * q  +  ^ q q * ^ k q ^  +  R k q * * k q
. . ( 4 . 1 8 )
As an example, consider the d-axis component of the voltage given in equation 
(4.18), i.e:
ed "" P ( “^d* *d ^ad* * fd + ^ad*^kd) ” wo^“^q*^q ^aq*^kq) ” R* ^d
. . ( 4 .1 9 )
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In transforming equation (4.19) by means of Fourier integral, it is useful to note 
that the Fourier Transform of any function of time f(t) = f , (p ) . f2(t) is given 
b y W :
f ( j w )  -  f ,  ( j w ) . f 2( jw)
where:
f 2Uw> " j  f 2( t )  . e x p ( -J w t ) . dt
Equation (4.19) then transforms to:
« d U w> “ " (R + JwLd> • *d<Jw) + w 0 . Lq . i q ( J w )  + jw.Ma d . 1 f d ( Jw) +
jw.Ma d . ! kd(Jw) -  wo Ma q - i kq<Jw)
Similar procedure for the other relationships given in equation (4.18) leads to the 
complete matrix equation relating the current and voltage components given in the 
following equation:
e 0<Jw> - ( R  + jwL0) 0 0
e d ( j w) 0 - (R  + jwLd) wo * ^ q
eq (jw) 0 -w0.Ld -<R + jw .L q )
e f d ( J w> 0 - j . w .M ad 0
0 0 - j . w .M ad 0
0 0 0 - j . w . M aq
0 0 0 i 0 U w >
jw.Mad jw.Mad -wQ »Maq *d(Jw)
wo*^ad wo-Mad jw.Maq l q ( j w )
( Rfd + j w . L f f ) jw.Mad 0 1 f d C jw)
jw.Mad ( Rkd + Jw*^kk^ 0 *kd(Jw)
0 0 ( Rkq + j w ,^qq) ‘ *kq(Jw)
(4 .2 0 )
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As has been mentioned previously, in similar studies, computing only the 
variation of armature currents and voltages for analysing the system is sufficient. 
Moreover, if the problem is solved by superposition and excitation voltage "efd" is 
constant throughout the short period of interest following a fault at armature 
terminals, the superimposed value of field voltage Hefd" is zero.
Under this condition, equation (4.20) can be reduced to the following 3x3 
matrix by eliminating the rotor circuits:
e 0 ’ ( j w) - ( R + j w L 0) 0 0 i o ’ ( J w>
e d ' ( J w> - 0 - ( R+j wLd ( J w ) ) w0Lq ( j w) i d ' U " )
e q ' ( j w) - 0 - w 0Ld ( j w)  - ( R + j w L q ( j w ) ) . i q ' ( j w )
. . (4 .2 1 )
The above relationship can be obtained by inversion of the full matrix given 
in equation (4.20), and reinverting the 3x3 submatrix formed from the first three 
rows and columns.
An alternative method is to substitute for the frequency-response functions 
L^(jw), Lq(jw) which can be obtained from d - and q-axis operational impedances 
^d(p)t Xq(p)- However, expressions for the latter often involve making certain 
simplifying assumptions and, for this reason, the former method is preferable(20). 
It should be noted that studies have also been carried out for a more complex 
rotor construction machine comprising two rotor windings on d-axis and three rotor 
windings on q-axis. The analysis for this type of machine is considered in 
Appendix A -2.
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4.2.2 Ku*s approach using Forward/Backward components
From equation (2.29), the transformation coefficients from d-q to F-B  
components and vice versa are given by:
d q F B
F 1 / 2 J / 2 d 1 1
a n d  [ T , ] “ 1 -
B 1 / 2 - J / 2 . q - J  J
Also from equation (2.27), the transformation from symmetrical components to 
Forward/Backward components when X = 0 are:
eF e-Jwo1 0 e ,
eB 0 e>  o* e 2.
. (4 .2 3 )
Using the transform pairs defined in chapter 3 gives:
eF (w) -  (w+w0) , eB(w) -  e 2(w-w„) . . ( 4 .2 4 )
Applying transformation coefficients [T,J and [T J -1 to the d-q components of 
equation (4.21) yields:
eF ’ ( jw) -(R+jwLd ( j w ) )  woLq(jw) ( Jw)
-  [ T J . [ T J " 1
eB' ( j w ) . - w oL d ( J w ) ~(R+jwLq(jw)). i B#( J w >
- [R+j(w+w0) L 1( jw ) ]  - j (w +w 0) L 2(jw)
- j ( w - w 0) L 2(jw )  - [R + j (w -w 0) L , ( j w ) ]
i r ' U " )
I b ’ O )
(4 .2 5 )
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where L ,(jw ) and L 2(jw) are the operational inductances applicable to the Forward 
and Backward components, and can be calculated as follows:
L , ( j w )  -  [Ld ( jw )  + Lq ( j w ) ] / 2  
M J W> -  (Ld (Jw) -  Lq (J w ) ] /2
. . ( 4 . 2 6 )
By inversion of equation (4.25) the frequency spectrum of the currents in terms of 
eF '( jw) ’ eB '(jw) wil1 ^  obtained so that:
i F ' ( J w> - R - j ( w - w 0) L t (Jw) j (w+w0) L 2( jw) eF ’ ( jw)
-  1 / z 2
i B' <Jw> j ( w - w0) L 2( jw) - [R+j (w+w0) L , ( j w ) ] . eB’ ( jw) .
(4 .2 7 )
where:
z 2 -  R2 + j2w L , ( jw )  R -  (w2 -  w20) [L,  2(Jw) -  L 22( jw ) ]
It should be noted that the zero sequence relationship is unchanged throughout the 
calculations.
4.2.3 Using symmetrical components transformation
As we have mentioned in chapter 2, the transformation from time-varying 





1 /3 h , / 3 h 2/ 3
.1/3 h 2/3 h , /3 .
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. . ( 4 .2 8 )
and the transformation from time varying phase quantities to time-varying d-q-o  
components is in accordance with the following:
o d q
a 1 COStl -S1N0
[t 3] -  b 1 COS(0 -  120) -S IN(0  -  120) . • (4
c 1 COS(0 + 120) -S IN(0  + 120).
Combination of the matrix relating d-q-o components to the direct-phase 
quantities given above with equation (4.22) and (4.28) (in which [T J  is extended 
to include the zero sequence), gives the connection between symmetrical 
components and Forward/Backward components as follows:
e o" e o' ' 1 0 0 e o'
e i ’ -  [T a] [ T 3] [ T t J” 1 eF ’ - 0 exp(J0) 0 eF'
e 2 ' ■ eB’ 0 0 e x p ( - j f l ) . eB’ .
. . ( 4 .3 0 )
With the assumption of constant speed, the rotor angle (0) may be written as 0 = 
w 0t + X, and it follows that:
ep'Cjw)  -  e i ' e x p ( - j w Qt ) e x p ( - j X )
. . (4 .3 1 )
eB* ( Jw) “  e 2' e x p ( + j w0t ) ex p ( + j X )
Equation (4.30) can be transformed into the frequency domain by means of the 
following transform definition:
f ( t ) e x p ( + j w 0t )  -  f [ j ( w - w 0) ]  and f ( t ) e x p ( - j w Qt ) -  f [ j ( w + w 0)]
66.
and it follows that:
e o’ U w> “ e o‘ (Jw)
eF ' U w) "  e,  ' [ j (w+w0) Jexp( - jX)
eB ' U w) "  e 2' [ j ( w - w0) ]exp(+jX)
Likewise, relationships for the frequency domain components of currents are as 
follows:
e0 ’ ( jw)  -  eo ' ( Jw)
eF * ( Jw) "  e i ' IJ(w+w0 ) ] e x p ( - j X )
©b 'CJw) -  e 2' [ j (w-w0 ) ]exp(+JX)
By using the above definitions into equation (4.27) and by including the zero 
sequence components, the final form of the relationships is as shown in equation
(4.32).
1 o' ( Jw) - z 2/ (R+ j wL0) 0
i , • [ j (w+w0) ] exp( - JX) -  [ l / z 2l 0 - [ R+ j (w - w0) L 1( j w ) ]
i 2‘ [ j ( w - w0)]exp(+JX) . 0 j ( w - w0) L 2( jw)
0 e 0 ’ ( jw)
j (w+w0) L 2( jw) e ! ' ( j (w+w0) ] e x p ( - j X )
- [R+j (w+w0) L 1( j w) ] . e 2 ’ [ j ( w - w0) ] exp ( + j X) .
. . ( 4 .3 2 )
Finally, it should be noted that the equation (4.26) looks similar to the 
following relationships which are obtained from equation (2.39):
Ls + M -  (Ld + Lq) / 2
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( 3 / 2 ) Lm -  (Ld - Lq ) / 2
Moreover, it may be found from equation (3.7) that when the method of 
superposition is applied, the steady state superimposed values of ifd, i ^ ,  i^q are
equal to zero. It is therefore clear at this stage that the operational inductances 
can be given as L ^ jw )  = Ls+m  and L 2(jw) = (3/2)Lm and this verifies the 
validity of representation.
4.3 Operational Parameters Using Curve Fitting Technioues
This section is concerned with obtaining operational parameters of the machine 
from practical frequency-response data which is in a discrete form. For 
computational purposes, since it is necessary to be able to accurately predict the 
parameters of any desirable freqeuncy, computer algorithms based on curve fitting 
techniques have thus to be applied to the practical data. The method used here is 
concerned with the mathematical representation of relationships between the 
machine parameters and the frequency. These relationships are defined by a set 
of data points, and it is desired to determine a mathematical function which passes 
satisfactorily close to these data points. The available data points cover the whole 
range of frequencies required in the subsequent use of the fitted function. 
Extrapolation of the function beyond the range of the available data is totally 
unreliable. To approximate the set of data points as closely as possible to the
actual data, using a specified function, the function (for example, a polynomial) 
should be as smooth as possible. However, there is a conflict between the 
smoothness and closeness. For example, greater smoothness can be obtained by 
restricting the number of coefficients and therefore the order of the polynomials. 
On the other hand, to obtain greater closeness, the order of the polynomial and 
therefore the number of coefficients have to be increased. A compromise should
thus be made between the two conflicting requirements.
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In practice, the two most common fitting functions used are based on 
polynomials and cubic splines, because of their simplicity and ease of handling. 
Polynomials have long played a basic role in data fitting and their use has been 
extended to a wide variety of situations. Cubic spline functions have also proved 
themselves to be a valuable tool, particularly because of their adaptability to a 
wider variety of shapes than polynomials. However, in this study, because of the 
nature of the data which is a function of complex frequency, a curve fitting 
function based on polynomials is better suited to the problem.
4.3.1 General representation of polynomials
Two different forms for representing a polynomial are used in practice. One 
is the usual power series form (45) given by:
f ( x )  -  b0 + b , . x  + b2 . x 2 + b3 . x 3 + ................  + • • (4 -33 )
The other is the Chebyshev series (44) of the form:
f ( x )  -  ( l / 2 ) a 0 . T 0(x )  + a 1 . T t (x )  + a 2. T 2(x )  + ................  + aj^.T^Cx)
. . ( 4 .3 4 )
where Tjc(x) is the Chebyshev polynomial of degree "k" in x, and the range of
MxH has been normalised to run from -1 to +1.
Of the above two, in this study the Chebyshev form is used since it leads to 
much better accuracy in general, both in the computation of the coefficients and in 
the subsequent evaluation of the fitted polynomial at specified points (45). In
equation (4.34) the term Tj^x) is best defined for our purpose by its recurrence
relationship (44).
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T( k+ i ) < x ) “  2 . x . T k (x) -  T(k_ , ) ( x )
In the above equation, starting with T 0(x) = 1 and T , (x )  = x, the next few 
polynomials would be:
T 2(x)  — 2 . x . x  -  1 -  2 x 2 -  1
T 3(x)  -  4 . x 3 -  3 . x
T 4 ( x ) -  8 . x 4 -  8 . x 2 + 1
T s(x)  -  1 6 . x 5 -  2 0 . x 3 + 5x ,
and so on.
The Chebyshev form of equation (4.34) is less familiar than the usual power 
series form of equation (4.33), but it avoids numerical problems frequently 
encountered with the latter, and is just as easy to implement on a computer.
4.3.2 Consideration of data form
With regard to the practical data used in this study, there are three distinct 
points in the frequency range (as shown in chapter 6) where there are rather 
abrupt changes in the machine inductances. Using just one polynomial expression 
to fit the entire curve would result in large unacceptable errors in the calculated 
points. However, this problem can be overcome by splitting the available data 
curve into three parts and fitting each part using a separate polynomial expression. 
For example, if the three frequency ranges are:
Wx -  0 — :> W,
w, w.
w2 — > w3
where 0 and W3 are the lower and upper 
l i m i t s  in the f requency range.
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Then we can say that for a function f(w) we have:
f , ( w ) -  r<wx ) for 0 < w < W,
f 2(w) -  f(Wy ) f  or W, < w < W2
f 3(w) -  f(Wz ) for W2 < w < W3
A polynomial expression can now be written for each of the above three
functions f t , f 2 and f 3 and within the computer algorithm, the approximate
function is selected depending upon frequency.
For simplicity it has been assumed that the data points are of equal weight.
4.3.3 Operational inductance in polynomial form
The operational inductances can be approximated by rational polynomials
whose degree depend on the number of rotor circuits required in the model.
Hurley and Schwenk(^) suggested a second order polynomial, and a third order
polynomial function has also been considered(^0,28,29)
However, an extensive series of studies has shown that for the type of data
available for this study, a third order polynomial for a 150MVA turbogenerator
used at the Northfleet station in the UK and a fifth order polynomial for a
588MVA turbogenerator at the Ontario Hydro Station in Canada gives the best fit.
The data is in the form of the d - and q-axis impedances of the machine as
a function of frequency viewed from the armature terminal. With reference to the
definitions which have been used in (20), they are as follows:
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Zd ( jw)  -  - [ * e d ( j w ) ] / [ * l d (Jw)]  
z q ( J w > -  - l ^ e q O M / M q O ) ]
( 4 .3 5 )
where the stator windings are excited and all rotor windings short circuited(^) and 
^ d *  A*d are smaN steP changes. Subtracting the sum of armature and lead 
resistances from these operational impedances results in the d - and q-axis
operational inductances being of the form:
Ld (Jw) -  (Zd ( jw)  - R ’ ] / j w  
Lq( jw)  -  [Zq ( jw)  -  R’ ] /Jw
where R' is the sum of "dc" resistance of one phase of the armature and the lead 
which have been used in tests. Now taking the example of say Ld(jw), we can 
say that:
Ld (Jw) -  Real [Ld ( j w) ]  + J. Imag [Ld (Jw)J ,
in which Real and Imaginary parts can be fitted separately, thus with reference to 
equation (4.34):
Ld ( jw)  -  ( l / 2 ) a 0 . T 0(w) + a, . T ^ w )  +...... ..................  + ak .Tk (w)]  +
j [ ( l / 2 ) b 0 . T 0(w) + .T , (w)  + .......... + bk .Tk ( w ) ]
. . ( 4 . 3 6 )
Substituting "w" by "(w-jof)" for the modified Fast Fourier Transform, the function 
in the above equation takes the following form:
Ld U ( w”J0() ]  "  [ O / 2 ) a 0T 0( w- j a )  + a ^ C w - j c r )  + ..................  + akTk ( w - ] a ) ]  +
j [ ( l / 2 ) b 0T 0( w- j a )  + b , ! , ( w - j a )  + .................. + bkTk ( w - j a ) ]
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Similar exprressions can be obtained for Lq(jw ) and L q [j(w -ja )]. Some effects of 
synchronous machine rotor construction on its operational inductance functions form 
have been considered in Appendix A-3.
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CHAPTER 5
COMBINATION OF NETWORK ELEMENTS
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters a realistic model of the generator has been derived. 
A knowledge of the faulted responses for ehv transmission systems as a whole is, 
however, of considerable importance for both system design and protection-system 
developmental), and it is the primary purpose of this chapter to improve the 
realism with which faults on generator, genera tor/transformer and transmission-line 
interconnection can be simulated.
In this chapter, methods are outlined for including the previously developed 
synchronous machine model into an ehv transmission system.
Furthermore, a method for incorporating the transformer into the power 
system transient studies is also outlined. This method takes account of internal 
transformer voltage drops and fixes the transformer representation when various 
transformations are needed. Apart from the time domain phase-co-ordinate 
techniques, a new method using the symmetrical components in frequency domain is 
considered. This considerably simplifies the computational process and gives greatly 
improved economy of computing time.
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5.2 Simulation of Generator/Transformer
5.2.1 Phase co-ordinate representation (nodal admittance method)
5.2.1.1 Single phase transformer
A single phase transformer representation is shown (Figure 5.1) with turns
ratio (n):l and equivalent leakage admittance Y(p), where:
Y(p) -  l / ( r t + jwLt )
From Figure 5.1 it can be seen that:
Vs = (n ).V ’ . . (5.1)
Ir = -("M s  • • <5-2)
Where all values are in per-unit and (n) represents the turn ratio of transformer, 
we also have:
Ir = Y(p).[Vr -  V ]  = Y(p).Vr -  Y(p).Vs/(n) . . (5.3)
Is = [-V (n )J  = [Y(p).Vs/(n )J] -  [Y (p ).V /(n )] . . (5.4)
In other words, V r and Vs may be represented by the j,k,p,q nodes as
follows:
vs -  V j -  vk vr -  Vp  -  Vq  . . ( 5 . 5 )
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Each node will, in turn, have its own current, thus from equation (5.4) we get:
l j  -  Y ( p ) / ( n ) »  [Vj  -  Vk ) -  Y ( p ) / ( n ) [ V p -  Vq ]
-  [ Y ( p ) / n 2] . V j - [ Y ( p ) / n 2] .VR -  [ Y ( p ) / n ] . V p + [ Y ( p ) / n ] . V q
. . ( 5 . 6 )
Since the current in transformer link "k" is opposite to the current of Hj H, it 
follows:
Ik = - l j  = - I s = [_Y(p)/n2].Vj + [Y(p)/n2].Vk + [Y(p)/n].Vp -  [Y(p)/n].Vq
. • ( 5 . 7 )
From equations (5.2) and (5.6) we get:
Ip  -  I r  -  [ - Y ( p ) / n ] . Vj  + [ Y ( p ) / n ] . V k + Y ( p ) .V p -  Y ( p ) .V q
. • ( 5 . 8 )
Similarly.
Iq  "  -  Ip  “  [ Y ( p ) / n ] . V j  -  [ Y ( p ) / n ] . V k -  Y ( p ) .V p + Y ( p ) . V q
• • ( 5 . 9 )
From equations (5.6), (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9) the nodal admittance matrix may 
be written:
[ I ]  -  [ Y ] . [V] . . ( 5 .1 0 )
where:
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[ ' )  -  I I j  'k  'p  ' q l * .
[ V]  -  [ V j  V k Vp  Vq ] ‘ ,
and:
q
Y ( p ) / ( n ) '  
- Y ( p ) / ( n )  
-Y (p )
Y(p)
. . ( 5 . 1 1 )
The topology of equation (5.10) suggests an admittance circuit (or lattice) as shown 
in Figure 5.2.
5.2.1.2 Three phase transformer
The extension of the lattice to form three separate bank transformers with a 
delta-star connection is shown in Figure 5.3, where the vector group is taken as 
, 1 and the admittances corresponding to those between (j-q ) and (k-q) in 
Figure 5.2, are eliminated in order to isolate the star (normally earthed) point 
from the delta side.
To permit Y ^ ,  transformer's combination with the synchronous machine it is 
necessary to describe the transformer by using frequency-shifted sequence variables. 
The latter could, of course, be obtained from frequency response tests, but it has 
been shown that the inductance for a power transformer remains more or less 
constant up to a frequency about 12kHz(31) and drops off thereafter. Since this 
limit of 12kHz is well above the highest frequency of the transient components of
J
[Y]
Y ( p ) / ( n ) 2 
~ Y ( p ) / ( n ) 2 
- Y ( p ) / ( n )  
Y ( p ) / ( n )
- Y ( p ) / ( n ) 2 
Y ( p ) / ( n ) 2 
Y ( p ) / ( n )  
- Y ( p ) / ( n )
- Y ( p ) / ( n )




interest, hence it is realistic to adopt an analytical approach.
The method used here makes use of the technique which has been outlined 
before, for a single-phase transformer. It enables the transformer to be 
represented on a per-unit basis by the circuit equivalent shown in Figure 5.3b. In 
this particular form of representation, the magnetising impedance of the transformer 
has been neglected and Y(p) which is the per-unit operational leakage admittance
is of equal value for positive sequence, negative sequence and zero sequence
components. The circuit can, however, be modified to include the effect of
magnetising impedance, in particular, to take account of the fact that, in a 
three-legged core-type transformer, zero-sequence components of core-flux traverse 
out of core-retum paths. In this respect it should be noted that the delta
connection effectively short-circuits the flow of zero-sequence current components, 
so that only relatively low components of zero sequence voltage and associated 
fluxes actually exist. Thus for delta-star connected three-legged core-type 
transformers it is possible to ignore the magnetising impedances without incurring 
significant errors, a fact which also applies to banked generator/transformer 
arrangements.
For the per-unit system, a value of 1.0 per-unit voltage on each leg of the 
star winding produces, under balanced conditions, j  3 per-unit voltage on each leg 
of the delta winding (rated line to neutral voltage as base). Hence an effective 
tapping at j  3 nominal turns ratio on the delta side is required, i.e. n = j  3. 
Thus with reference to Figure 5.3b, a nodal analysis of equivalent circuit of the 
generator/transformer gives a relationship between the various voltages and currents 
as:
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'ma 2 /3  -1 /3 -1 /3 - l / y  3 i / y  3 0 o- vma'
imb -1 /3  2/3 -1 /3 0 - i / y  3 i / y  3 0 vmb'
'me - 1 /3  -1 /3 2/3 i / y  3 0 - i / y  3 0 vmc'
' sa -  Y(p) l / y  3 0 - l / y  3 - l 0 0 - l vsa '
isb' - 1 / y  3 l / y  3 0 0 - l 0 - l vsb’
' sc 0 - l / y  3 l / y  3 0 0 - i - l vsc'
in' 0 0 0 -1 - l - l 3. V  'n J
. . ( 5 .1 2 )
where: vmaV vmb'» vmc* are delta-side (or machine terminals) voltages
*ma'» *mb'» 'mc' are the output currents of synchronous machine 
vsa'» vsb*» vsc' arc the star-side voltages 
*sa*» *sb'» *sc' are the star“side currents
and the direction of currents is as shown in Figure 5.3a and 5.3b.
The above relationship will change to that of equation (5.13) by putting vn=0
(reference to earthed point), and this permits an elimination of the seventh column
and row in equation (5.12), this then gives:
<
1
ma 2/3 - 1 /3 -1 /3 - l / y  3 i / y 3 0 vma
mb' -1 /3 2 /3 - 1 /3 0 - i / y  3 i / y  3 vmb
mc -1 /3 -1 /3 2/3 l / y  3 0 - i / y  3 vmc
-  Y(P)
•sa l / y  3 0 - i / y  3 - l 0 0 vsa
sb' - 1 / y  3 i / y  3 0 0 - l 0 vsb
•
sc 0 - i / y  3 l / y  3 0 0 - l kVsc'
[ I I ] ----------------------------------------->
. . ( 5 .1 3 )
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5.2.2 The symmetrical component representation
As was discussed in chapters 2 and 4, the matrix form of relationships 
between symmetrical components and direct-phase values is as follows:
[ l (sym )]  “ [T 2] ’ - H ( p h a s e ) ]
and [V^gyjjj)] -  [T2] 1. [V(ph a s e )  ]
and i f :  (V(phase) ]  “  [ ^ ( p h a s e ) 1 • I® (pha se )1
and [ I ( p h a s e ) l  “  l ^ ( p h a s e ) 1 • t ^ (p h a s e ) J  
th e n :  [^(sym) “  [T2] 1 ( Z ( p h a s e ) ) 1^ 2 H *(sym)) "  t^symJ [*(sym)l
f*(sym) ™ [T2] 1 (Y(phase) H T 2] [V(sym) ] -  I^symHV(sym) J
where:  [^syml ”  [T2] 1 l ^ p h a s e l f T 2]
and [Ygynj] — [ T 2] 1 [YphaseHT2]
. . ( 5 . 1 4 )
and:
1/3 1/3 1/3
t 2] - 1/3 h i / 3 h2/ 3
1/3 h2/ 3 h j / 3 .
Using the principle which has been defined in equation (5.14) into equation 
(5.13) we get:
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1 mo' T 2 0 T 2 0 - 1 v * vmo
v * vmi
*m2 v 1 vm2
-  Y (p ) . ( T J
* so ' V  1vso
* S 1 ' 0 t 2 0 t 2 V  * VS 1
1 s 2 ' ■ V  * S 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 V  *vmo
0 1 0 0 <h2- l ) / y  3 0 v ' vmi
0 0 1 0 0 ( h , - l ) / y  3 v *vm2
-  Y ( p ) .
0 0 0 -1 0 0 v * vso
o (1 -h, ) / J  3 0 0 -1 0 V  *VS1
0 0 (1 - h 2) / y  3 0 0 -1 V  *lVS 2
. . (5 . 1 5 )
It is evident from equation (5.15) that imo* = vmo' = 0, and this thus shows 
the absence of the zero sequence components from the output of the delta-side.
5.2.3 FreQuencv-domain transformation of symmetrical components
Transformation of equation (5.15) into the frequency domain is affected by 
noting that the Fourier Transform of a function of time f(t) = f t(p)f2(t) is given 
by:
f ( j w ) -  f , ( j w ) . f 2( jw)
where:
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It follows that equation (5.15) transforms to:
m o ' ( J w) 0 0 0 0 0 0 vmo (Jw)
m i '< J w> 0 1 0 0 ( h 2- l ) / y  3 0 vmi (Jw)
m2 ' ( J w) 0 0 1 0 0 ( h , - l ) / y  3 vm2 ( jw)
- Y (p )
s o ' < J W> 0 0 0 -1 0 0 vso ( jw)
s i ' ( J w> 0 ( 1 - h , ) / y  3 0 0 -1 0 VS 1 ( jw)
S 2 '< J W> 0 0 ( l - h 2) / y  3 0 0 -1 VS 2 (Jw)
. . ( 5 .16 )
where, as has been defined before, Y(p) = l / ( r t + jwL^).
Frequency-shifted variables are easily obtained by replacing Hw H by (w ± W q ) in 
equation (5.16) as appropriate. The final form of the equation is therefore as 
given in equation (5.17):
*mo'( Jw) 0 0 0
^ I ’ tJCw+Wo)] 0 1/ [ r t +j (w+w0 ) L t ] 0
i m2 ' l J(w-w0 ) ] 0 0 V [ r t + j (w-w0 ) L t ]
^ so’ (Jw) 0 0 0
* s i ' [ j (w+wG) ] 0 ( 1 - h , ) / /  3 . [ r t +j (w+w0 ) L t ] 0
i S2 ' [ J ( w- w0 )J. 0 0 (1 - h 2) / y  3 . [ r t + j (w-wc )L t ]
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0 0 0
0 ( h r l ) / y  3 . [ r t +j (w+w0 )Lt ] 0
0 0 ( h , - l ) / y  3 . [ r t +J(w-w0 ) L t ]
- V ( r t +jwLt ) 0 0
0 - V I  r t +j (w+wc ) L t ] 0
0 0 - l / [ r t +J(w-w0 ) L t ]
vmo' ( Jw) 
vmi ' IJ<w+w0 >] 
vm?' ( J(w-w0 >]
vs o ' ( »
Vs , ' [ j (w+wQ) ]
VS2’ [ j (w-wQ) ].
. . ( 5 . 1 7 )
The above equation is more conveniently handled in the form given below:
I m o ' O ) -  0 .0
i So ’ U w) "  -  vso' ( j w ) / ( r t + jwLt ) (5 . 18a )
inn ' t j ( w+wo>] yT i i YT 1 2 vmi ' { J(w+w0 ) ]
im2' I j (w-wQ) ] vm2' I j ( w- wo>]
* s i ’ IJ (w+wo>] vs1 ' t J ( w+w0 ) 1
l S2f I j ( w- wo)J YT2 1 YT 2 2' VS2' 1J ( w-Wq) ]
. . ( 5 . 18b)
where:
fyT i 2 ]
I YT21J
f YT 2 2 j
1/[»*t +j (w+w0 ) L t ] 0
0 1/ [ r t + j (w-w0 ) L t ]
( h 2- l ) / y  3 . [ r t +j (w+w0 ) L t ] 0
0 ( h , - l ) / y  3 . [ r t + j (w-w0 ) L t ]
( l - h , / y  3 . ( r t +j (w+w0 ) L t ] 0
0 ( l - h 2) / y  3 . [ r t + j (w-w0 ) L t ]
- 1/ [ r t +j (w+w0 ) L t ] 0
0 - l / [ r t + j (w-w0 ) L t ]
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5.3 Simulation of Transmission Line
5.3.1 Introduction
A practical transmission line is a complex arrangement of conductors, all of 
which are mutually coupled not only to each other but also to earth. It is often 
the practice to minimise the effects of line unbalance by transposing phase 
conductors at regular intervals to achieve some averaging of the line parameters. 
For lines which are short, electrically speaking, the net unbalance can be ignored.
In this chapter, the distributed parameter line model is analysed using the 
frequency-domain method of solution in the sequence components form. To 
complete the analysis, the transmission line is fed by the generator through the 
generator/transformer, from one side and an infinite busbar or another 
generator/transformer from the other side.
5.3.2 Basic equations
Consider a homogenous line containing "n" conductors and taking an element 
of infinitesimal length Ax, when current Hi" flows in the •jth' conductor (where
j= l ,2,3,......,n ), the voltage developed in length HAx" of the *kth' conductor is:
n
4vk "  1  zk j  • <j • 4x
j -
where k goes from 1 to *n* to include all conductors and z>, is the mutualjk
impedance per-unit length of the 'kth' conductor for current in the 'jth'
conductor. Similarly, there is a shunt displacement current due to the potential 
applied to the 'jth' conductor which is:
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n
* l k ~ 1  Yk j • v j  * ^ x
Alternatively, in matrix form and for Ax — >  0 the following definitive equations 
are appropriate:
dv/dx -  z ( p ) . i (a )
. . ( 5 . 1 9 )
d i / d x  -  y ( p ) . v  (b)
where z and y are the series impedance and shunt admittance matrices respectively 
for the line on a per-unit basis. From equation (5.19) the following relationships 
can be obtained:
dv2/ d x 2 -  z ( p ) . y ( p ) . v
. . ( 5 .2 0 )
d l 2/ d x 2 -  y ( p ) . z ( p ) . i
5.3.3 Symmetrical components representation in frequency domain
With reference to equation (5.20), at any point x from the sending end of
the line, the frequency-transformed voltages and currents are related by the
well-known differential equations (5.21 )(34) as shown below. The equations form
the starting point in the simulation of transmission-line transients and, where
necessary, the series impedance and shunt admittance matrices z(jw) and y(jw) can 
be evaluated at any frequency (where p is replaced by jw) and include the effect 
of overhead shielding earth wires by using the method developed by Golloway et 
al(35).
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(dv2abcUw) 1/dx2 -  [zabc(jw) ] . [yabc( jw) ] . [vabc( jw) ] (a)
l di 2abc(Jw> ] / dx2 “ [yabcUw>] • (zabc<Jw> J • I , abc(Jw>) <b>
. . ( 5 . 2 1 )
where:
[v a b c U w) l  “  [ va ( jw)  vb( jw)  vc ( j w ) ] t 
and [ l ab c U w) I  "  [ 1 aCJw> *b(Jw) i e O ) ] *
For the frequency-invariant transformation from a,b,c phase co-ordinates to 0,1,2 
symmetrical components values, [T2] transformation matrix (equation 4.28) may be 
applied directly to equations (5.21) and with reference to equation (5.14), we get:
[ dv2o i 2( > ) ] / dx 2 -  [ T 2] . [ zabc( jw) ] . [yabc( j w ) ] . [ T 2] - i  . [ v 01 2( j w ) ]
. . ( 5 .22a )
[d * 2o i 2 <Jw) ] / dx 2 -  [ T 2] . [ yabc ( J w> ] • [ z abc<Jw) l • • I ! o i 2( JW)1
. . (5 .22b)
where:
1V012(JW) ]  "  [v0 (Jw) v , ( Jw)  V2( j w ) ] 1
[ i 0 i 2U w) ]  “  [ i 0 ( j w> ! i ( J w>
5.3.4 Distributed parameter representation for transmission line
With reference to equation (5.19a), the transmission line voltage measured 
from the receiving end varies from point to point along the line, due to the series 
voltage drop. In this equation:
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z (p )  -  r + pi
is the operational impedance, where r, 1 are the resistance and inductance in 
per-unit length of the line.
The current (i) at any point in accordance with equation (5.19b) also varies 
on account of the shunt current. The shunt current results from shunt voltage (v) 
being impressed on the shunt capacitance and conductance and in this equation:
y (p )  -  g + pc
is the shunt operational admittance, per-unit length of the line. The apparent 
shunt conductance (g) is the result of the combined effects of leakage current 
through the insulation and over its surface, dielectric loss, and corona. However, 
the shunt conductance of power transmission lines is very small and may be safely 
neglected. Figure 5.4 shows transmission line parameters in terms of sequence
components^).
Equations (5.21) are the well-known partial differential equation of 
transmission lines. The solution of such equations suggests diagonalising the 
p r o d u c t s ^ * ) ,  [z(jw)][y(jw] and [y(jw)][z(jw)J. This may be done by finding the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors appropriate to each product and applying the theory of 
matrix functions to yield a phase co-ordinate set of equations. However, the 
alternative method investiaged here which is based on the symmetrical component 
method can be used provided transposition of the line conductors is assumed, since 
the effects of nontransposition are not marked on short lines. However, in the 
case of untransposed lines, the necessity for computing eigenvalues cannot be 
avoided even if the symmetrical component transform is then used subsequently.
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In the case of transposed transmission line, the series and shunt admittance 
matrix take the well-known form given in equation (5 ,2 3 )^ ) .
where:
z s(Jw) zm<Jw> zm < »
[z ( jw ) ]  - Zm(jw) z s<Jw) zm(Jw)
zm(J«') z s<Jw>
ys (Jw> - y m < » - y m ( »
ty(Jw)] - -y ra(J») ys(Jw> -ym(Jw)
-ym(Jw) -ym<J") ys (Jw)
zs (Jw) ”  r + jw l s
zm<Jw>
ys ( »
y m O )
r ra + Jw^m
jwcs
Jwcm
. . (5 .23a )
. . (5 .23b)
Substituting equations (5.23) into equation (5.22) gives a set of independent linear 
differential equations of the form:
d2V,o i 2 U w>
dx2
[zs U w>+2zmOw)]  [ys (Jw) - 2ym(Jw) l  0 0
o [ z s (Jw) - zm ( jw) ] l y s ( j w) +ym(Jw) I  0
0 0 [ z s (Jw) - zm( j w ) ] ( y s ( jw)+ym) j w ) ]
[ . V ’ 012( j w ) ]
. . ( 5 . 24 )
The sequence components of impedance and admittance have been defined in 
equation (5.25)(34,35,39);
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Z0U W) “  z s ( jw )  + 2zm(Jw) , y 0(jw ) -  ys (Jw) -  2ym(jw )
z , ( j w )  -  zs U w) -  zm<Jw) * y , ( J w> -  y s <Jw> + ym( J w)
z 2( jw)  -  z , ( j w ) y 2( »  -  y , ( J w)
. . ( 5 .25 )
Substituting equations (5.25) into equation (5.24) gives:
z 0( jw)y0(jw) 0 0
[ d 2^  2J w ) ] / d x 2 - 0 z , ( j w ) y 1( jw) 0
0 0 z , ( j w ) y 1( jw)
. . (5 .2 6 )
The impedances z 0(jw), z, (jw) and admittances y 0(jw), y,(jw) are readily realised 
as the sequence component parameters of the line, and an identical expression to 
equation (5.26) can be obtained for the sequence currents at any point on the line. 
Equations (5.26) are seen to form a set of independent differential equations in 
which their solution takes the usual exponential form. For example, the zero 
sequence voltage will vary with "x" according to:
v 0( jw)  -  A.exp[ T0 .x]  + B.exp[ T0 .x]  (a)
M J W> "  C.exp[T0.x]  + D.exp[ T0 .x]  (b)
. . (5 .2 7 )
where:
j.
T o [z 0( j w) - y 0U w) ] 2
also:
±  ±
T i ” I 2 ! ( j w ) . y , ( j w ) ] 2 T 2 -  [ z 2( j w ) . y 2( j w ) ] 2
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Similar expressions exist for the positive and negative-sequence components of 
currents and voltages. The constants A, B, C, D for both voltage and current 
components are derived from a knowledge of the boundary values of voltage and 
current given in equation (5.28a), and the final form of the two-port matrices 
relating current and voltage components at either end of the line are then given in 
equation (5.28b).
[ v ( j w ) ] 012
[ I ( Jw) ]012
[ v ( j w ) ] 012
[ i ( j w ) ] 012
[Vs ( j w ) ] 012
[ 1S( j w ) ] QI 2 
[ v r ( j w ) ] 012
[ i r (Jw) ] o i 2
for  x -  0 
for  x -  0 
for  x -  x 
for  x -  x
(5 .28a )
Vso' ( j w) ' AC o 0 0 bGo 0 0 v r o ’ (Jw)
V s / U w ) 0 A q , 0 0 bG i 0 v r i ’ ( Jw)
VS2’ ( jw) 0 0 ACi 0 0 bG i V r j X J w )
i s o ’ (Jw> c Co 0 0 DCo 0 0 i r o ‘ <Jw)
«si'<J*) 0 Cfl, 0 0 Dfl1 0 i n ’ O )
i S2' ( j w ) . 0 0 Cfil 0 0 dGi i r 2 , ( »
. . (5 .28b)
where:
ACo -  COSh[T0 .x]
Aj ,  -  COSh[T, .x]
1
BCo "  I z o O w) / y 0( j w) ]  2 .SINh[T0 .x]
1
fifh "  [ z 1( j w ) / y , ( j w ) ] 2 . S I N h [ T 1.x]
i
CCo “  [ y o U w) / z o ( j w) ] 2- SINh[T 0.x]
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Cfi, -  ( y , ( J w ) / z , ( j w ) ] ’ .S!Nh(T0 .x]
D«o ■ Aeo and DCi -  Ac>
It will be recalled from chapter 3, that the analysis of the synchronous generator 
in the frequency domain requires the use of frequency shifted constants and these 
may be applied also to the line (as has been applied to the transformer) equations 
before the analysis can be completed. In equation (5.28) by substituting Hw" by 
(w±wQ) where appropriate, the following equations are obtained:
vSo' U w> 
i So ' (Jw> 
vs i ’ [J <w+w0) ] 
VS 2 ' [ j ( W"Wo) 1 
i Si ' [ J (w+w0 ) ] 









V r o ' U * )
*ro'  U w)
v r i ' ( J ( w+wo>l 
v r 2 ' [ J(w-wQ>] 
* r i ’ I j (w+w0 ) )  
[ j  Cw-w0 >]
(b)
. . ( 5 . 2 9 )
With reference to equation (5.28) we have:
> O BCi i  0
AC 1 2 *" » BC12 ™
0 Aq2 2■ 0 Bfi 2 2
CG i i 0
CC 1 2 " * BC 1 2 “ AC 1 2
0 C q 2 2 .
where:
T , ( z , [ j(w+wc ) ] . y , [ j(w+wG) ] } 2
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T 2 -  ( Z , [ j (w-wQ) ] . y , [ J(w-wQ) ])
and:
ACl l  -  COSh(T, .x]
Ajg 2 2 -  COSh[T2 .x]
JL
"  ( z t [ JCw+Wq ) ] ^ ,  [ j (w+w0 ) ]  ) 2 . s|Nh[T,  .x]
-L
Bq 22 -  { z t [ j (w -w D) ] / y 1[J(w-wQ> ] } 2.S IN h[T2 .x]
J.
cGii -  ( y i I j ( w+w0) ] / z i U ( w+wo ) ] i 2-SINh(T i * X1
J.
CQ22 ~ ( y i I j ( w - w G) ] / z 1[ j (w -w 0 ) ] } 2.S IN h[T2.x]
and where:
z , -  z  2 and y , -  y 2 
z^JCw+Wo)} -  r ,  + j(w+wQ) . 11
z , ( j (w -w0 ) } -  r ,+ j (w -w Q) . 1 t
y -I ( J (w+Wo) } -  jCw+Wo).^
y , { j (w - W 0 >) -  jCw -W o) .^
It should be noted that the line parameters taken for the purpose of 
evaluating transmission line constants are applicable to the whole line length.
Additionally, the method which has been used is inherently more accurate than the 
approach developed in reference (39), in which losses have been neglected. 
Another advantage of this technique is that it is possible to take into acocunt the 
frequency variant nature of transmission line parameters^), which can significantly 
affect fault transient waveforms.
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5.4 The Generator. Generator/Transformer and Transmission Line Combination
As has been shown previously in chapter 3, when modelling a faulted system 
comprising a generator connected to an infinite busbar, the faults are simulated by 
applying a set of superimposed voltages so that the addition of the prefault 
steady-state variations and superimposed values represents the total response. 
Likewise, in this study which is for a system comprising generator, 
generator/transformer and transmission line, it is necessary to proceed from a 
knowledge of the prefault voltages at fault point. It is thus necessary to combine 
the equations representing the generator, generator/transformer and transmission line 
so that by applying an appropriate set of superimposed voltages at the fault point, 
the variations of both currents and voltages at any point in the system considered 
can be obtained. In chapter 4 and also in the preceding sections of this chapter, 
equations describing each element were considered. With reference to equation
(4.32) the positive and negative frequency-shifted currents at generator terminals 
(by substituting i't , i ’2 by i ^ , ,  im 2 and e'i» e 2 by vmi» i ' j )  are as follows:
irn i’ ( j (w+w0 ) ] ’ vm i ’ U(w+w0 ) ]
”  [Ym] . . (5 . 3 0 )
*1112 ' t J Cw-wQ> ] vm2' [ J ( w-w0 ) l
where:
[Y J  -  O / z 2)
-[R+JCw-w^L,  ( jw ) ]  j(w+w0 ) L 2(jw )  .exp(J2X)
j (w -w Q) L 2( jw ) .e x p ( -J 2 X )  - [R+j(w+wQ) L 1( j w ) ]
The equations relating positive- and negative-sequence frequency-shifted 
currents at generator terminals of the generator/transformer are given by equation
(5.18).
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' l m i , U < w+wo>>' vmi, (J(w+w0)) VS1’ {J(w+WQ) }1 H + fYT i 2)
*11)2 ' 1 J ( W~Wq) ) vm2'  ^J ( w_w0 ) ) VS2’ { J(w-WQ) }.
. . ( 5 . 3 1 )
i Si ' ( j (w+w0 )) vm i ’ { j (w+w0 )} vs , ' ( J(w+wQ) }
“ [YT2 l l + [YT2 2]
*S 2'  ^J ( W_W0> 1 ' Vm2’ ( J(W-W0 )J. VS2' U ( W“W0> 1
. . (5 . 3 2 )
Now by equating equations (5.31) and (5.30) we get:
Vmi'UCw+Wo))
vm2, U ( w- wo>)
VS1 ' ( J(w+w0 ) } 
vSj ’ ( j(w-w0)}
. . ( 5 . 3 3 )
Substituting equation (5.33) into equation (5.32), the following line-side relationship 
will be obtained:
* s i ' ( j (w+w0 )}  
i s ? ' ( j ( w”wo>)
“  tYT 2 i • I Ym”YT i l l  1•yT i 2+yT 2 2 1•
VS1 ’ ( j < w+wo) l  
VS2‘ ( j (w-w0 ) l
. . ( 5 . 3 4 )
With reference to equation (5.29) which describes the transmission lines, this 
equation may be rearranged as follows:
vs i ’ { j (w+w0) } v n  ' ( J ( w+Wq ) ) ' i r i ’ ( J(w+w0) } ’
"  I AC1 2 1 + [ BC 1 2 ]
vS2’ { j (w-w0 )} . v r 2 * { j (w-w0 )} . * r  2 ' ( J(w-w0> }-
. . ( 5 .3 5 )
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i  S 1 ' ( J ( w + w G ) )■
-  l c C l 2 ]
V r , • { j ( w + W Q ) }•
+  [ A C 1 2 ]
l r i ' 1 J ( w + w Q ) }
■l S 2 ' ( j ( W ~ W 0 > } v r  2 ' ( j ( w ~ w 0 ) J - ■  ^ r  j ' ( J  < w - w 0 ) ) -
. . ( 5 .36 )
Now by equating equation (5.34) to equation (5.36) and rearranging the result, the 
positive and negative frequency-shifted sequence voltages at the sending end of the 
line are given by equation (5.37):
vs i ' ( j(w+wQ) } 
vS2 ' ( j (w-wQ)}
( 2 1 • ( Y m i i J  1• i 2 + ^ T 2 2 J
v r i '<J(w+wo>)
+ (ACl2]
v r 2 ' ( J(w- wo>)
I r i ’ UCw+Wo))!! 
r 2 ' ( J(w-w0 ) }J J
. ( 5 .37 )
Equating this to equation (5.35) and rearranging the result gives a final relationship 
between the variation of voltage and current at receiving end of transmission line:
■ i n ' l J O ^ o ) )  
1r 2 * < J Cw-w0 >)
[YT21 . [Y m-YT l 1 ] - i . Y T l2+YT22] - i
-1
l A£i  2“ t Y j 21 • [Ynj-Y j! , ] 1 YTi 2+ Y j 22] 1.C1212]
v r i ' {J(w+w0 ) }
v r 2 ' ( j (w-w0 )}
. . (5 .38a )
Also, with reference to equations (5.18a) and (5.29a), we get:
* r o ' ( Jw) -  ~ [ACo+ ( r t + j wLt ) cC o ] v r o , ( j w) / I BCo+ ( r t +JwLt ) - ACo]
. . (5 .3 8 b )
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With reference to the above equation, the frequency spectrum of the 
superimposed voltage components at the fault point enables the corresponding 
spectrum of currents to be computed. By knowing the latter this then enables the
spectrum of voltage and current components at the sending end of the line and
that at the machine terminals to be determined by means of equations (5.29) and
(5.18). The determination of the frequency spectrum of the superimposed fault 
point voltage is considered in section (5.5). It should be noted that the foregoing 
theory is also applicable to studies of fault at some intermediate point on a line 
which is fed from the remote end by any arbitrary remote-source configuration. 
In this case the line parameters (Ag12, Bg12, C g12, D g 12) defining the various 
matrices in equation (5.38a,b) are evaluated for the length up to the point of
fault, and superimposed voltage components will be pre-evaluated from a knowledge 
of the remote-source configuration. This aspect of the work will be discussed in 
more detail in chapter 8.
5.5 Evaluation of Superimposed Voltage at Fault Point
As has been considered in chapter 2, the steady-state variations of voltage 
and current corresponding to any pre-fault loading condition are easily obtained 
using the symmetrical steady state power frequency equations for the generator^), 
transformer and transmission line. For any given load angle "S" measured with 
reference to the prefault terminal voltage, the terminal voltages of machine will be 
given by equation (5.39).
vma -  -  Em-SIN(w0 t + X -  * )
vmb -  -  E m - S I N ^ t  + X -  5 -  2 r / 3 )  . . (5 .39 )
vmc “  -  E ^ S I N ^ t  + X -  5 + 2x /3 )
With regard to the prefault voltage relations at machine terminal, the prefault
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voltage relations at the infinite-busbar (or fault point) are as follows:
v ra ~ " Er .SIN(wQt + X -  A + 0m)
v rb -  -  Er .SIN(w0 t + X -  6 + 6m - 2t/3)
v rc -  -  Er .SIN(w0 t + X -  b + 6m + 2 ir/3 )
. . ( 5 .4 0 )
The angle "*m" is the angle by which the prefault voltage at fault point leads 
that at machine terminals and is readily evaluated from a knowledge of per-unit 
phasor values of prefault voltage and current at machine terminals.
In the steady-state case, a transposed line will possess only positive sequence 
components and in accordance with the previous theory and using equation (5.28) 
we have:
* s "" CC l .Vr + Af l l . I r
With reference to equation (5.41) the voltage at the receiving end is related to the 
current and voltage at the sending end by equation (5.42).
For the 1, transformer, the prefault current on the machine terminal leads that 
on the line side by ht/6", and this is expressed as I m = I s / *76. Additionally, 
equation (5.43) expresses the steady-state phasor value of the machine terminal 
voltage in terms of phasor values Im, Vs.
Vs -  A f i , .V r  + B j , . l r
. . ( 5 . 4 1 )
. . ( 5 . 4 2 )
V,m [ ( r t + j w 0L t ) - * m  + v s ]  i-JLlk . . ( 5 .4 3 )
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By substituting equation (5.43) into equation (5.42) it can be shown that 
voltage at the remote end of the line in terms of the prefault variations at the 
machine terminals is as follows:
With the prefault machine voltage taken as reference, the argument of equation 
(5.44), thus represents the angle N0mH and its magnitude is related to the peak of 
the prefault voltage at the remote end of the line by:
Er  -  J  2 |Vr | .
The actual determination of the frequency-shifted superimposed voltages from
a knowledge of the prefault time variation of voltage at the point of fault was
considered in detail in chapter 3. Moreover, in that chapter, the machine directly 
connected to an infinite-busbar was considered and the spectra of superimposed 
voltages were derived via prefault variations of equation (5.39).
A comparison of equations (5.39 and (5.40) show that to evaluate the spectra 
of superimposed voltages at remote end, as required in the present study, it is 
necessary simply to replace by the appropriate value of HErH and X by
\+ 0 m in the equations for a machine operating directly into infinite busbars. The
latter are given for various fault conditions in Table 3.18.
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(a )- Circuit arrangements
(b )- Equivalent phase-frame circuit
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The simulation results presented in this work are for two different systems. 
One is for the lower 132kV single circuit system and the other is for an ehv 
system comprising a 400kV single circuit line. Both systems have their own 
complex source side networks and the transmission lines are transposed. As shown 
in chapter 4, the synchronous generators used here are modelled with greater 
complexity, and therefore with more realism, by considering damping effects and 
frequency variant operational inductances. The latter have been obtained by 
standstill frequency response tests, on the Northfleet station in UK and the Ontario 
Hydro station in Canada.
The transformer model for system studies as has been derived in chapter 5, is 
without taking into account the frequency dependency of its parameters and the 
magnetising impedance has been neglected. Furthermore, the frequency bandwidth 
of interest is such that the transformer can be represented by an analytical 
expression instead of test results. Likewise in the transient calculations the 
inter-turn capacitances of both the generator and its associated transformer are also 
neglected. However, the capacitance to ground of both the plant items and the 
connected busbar are calculated and included in the simulation.
This chapter summarises the parameters of the synchronous generators, 
transformers and transmission lines.
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6.2 Synchronous Generator Parameters
It has been general practice in the past to represent transient and subtransient 
effects in generator simulations by a constant parameters model, i.e. a model with 
constant resistances and leakage inductances. However, it is well-known that both 
resistances and inductances are frequency dependent (skin effect) and that 
inductances are current dependent (saturation effects in leakage flux paths). As 
has been mentioned previously in chapter 2 in this study, the saturation effects 
have been neglected and the generator resistances are assumed to be constant, but, 
the frequency dependency of operational inductances is included.
6.2.1 150MVA synchronous generator
This machine (turbo alternator) is of the one studied in the Northfleet 
E x e r c i s e ^ , 48,49)t ^  following basic data:
stator terminal voltage = 13.8kV
machine rating = 120MW
nominal frequency = SOHz 
speed = 3000rpm
6.2.1.1 Frequency dependent parameters
As is normal practice, frequency-response measurements were made (at 
standstill) of impedance looking into the stator terminals with the machine in the 
following positions:
a) Rotor aligned in direct axis, field winding short circuited.
b) Rotor aligned in quadrature axis.
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Knowing the impedances looking into the stator terminals, the operational 
inductances are calculated at different frequencies (as shown in chapter 4) and 
these are shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2.
6.2.1.2 Manufacturer's data (constant parameters!
The following is the manufacturer's data, and the p.u. quantities are expressed 
to 150MVA and 13.8kV base values:
a) Stator
R = 0.0014 Lq = 1.76
Ld = 1.850 = 0.095
Rotor
Rfd = 0.0009 Lkk = 1.693
Rkd = 0.011 = 1.603
Rkq = 0.0055 Mad = 1.675
Lff = 1.775 Maq = 1.585
6.2.2 588MVA synchronous generator
This turbogenerator which has been a subject of study at Ontario H y d ro ^ ), 
is a 2-pole, 3600 rpm machine rated at 500MW, 0.85 power factor, and 22kV line 
to line stator voltage. The stator winding is a direct, water-cooled type; the rotor 
is directly cooled with hydrogen.
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6.2.2.1 Frequency dependent parameters
The stator impedances were measured by standstill frequency-response tests. 
The d-axis operational impedances were determined with the field winding shorted 
through a shunt resistance. The d - and q-axis operational inductances were 
computed from the corresponding impedances (see chapter 4). The results are 
presented in Figures 6.3 and 6.4.
6.2.2.2 Manufacturer^ data (constant parameters!
This data in p.u. form to 588MVA and 22kV base values is as follows:
a) Stator
R = 0.0027 4  = 2.242
Ld = 2.36 = 0.195
Rotor
Rfd = 0.00076 Lkk = 2.210
Rkd = 0.00703 ^ q i = 2.203
JD = 0.0039 Lqq2 = 2.085
Rkq2 = 0.0014 Mad = 2.165
Lff == 2.256 Maq = 2.047
6.3 The Generator/Transformer Parameters
It has been realised that under transient conditions, transformer equivalent high 
frequency reactances have a lower value than the normal 50Hz values^).
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GoslancK^l) found that at a natural frequency of about 20kHz the transformer 
equivalent inductances was approximately 85% of its 50Hz value. L i(^0 reported
that the response is more or less flat for a frequency below 12kHz, but when the 
frequency exceeds 12 kHz, the inductance drops at a rapid rate. However, as has 
been mentioned previously in this study, because the frequency bandwidth is limited 
to less than 12kHz, the transformer's parameeters are assumed to be constant.
6.3.1 150MVA generator/transformer
150MVA 132/13.8kV Y /*
Basic Insulation Level = 650/110 
15 taps vector group Y d ll
When neglecting magnetising components, the equivalent resistance and leakage 
reactance per phase p.u. to base values of 150MVA and 132kV are:




Basic Insulation Level = 1750/150
18 taps vector group Ydll
Again, by neglecting magnetising impedances, the equivalent resistance and 





It should be noted that the capacitances of plant items such as generators and 
transformers which have been hitherto neglected in the previous studies, can 
significantly influence the transient waveforms. Each turn of a generator or
transformer winding has a capacitance to ground (ground in this context is a core 
or a tank).
6.4.1 Transformer capacitance to ground
Although the interturn capacitances have been neglected, there are, however, 
significant capacitances between the winding and ground. Like any other 
capacitors, their capacitance values depend upon the area of the plates, the 
separation of the plates, and permittivity of the materials separating them. One 
would expect, therefore, that transformers of high M VA would have higher 
capacitance than those of low MVA, simply because they are physically bigger. It 
should be also noted that the capacitance of high-voltage transformer would tend
to be less than a low-voltage transformer of comparable rating, since a high
voltage demands more separation between the windings, and between windings and
core. It is also reasonable to expect that a so-called "dry type" transformer has
less capacitance than corresponding transformer, where the interstices of the 
windings are filled with oil or some similar fluid of higher permittivity.
Figures 6.5(a)(b)(c) provide values of the total capacitance to ground on a per 
phase basis(52). With reference to Figures 6.5(a)(b)(c), for a 150MVA, 132/13.8kV 
transformer, the capacitance to ground of the low and high voltage sides of 
transformer are as follows:
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Op] (low voltage) = 14200 pF/phase
O r2 (high voltage) = 6000 pF/phase
Referring to Figures 6.5(a)(b)(c) the capacitances to ground of a 600MVA, 
400/22kV transformer are:
Op] (low voltage) = 15000 pF/phase
Op2 (high voltage) = 3750 pF/phase
It should be mentioned that for a Y-connected bank, half the capacitance
values are taken in each terminal and for a ^-connected bank, the full phase
values are used because there are two windings providing lumped terminal
capacitances.
Furthermore, in addition to the capacitance of the winding, there is also the 
capacitance of bushing to which it is connected and this should also be added to 
the terminal to ground capacitance of transformer. For a delta connected bank of 
a single-phase transformer, the capacitance of two bushings must be added, and
the total transformer terminal capacitances are then:
a) 150MVA transformer
CA = CT1 + 2Cb = 14200 + 600 = 14800 pF/phase = 0.0188x10” 6p.u.
C y -  C-p2^2 + Cb = 3000 + 300 = 3300 pF/phase = 0.384x10-6 p.u.
b) 600MVA transformer
= CT1 + 2Cb = 15000 + 1500 = !6500 pF/phase = 0.0133xl0“ 6p.u.
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CY = Cx2/2 + Cb = 1875 + 750 = 2625 pF/phase = 0.70x10“ 6p.u.
6.4.2 Generator terminal capacitance to ground
The capacitance between coils is very low (negligible), since each coil is 
embedded in a slot which acts as an earthed boundary^). On the other hand, 
due to the fact that coil is embedded in the slot, the coil-to-earth capacitance in 
comparison with a transformer is higher. Generally speaking, the capacitance of 
generators increases with size but there can be a considerable spread in a given 
rating, because of design. This is apparent from Figure 6.6, which shows 
capacitance values for 2-pole generators.
This capacitance is the total capacitance-to-ground of the 3-phase stator 
winding. Using the "IT" model again for each phase, each of the "FI" model 
capacitors would be 1/6 of the value in the figure. Forced cooled machines tend 
to have smaller capacitance because the conductors can be smaller, and the slower 
rpm machines, particularly hydro-machines, tend to have higher capacitances^).
With reference to Figure 6.6 the capacitances to ground at generator terminal
are:
a) for 150MVA generator
Cg = 0.4/6/iF/phase = 0.067x10“ 6 F/phase 
Using base values of 150MVA and 13.8kV give:
Cg = 0.085x10“  6p.u.
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b) for 600MVA generator
Cg = 0.6/6//F/phase = 0.1x10 e F/phase 
While to base values of S88MVA and 22kV give:
Cg = 0.08x10”  6p.u.
6.4.3 Busbar capacitance to ground
Bus runs comprising parallel bars, usually of rectangular cross section, are 
commonplace in industrial power circuits. A  typical configuration is as shown in 
Figure 6.7. The equivalent capacitance to ground for such a configuration is:
C(busbar) = 0.1x10” ® F
6.5 Transmission Line Parameters
6.5.1 400kV quad conductor
The fault studies apply to a typical quadrature construction (4 conductor per 
phase), 400kV single circuit, transposed line as shown in Figure 6.8. The data 
which applies to the line model is as follows:
a) Phase conductors are 4x54/7/0.33cm s.c.a. with 0.305m bundle spacing.
b) Earth wires are 54/7/0.33cm s.c.a.
c) Earth resistivity is 1000/m.
d) Conductor resistance = 0.01690/km (at power frequency).
e) Earth wire resistance = 0.06770/km (at power frequency).
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f) Conductor reactance = 0.0039fi/km (at power frequency).
g) Earth wire reactance = 0.01570/km (at power frequency).
h) Conductor overall radius = 0.1338 meter.
i) Earth wire overall radius = 0.0115 meter,
j) Line length = 160km.
6.5.1.1 Basic computed parameters
The power frquency parameters of the line models presented 
necessary for steady state calculations,. These computeed parameters are 
the p.u. length of impedance and admittance matrices of the line, 
evaluated using the same principles as suggested by Galloway et al(^5)
Impedance matrix [z]:
[z]  -
0 .47 + J5.0 0 .30  + J2.20 0 .29  + j l . 6 0
0 .30  + J2.2 0 .46  + J4.90 0 .28  + J1.90





■ J0.73  
■j0.26
-J0 .73  
J3.4  




x 10“ 9 mho/m
6.5.2 Symmetrical comt>onents value





The positive sequence parameters:
r 1 = 0.02335 17/km
1, = 0.95108 m.h./km
c, = 1.23792 x 10"2 p.F/km
It should be noted that the negative sequence parameters are equal 
positive sequence parameters.
The zero sequence parameters:
r 0 = 0.3884817/km
10 = 3.225079 m.h./km
c q = 0.84541 x 10“ 2 /i.F/km
The above values in per unit to 588MVA base are:
r t = 0.00876xl0“ 2 p.u./km r 0 = 0.14568xl0“ 2 p.u./km
1, = 0.11204x10“ 2 p.u./km 10 = 0.38298xl0” 2 p.u./km
c, = 0.10371x10” 2 p.u./km c 0 = 0.07083x10” 2 p.u./km
For 132kV transmissionline:
r 1 = 0.0388xl0” 2 p.u./km r Q = 0.167xl0” 2 p.u./km
1, = 0.3180x10“ 2 p.u./km 1Q = 1.170x10” 2 p.u./km
c, = 0.0350x10“ 2 p.u./km c 0 = 0.0175x10“ 2 p.u./km
6.6 Simple Source Parameters
As mentioned previously, studies have also been performed by terminating a 
transmission line by simple lumped sources, short circuit levels s.c.l. The source 
parameters under these conditions are:
s.c.l 
5 GVA  
1.25 GVA  





In every case, the zero sequence to positive sequence reactance ratio zSo/z51, 
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CHAPTER 7
EVALUATION OF THE GENERAL SYSTEM WAVEFORMS UNDER FAULT
CONDITIONS
7.1 Introduction
The results presented here are associated with faults on infinite busbar of a 
system comprising transmission line and a turboalternator connected to its separate 
banked generator/transformer (Y ^ , , ) .  The turboalternator whose xdrxq is analysed 
in a similar manner to the salient pole machine discussed in the preceding 
chapters. For this analysis, the two types of data used are the constant data as 
supplied by the manufacturer and the frequency-response data obtained from 
standstill frequency response tests. The transmission lines is represented by its 
distributed parameters and frequency variance of these parameters is taken into 
account.
It should be mentioned that a number of factors, namely, fault inception 
angle, type of fault and fault position considerably affect travelling wave distortion 
of both current and voltage waveforms at the star- and delta-side of the 
generator/transformer. Apart from these factors, the assumption of the frequency 
invariance of the transmission line parameters, which although it reduces 
computational times, can significantly affect the realism with which both the high 
and low frequency distortion in voltage and current waveforms is produced 0^). 
Hence it is important also to include frequency variance of transmission line 
parameters in the simulation.
Furthermore, the shunt capacitance (capacitance to ground) of the source side
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(generator, transformer and busbar) can considerably affect the system waveforms.
As mentioned before, a major part of this work is concerned with a 
comparison of results obtained between representing the generator by an analytical 
expression using constant frequency-invariant machine parameters and a more 
realistic model using frequency variant machine data. Hence it is also necessary to 
consider in more detail the effects of the aforementioned factors on the voltage 
and current waveforms, in particular, how they are affected by the two types of 
machine models.
Some results are also presented which show a comparison between waveforms, 
in particular, current waveforms, for a system model comprising a simple source
representation based on subtransient impedance with waveforms for a system
comprising a realistic generator model.
The system model, as has been developed in chapter 5, is used to obtain the 
system responses. The system configuration considered is as shown in Figure 7.1.
Different types of solid faults, namely, three-phase, two-phase to earth,
phase-to-phase and phase-to-earth have been considered. The parameters used
here are as described in chapter 6. The prefault loading conditions are assumed 
to be at approximately full load, unity power factor and one per unit voltage at 
infinite busbar.
7.2 Effect of Source Side Capacitance to Ground (Shunt Capacitance)
As mentioned before, the voltage and current waveforms of the transformer 
star- and delta-sides can be significantly affected by the shunt capacitance of the 
generator transformer and busbar. Since the transferred voltage at the generator
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terminal may also be affected by shunt capacitance of the cable connnected 
between generator/transformer^^*^), this latter has also been included in the 
relevant capacitances at transformer delta-side.
It should be noted that here, the effects of internal oscillations of the 
machine and transformer winding (due to the interaction between mutual inductance 
and capacitance between turns) has been neglected. The mathematical analysis for 
inclusion of the capacitance in the system model and the final form of resultant 
equations is as shown in Appendix A4.
The results shown here are a comparison between the waveforms obtained for 
a system which includes shunt capacitance and those obtained in which this 
capacitance is neglected, for different types of fault.
7.2.1 Solid three phase fault
Figure 7.2 shows the transformer star-side waveforms (voltage and current) for 
a three-phase fault without the shunt capacitance. As can be seen from Figure 
7.2a, for a fault which occurs near zero voltage of the a-phase, complete offsetting 
of the current in this phase is seen to occur. Moreover, with reference to Figure 
7.2b, the a-phase voltage being close to zero at applied fault inception, does not 
as expected contain a significant proportion of travelling wave distortion. The b -  
and c-phases, however, due to the phase angle difference with the a-phase, are 
subjected to significant overvoltages caused by travelling-waves which are, in turn, 
initiated by the abrupt collapse of relatively large voltages at the remote end of 
the line, for this type of fault.
When considering an identical 3-phase fault on a system in which the shunt 
capacitance is included, Figure 7.3a shows an increased distortion in the current
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waveforms, particularly in the b- and c-phases. The transients on the voltage
waveforms are, however, slightly reduced as can be seen by comparing Figures 7.3b 
and 7.2b.
Figure 7.4 shows the transformer delta-side current and voltage waveforms,
when the shunt capacitance is neglected. It can be seen from Figure 7.4b that 
transformation of the star-side voltages to the delta-side causes the three-phase 
voltages to become almost equally distorted. A comparison between Figures 7.4
and 7.5 (the latter of which is for the system with shunt capacitance), shows that 
on the delta-side, inclusion of shunt capacitance has no important effect on current 
and voltage waveforms.
7.2.2 Solid linc-to-line-to-earth fault (b-c-earthl
Figure 7.6 shows the waveforms (current and voltage) at star-side following a 
fault which occurs at maximum of the prefault interphase voltage. The shunt
capacitances are not presented. For this particular fault condition, the aerial
modes of travelling-wave voltage are of a large and almost equal and opposite
magnitude, and since they are additive in the a-phase (sound phase), the voltage 
of this phase is relatively distortion free. On the other hand, the large valued
aerial-mode components give rise to significant overvoltages on the faulted phases.
Figure 7.7 shows the current and voltage waveforms at the star-side of
transformer when the shunt capacitance is included. Here again a comparison with 
Figure 7.6 shows that inclusion of shunt capacitance in the system causes the 
current waveforms to be more distorted (particularly for the faulted phases) and, at 
the same time, reduces the overvoltage levels at the star-side of the transformer.
The delta-side current and voltage wavefroms for this fault type are shown in
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Figures 7.8 and 7.9, which corresponds to a system with and without shunt 
capacitance respectively. A comparison of the waveforms at machine terminals 
(delta-side) with that at star-side of transformer, shows that the delta-star 
connection reduces the overvoltages level at machine terminals(^), but nevertheless 
causes overvoltages to appear on all three phases. As before, for the three-phase 
fault, the inclusion of the shunt capacitance has a negligible effect on both the 
voltage and current waveforms on the delta-side.
7.2.3 Pure interphase fault (b-c-phase^
Figure 7.10 shows the waveforms (current and voltage) at the star-side of the 
transformer for a voltage minimum phase to phase fault. There is no shunt 
capacitance in the system. As expected, the level of high-frequency distortion is 
relatively low, but as can be seen from Figure 7.10a, complete offsetting of the 
c-phase current is produced. Since, in an interphase fault, the faulted phase 
superimposed currents are almost equal and opposite, the healthy a-phase voltage is 
distortion free, as shown by Figure 7.10b.
The waveforms resulting from the above-mentioned fault in a system 
comprising shunt capacitance at star-side of the transformer are shown in Figure 
7.11. A  comparison between Figures 7.10 and 7.11 shows that, as expected, 
because of the nature of the fault, which is a voltage minimum fault, inclusion of 
capacitance to ground has no significant effect on both current and voltage 
waveforms. A voltage maximum fault on the other hand, results in an
accentuation of the high frequency spikes by the presence of the shunt capacitance, 
as shown by comparing Figures 7.12 and 7.13. The delta-side waveforms for the
minimum interphase prefault voltage (former case) condition are shown in Figures
7.14 and 7.15. As can be seen in comparison with star-side voltages (Figures 7.10 
and 7.11) the faulted phases are less distorted, but the healthy phase is not as
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smooth as it is on the star-side. It should be noted that these effects are due to 
the presence of delta-star connection which is a further point of discontinuity.
Comparison of figures 7.14 and 7.15 shows that the waveforms at the 
delta-side, as for the two previously considered types of fault, are not significantly 
affected by inclusion of shunt capacitance in the system under study.
7.2.4 Phase to earth fault fa-ohase to earth faultl
The waveforms at star-side of the transformer, when shunt capacitances are 
neglected, are shown in Figures 7.16a and b. The fault occurs at approximately 
20° before the positive to negative zero-crossing of the fault point voltage. As 
can be seen from Figure 16, since the line is assumed transposed and the fault is 
applied at the infinite busbar, similar distortion is superimposed on the healthy 
phases. For the case when the shunt capacitance is included, the waveforms on 
the star-side are as shown in Figure 7.17. Comparing these with Figure 7.16, it 
can be seen when shunt capacitance is included, the high-frequency spikes appear 
in the current waveforms (Figure 7.17) each time a travelling-wave arrives from 
the faulted end of the line. Conversely, the inclusion of the capacitance has the 
effect of slightly reducing the spikes on the voltage waveforms (Figures 7.16 and 
7.17).
For the delta-side, as before, the inclusion of the capacitance has a negligible 
effect on the voltage and current waveforms.
7.3 Effect of Frequency Variance of Operational Parameters of the Generator
The techniques for attaining the frequency variant operational parameters of 
the generators from a knowledge of frequency response data have been outlined in
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chapter 4.
The result presented in this section considers the effects of incorporating 
frequency variant of generator parameters on the voltage and current waveforms, 
when firstly the system shown in Figure 7.1 is faulted at the infinite busbar, and 
secondly, for faults at the generator terminals for no load prefault conditions. The 
waveform observations are at the transformer star-side (i.e. sending end). For this 
study the frequency variant of transmission line parameters is also included.
7.3.1 Faults on the infinite busbar
7.3.1.1 Three phase (solid) fault
Figures 7.18 and 7.19 show simulation of conditions following a three phase to 
earth fault which occurs near voltage zero of the prefault a-phase, the former 
being for constant generator parameters and the latter in which the 
frequency-response data has been included. First of all, looking at the current 
waveforms, it is evident from Figures 7.18a and 7.19a that for the system with 
frquency variant generator parameters, there is a complete offset of the current in 
the a-phase, whereas, in the case of constant parameter generator model, an 
earlier zero crossing is seen to occur. Furthermore, magnitudes of currents in all 
the three phases are reduced and the b - and c-phase currents are also relatively 
more distorted for this case. In the case of voltage waveforms (Figures 7.18b and 
7.19b), the waveforms for the system with frequency variant parameters are less 
distorted.
7.3.1.2 Line to line fault (b-cl
For this fault study, the results shown by Figures 7.20 and 7.21 are for a
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fault which occurs at voltage minimum of the prefault interphase voltage between 
b - and c-phases. First of all, comparing the current waveforms between the
frequency variant and frequency invariant models, as expected, the waveforms are
relatively distortion free in both cases. The c-phase currents in both cases are
fully offset; this is clearly shown by Figures 7.20a and 7.21a. However, when
observing the current waveforms for longer observation time, Figure 7.20b and
7.21b quite distinctly show that whilst in the case of constant parameters model,
the zero crossing on the c-phase current occurs approximately three cycles after
fault inceptions, nonetheless, the zero crossing on the c-phase does not occur even 
after five cycles after fault inception in the case of the frequency variant
parameters model. This can be attributed to the lower X/R ratio of the source 
for the former case which also accounts for the slightly larger magnitude of the
currents for the case of the constant parameter model. As before, the voltage
waveforms are more or less identical in the two cases, as shown by Figures 7.20c 
and 7.21c.
7.3.1.3 Line to ground fault (a-phase to earth 1
7.3.1.3.1 General observations
Figure 7.22 shows a comparison of the results for the two models with a
prefault voltage condition as Figure 7.16, for a-phase-earth fault. Since the line
is assumed transposed and the fault is applied at infinite busbar, it can be seen 
from Figures 7.22b, d, f, that similar distortion is superimposed on the healthy 
phases (b and c). In the case of the current waveforms (Figures 7.22a, c and e) 
it can be seen that there is a reduction in the magnitudes for the frequency 
dependent parameter generator model and this is so by virtue of the fact that the 
machine operational inductances are generally larger when considering frequency 
response data. The a-phase current waveforms for a larger observation time
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(Figure 7.23) clearly show the difference in magnitude between the two cases. As 
before, the voltage waveforms are more or less the same in the two cases.
7.3.1.3.2 Effect of line length
Considering voltage maximum faults at the infinite busbars, Figures 7.24 -  
7.27 show the current and voltage waveforms (at the sending end) for two different 
line lengths of 50Km and 160Km respectively. The figures clearly show that 
because the currents are relatively distortion free, there is little difference in the 
waveforms between frequency dependent and frequency independent generator 
models. This is the case irrespective of the line length considered (Figures 7.24a 
-  7.27a). However, in the case of the voltage waveforms, there are very 
significant transients presented and, as mentioned before, the apparent frequency of 
these transients is lower for the longer line length. Comparing the waveforms for 
the two generator models, it is clearly evident that the magnitudes of the transients 
are lower when frequency variance of the parameters of the generator model is 
taken into account, this being so for both line lengths considered (Figures 7.24b -  
7.27b). An extensive series of studies have shown that when considering the effect 
of frequency variance of the generator parameters, the difference in magnitude 
between the maximum spikes between the two models, is at its highest for longer 
line length and gradually reduces as the line length goes down. This effect is 
summarised in the graph shown in Figure 7.28.
7.3.1.3.3 Effect of fault inception angle
Fault inception angle affects the travelling wave distortion (particularly in 
voltage waveforms), this being minimum for faults near voltage zero and maximum 
for voltage maximum faults. Here again, the differences in the magnitudes of the 
transients obtained when considering frequency variant and frequency invariant
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parameters of the generator is a function of the fault inception angle. Figure 7.29 
summarises this effect and it can be seen that as the fault inception angle 
approaches zero, the approximations involved in considering frequency invariant 
generator model become less.
7.3.2 Generator terminal fault studies for no load prefault conditions
Figures 7.30 -  7.32 compare the waveforms of short circuit currents obtained 
between the machine represented by analytical expressions using constant data and 
those obtained for a machine represented by using frequency response data for 
operational inductances. As can be seen, very significant differences, particularly in 
magnitude, are observed between two studies for different types of faults. For 
example, in the three phase fault case (Figure 7.30), in which the fault occurs at 
maximum voltage of a-phase, the magnitude of the currents for the frequency 
variant model are significantly smaller than for those for the frequency invariant 
model, particularly in the initial period after fault inception. However, for other 
types of faults (phase to earth and two phase to earth) shown in Figure 7.31 and 
7.32, there are not such discernible differences between magnitudes of the currents 
attained for the two models.
These studies again clearly show the importance of including frequency variant 
parameters of the machine particularly at the design stage of the machine.
It should be mentioned that all the aforementioned differences in the results 
between frequency variant and frequency invariant 588MVA generator model, are 
also observed when considering a system comprising 150MVA generator.
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7.4 Effect of Complexity of Source Model
The developments in generator design and the associated trends in machine 
parameters, have resulted in higher X:R ratios at the hv terminals of the 
generator/transformer. This increase, coupled with developments to reduce the 
copper losses and the use of multiple conductor transmission lines, has resulted in 
a general raising of the network X:R level. These high X:R values indicate that
high fault current asymmetry can occur for faults under the worst case conditions
and that slow decay of the dc component will occur(57).
In this work when studying fault conditions on the system comprising 588MVA 
turbogenerator (with a realistic model), generator/transformer and transmission line 
indicate that even at lagging power factors, for voltage minimum faults dc offset 
can be so high that the fault current in the phase with the highest asymmetry at 
the sending end may not exhibit a zero crossing for some 30ms after fault. Such 
problems show a possible requirement to delay the opening of circuit breakers 
under such conditions. On the other hand, as has been mentioned previously in 
chapter 5, a simple source model based upon subtransient impedance does not 
produce the same degree of offset and, as such, using such a source model will 
cause a significant inaccuracy in the realism of any obtained results.
In this section, a comparison of results in particular for the current 
waveforms, is made for faults on a system comprising simple source and that in 
which the source is represented by a more realistic model.
7.4.1 Three phase solid fault
Figure 7.33a shows the current waveforms, following a three phase fault in a 
system comprising a realistic generator model. The fault occurs near zero voltage
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in the a-phase and as can be seen a complete offset of the current in this phase 
has occurred. It should be mentioned here that the fault resistance can also affect 
the dc components^®*^9) in that, if it is neglected, it can prolong the time at 
which the zero crossing occurs.
The current waveforms for a simple source model, with an identical fault
conditon are shown in Figure 7.33b. A  comparison between these two figures 
shows, as expected, an earlier zero crossing occurs when using a simple source 
model.
7.4.2 Pure interphase fault (b-c-phases')
The current waveforms for a system with a more realistic machine model and 
that of simple source model are shown in Figures 7.34a and b, the fault being a 
pure interphase fault occurring at voltage minimum of the pre-iriterphase voltage. 
For this type of fault, although the probability of a large asymmetry occurring is 
much slimmer and the necessary time for zero crossing is shorter than a three
phase fault(5®), but, nonetheless, with reference to Figure 7.34 it can be seen that 
complete offsetting of the c-phase current has occurred. This latter effect is not 
seen when a realistic source model is substituted by a simple model and, as can be
seen from Figure 7.34b, an earlier zero crossing has occurred for the c-phase.
7.5 General Fault Transient Waveforms for a System with a Realistic Generator 
Model
7.5.1 Effect of power factor
For a generator, a lagging power factor causes the armature mmf to weaken 
the flux and the field current must be increased to maintain the voltage, i.e. an
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overexcited generator exports lagging MVAR to the system connected to its
terminals. On the other hand, a leading power factor causes the armature mmf to 
strengthen the flux and the field current must therefore be reduced, i.e. an 
underexcited generator exports leading MVAR to the system. With regard to these 
facts the stator short circuit current which comprises steady state, transient, 
subtransient and asymmetrical components, is high for an underexcited generator
and corresponding asymmetrical component is much more severe than the case of 
an overexcited generator^). Such an asymmetrical component, which is a
significant part of the total short circuit current and because of its nature (i.e. 
exponential) delays the zero crossing for the underexcited generator.
This effect can be seen by comparing the current waveforms in Figures 7.35a 
and 7.35b, these being for overexcited and underexcited generators respectively. In 
both cases, the fault is a three phase type occurring near the zero voltage of the 
a-phase and, as expected, in the case of an underexcited generator more severe 
short circuit current can be seen. Also it is necessary to wait for a longer time 
for the First actual zero transition to ensure safe interruption.
7.5.2 The behaviour of an underexcited alternator for various types of fault
7.5.2.1 588MVA £enerator
Two cases of 0.94 leading power factor, 1.065p.u. voltage and 0.98 leading
power factor, 1.02p.u. voltage (in which in both cases full load at the infinite 
busbar is assumed) are studied. This study shows the severe dc component which 
is expected in very large machines. Such conditions would delay the zero crossing 
of faulty phase current which in turn can affect the operation of certain protective 
equipment. With reference to the above initial conditions, the results for the 
transformer star- and delta-side output currents are traced for several types of
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fault and are given in Figures 7.36 -  7.41. For more details, the delay for the 
first zero crossing of star-side a-phase current of the 3-phase and line to ground 
faults (which are given in Figure 7.36, 7.39, 7.37 and 7.40) and the b-phase 
current of the line to line to ground fault (which are given in Figures 7.38 and 
7.41) for two above-mentioned cases are compared in the following table:
Type o f  f a u l t 20° leading p . f . 110 leading p . f .
3-phase fa u l t 137ms 158ms
L in e - t o - l ln e  e a r th  fa u l t 37ms 56ms
L in e - to -e a r th  fa u l t 18ms 18ms
Table 1
It should be noted that the above delays are obtained considering zero arc 
fault resistances.
7.5.2.2 150MVA generator
The two different power factors which have been used previously in section
7.5.2.1 are also applied to a system comprising 150MVA generator. Due to high 
resistance of the transformer winding associated with this generator and its lower 
reactance (which results in a lower X/R ratio) in comparison with a 588MVA 
generator/transformer, an early zero crossing is expected to occur in the faulted 
phase currents. Figure 7.42 show a comparison of the faulted phase current 
waveforms between the star and delta sides of the transformer for three types of 
fault.
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As expected, a comparison between Tables 1 and 2 confirms that because of 
the much lower X/R ratio associated with a system comprising a 150MVA generator 
and 132/13.8kV transformer, the zero crossing occurs much earlier on in this 
system.
Type o f  fa u l t 20° lead ing  p . f . 11° leading p . f .
3-phase fa u l t 1 8 .5ms 1 8 .5ms
L in e - t o - l in e  e a r th  fa u l t 14ms 14ms
L ln e - to -e a r th  fa u l t 17.5ms 1 7 .5ms
Table 2
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— ----------  a -phase
TI MEC MS) — * b -phase









F ig u re  7 .9  W aveforms on th e  d e l ta - s id e  
o f  t ra n s fo rm e r  f o r  s o l id  tw o -p h a s e -e a r th  
f a u l t  ( b - c - e a r t h ) ,  so u rce  s id e  shun t 
c a p a c ita n c e s  in c lu d e d
6 = 64° X = 96° 0 = -5 0 °m
  a-phase














F ig u re  7 .1 0  W aveforms on th e  s ta r - s id e  
o f  t ra n s fo rm e r  f o r  a p u re  in te rp h a s e  
f a u l t ,  ( b - c ) , so u rce  s id e  shun t 
c a p a c ita n c e s  n e g le c te d
5 = 60° X = 192° 6 = -5 0 °m
  a -phase
TIMEC ns> — •—  b -phase
  c -phase
F ig u re  7.11 W aveforms on th e  s ta r - s id e  
o f  t ra n s fo rm e r  f o r  a p u re  in te rp h a s e  
f a u l t ,  ( b - c ) ,  so u rce  s id e  sh u n t 
c a p a c ita n c e s  in c lu d e d
5 = 60° X = 192° 6 = -5 0 °m
20 —---- -----  a-phase
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F ig u re  7 .1 2  W aveforms on th e  s ta r - s id e  
o f  t ra n s fo rm e r  f o r  a p u re  in te rp h a s e  
f a u l t  (b - c )  f o r  maximum p r e f a u l t  v o l ta g e ,  
s o u rc e -s id e  sh u n t c a p a c ita n c e s  n e g le c te d
6 = 60° X = 92° 6 = -5 0 °m
  a -phase
— .—  b -phase  
  c -p h a se
F ig u re  7 .1 3  W aveforms on th e  s ta r - s id e  
o f  t ra n s fo rm e r  f o r  a p u re  in te rp h a s e  
f a u l t  ( b - c ) , f o r  maximum p r e f a u l t  
v o l ta g e ,  so u rce  s id e  sh u n t c a p a c ita n c e s  
in c lu d e d
6 = 60° X = 92° 6 = -5 0 °m
  a-phase
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F ig u re  7 .1 4  W aveforms on th e  d e l t a - s id e  
o f  t r a n s fo rm e r  f o r  a p u re  in te rp h a s e  
f a u l t  ( b - c ) ,  so u rce  s id e  sh u n t c a p a c ita n c e  
n e g le c te d
5 = 60° X = 192° 0 = -5 0 °m
  a -phase
— .—  b -phase  
  c -p h a se
F ig u re  7 .1 5  W aveforms o n th e  d e l t a - s id e  
o f  t r a n s fo rm e r  f o r  a p u re  in te rp h a s e  
f a u l t  ( b - c ) ,  so u rce  s id e  sh u n t c a p a c ita n c e  
in c lu d e d
6 = 60° X = 192° 6 = -5 0 °m
  a-phase
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F ig u re  7 .1 6  W aveforms on th e  s ta r - s id e  
o f  t r a n s fo rm e r ,  f o r  an a -phase  to  e a r th  
f a u l t ,  so u rce  s id e  sh u n t c a p a c ita n c e s  
n e g le c te d
5 = 64° X = 96° 6 = -5 0 °m
  a -phase
— .—  b -phase  
  c -phase
F ig u re  7 .17  W aveforms on th e  s ta r - s id e  
o f  t r a n s fo rm e r ,  f o r  an a -phase  to  e a r th  
f a u l t ,  sou rce  s id e  sh u n t c a p a c ita n c e  
in c lu d e d
<5 = 64° X = 96° 0 = -5 0 °m
—--------- a-phase
























































F ig u re  7 .1 8  W aveforms on th e  s ta r - s id e  
o f  t ra n s fo rm e r  f o r  a s o l id  th re e  phase 
f a u l t ,  f o r  fre q u e n c y  in v a r ia n t  p a ra m e te rs  
g e n e ra to r  model
  a -phase
— .—  b -phase  
  c -phase
F ig u re  7 .1 9  W aveforms on th e  s ta r - s id e  
o f  t ra n s fo rm e r  f o r  a s o l id  th re e  phase 
f a u l t  f o r  fre q u e n c y  v a r ia n t  p a ra m e te rs  
g e n e ra to r  m odel
  a-phase

















F ig u re  7.
-15J
(c )
20 W aveforms on th e  s t a r - s id e  o f  t r a n s fo rm e r  f o r  a
p u re  in te rp h a s e  f a u l t  ( b - c ) , f o r  fre q u e n c y  in v a r ia n t  
p a ra m e te rs  g e n e ra to r  m odel
(a ) C u rre n t f o r  a s h o r t  o b s e rv a t io n  t im e
(b ) C u rre n t f o r  a lo n g e r  o b s e rv a t io n  tim e
(c )  V o lta g e  f o r  a s h o r t  o b s e rv a t io n  tim e
P = 1 .0  Q = 0 .2  ( la g )
 — a-phase
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F ig u re  7.21 W aveforms on th e  s t a r - s id e  o f  t r a n s fo rm e r  f o r  a
p u re  in te rp h a s e  f a u l t  ( b - c ) , f o r  fre q u e n c y  v a r ia n t  
p a ra m e te rs  g e n e ra to r  m odel
(a ) C u rre n t f o r  a s h o r t  o b s e rv a t io n  tim e
(b ) C u rre n t f o r  a lo n g e r  o b s e rv a t io n  tim e
(c )  V o lta g e  f o r  a s h o r t  o b s e rv a t io n  tim e
P = 1 .0  Q = 0 .2  ( la g )
—- —  a-phase  
— .—  b -phase  
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F ig u re  7 .22  Waveforms on th e  s ta r - s id e  o f  t r a n s fo rm e r ,  f o r  an 
a -phase  to  e a r th  f a u l t
(a ) a-phase c u r re n t  (d ) a -phase  v o lta g e
(b ) b -phase c u r r e n t  (e ) b -phase  v o lta g e
(c )  c-phase  c u r re n t  ( f )  c -phase  v o lta g e
  fre q u e n c y  in v a r ia n t  g e n e ra to r  model
  fre q u e n c y  v a r ia n t  g e n e ra to r  model
6 ,
XflO1 TIMEC MS)
F ig u re  7 .23  a -phase  c u r r e n t  w aveform s on th e  s t a r - s id e  o f
t r a n s fo rm e r ,  f o r  an a -phase  to  e a r th  f a u l t ,  f o r  
a lo n g  o b s e rv a t io n  t im e
fre q u e n c y  in v a r ia n t  g e n e ra to r  model 
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F ig u re  7 .2 4  Waveforms on th e  s ta r - s id e  
o f  t r a n s fo rm e r  f o r  a maximum p r e f a u l t  
v o lta g e  a -phase  to  e a r th  f a u l t ,  f o r  
fre q u e n c y  in v a r ia n t  p a ra m e te rs  g e n e ra to r  
m odel (x  = 160Km)
  a -phase
— .—  b -phase  
  c -phase
F ig u re  7 .2 5  W aveforms on th e  s ta r - s id e  
o f  t ra n s fo rm e r  f o r  a maximum p r e f a u l t  
v o lta g e  a -phase  to  e a r th  f a u l t ,  f o r  
fre q u e n c y  v a r ia n t  p a ra m e te rs  g e n e ra to r  
m odel (x  = 160Km)
  a-phase
— .—  b-phase
  c-phase
20











F ig u re  7 .2 6  W aveforms on th e  s ta r - s id e  
o f  th e  t ra n s fo rm e r ,  f o r  a maximum p r e f a u l t  
v o lta g e  a -phase  to  e a r th  f a u l t ,  f o r  
fre q u e n c y  in v a r ia n t  g e n e ra to r  model 
(x  = 50Km)
  a -phase
— .—  b -phase  
  c -p h a se
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F ig u re  7 .2 7  Waveforms on th e  s ta r - s id e  
o f  th e  t r a n s fo rm e r ,  f o r  a maximum 
p r e f a u l t  v o lta g e  a -phase  to  e a r th  f a u l t ,  
f o r  fre q u e n c y  v a r ia n t  g e n e ra to r  model 
(x  = 50Km)
  a-phase


















k U > f r t q u t n o y  I n v a r i a n t  g a n a r a t o r  m o d a l
50 100
Line Length (km )
» >
150
Fig. 7.28 Effect of Line Length on 
Maximum Peak Transient Magnitude
90
Fault Inception Angle (degree)
160 180
Fig. 7.29 Effect of Fault Inception Angle 
on Maximum Transient Magnitude
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F ig u re  7 .3 0  a -phase  c u r re n t  w aveform s on th e  m achine te r m in a ls ,
f o r  a th re e  phase f a u l t ,  w i t h  maximum p r e f a u l t  v o lta g e  
c o n d i t io n  f o r  a -p h a se  in  a no lo a d  c o n d i t io n
  fre q u e n c y  in v a r ia n t  p a ra m e te rs  g e n e ra to r  model
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F ig u re  7.31 a -phase  c u r r e n t  w ave fo rm s, on th e  m achine te r m in a ls ,  
f o r  a m inimum p r e f a u l t  v o lta g e  a -phase  to  e a r th  
f a u l t  in  a n o - lo a d  c o n d it io n
fre q u e n c y  in v a r ia n t  g e n e ra to r  model 



























F ig u re  7 .3 2  C u rre n t w aveform s on th e  m achine te rm in a ls  f o r
tw o -p h a s e - to -e a r th  f a u l t  ( b - c - e a r th )  w i t h  minimum 
p r e f a u l t  v o lta g e  between f a u l t y  phases, in  a no lo a d  
c o n d i t io n
(a ) b -phase  c u r re n t
(b ) c -phase  c u r r e n t
fre q u e n c y  in v a r ia n t  pa ra m e te rs  g e n e ra to r  model 





























F ig u re  7 .3 3  C u r re n t w aveform s on th e  
s t a r - s id e  o f  th e  t r a n s fo rm e r ,  f o r  a 
th re e -p h a s e  f a u l t
(a ) f o r  a com plex sou rce  model
(b ) f o r  a s im p le  so u rce  model
  a -phase
— .—  b -phase  







F ig u re  7 .3 4  C u r re n t w aveform s on the  
s ta r - s id e  o f  th e  t r a n s fo rm e r ,  f o r  an 
in te rp h a s e  f a u l t  (b -c )
(a ) f o r  a com plex sou rce  model
(b ) f o r  a s im p le  so u rce  model
——------- a-phase






























F ig u re  7 .3 5  C u rre n t waveform s on th e  s ta r - s id e  o f  th e
t ra n s fo rm e r  f o r  a th re e  phase f a u l t  w i th  m inimum 
p r e f a u l t  v o lta g e  f o r  a -phase  c o n d it io n s
(a ) f o r  o v e re x c ite d  g e n e ra to r  ( la g g in g  power f a c t o r )
(b ) f o r  u n d e re x c ite d  g e n e ra to r  ( le a d in g  power f a c t o r )
— -----  a -phase
— .—  b-phase  






















F ig u re  7 .36  C u rre n t w aveform s on th e  d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s  o f
t ra n s fo rm e r ,  f o r  a th re e  phase f a u l t ,  in  th e  case o f  u n d e re x c ite d
588MVA g e n e ra to r  (2 0 ° le a d in g  power f a c t o r ) ,  f a u l t  i s  a t  r e la y in g  
p o in t  and i s  to  p roduce  maximum o f f s e t  f o r  th e  a -phase  c u r re n t
(a ) a -phase  c u r re n t  on th e  d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s
(b ) b -phase  c u r r e n t  on th e  d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s
(c )  c -phase  c u r re n t  on th e  d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s
s ta r - s id e
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F ig u re  7 .37  The same c o n d it io n s  as F ig u re  7 .3 6  b u t f o r  l i n e  to  
ground f a u l t  ( a - e a r th )
(a ) a -phase  c u r re n t  on th e  d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s
(b ) b -phase  c u r re n t  on th e  d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s
(c )  c -phase  c u r re n t  on th e  d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s
  s ta r - s id e







F ig u re  7 .3 8  C u rre n t w aveform s on th e  d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s  o f  
t r a n s fo rm e r ,  f o r  a tw o -p h a s e -e a r th  f a u l t  ( b - c - e a r t h ) , in  th e  case 
o f  u n d e re x c ite d  588MVA g e n e ra to r  (20 ° le a d in g  power f a c t o r ) ,  f a u l t  
i s  a t  r e la y in g  p o in t ,  i s  to  p roduce  maximum o f f s e t  f o r  th e  b -phase  
c u r re n t
(a ) a -phase  c u r re n t  on th e  d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s
(b ) b -phase  c u r re n t  on th e  d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s
(c )  c -phase  c u r re n t  on th e  d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s
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F ig u re  7 .39  The same c o n d it io n s  as F ig u re  7 .3 6  b u t f o r  
d i f f e r e n t  power f a c t o r  (1 1 ° le a d in g  power f a c t o r )
(a ) a -phase  c u r r e n t  on d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s
(b ) b -phase  c u r r e n t  on d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s
(c )  c -phase  c u r r e n t  on d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s
s ta r - s id e
d e l t a - s id e
i-H -5 .
-1 0 J (a )
ea)M5-i3a
0) | cs






F ig u re  7 .AO The same c o n d it io n s  as F ig u re  7 .3 7 , b u t f o r  d i f f e r e n t  
power f a c t o r  (11° le a d in g  power f a c t o r )
(a ) a -phase  c u r r e n t  on th e  d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s
(b ) b -phase  c u r r e n t  on th e  d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s
(c )  c -phase  c u r re n t  on th e  d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s
s ta r - s id e












F ig u re  7.41 The same c o n d it io n s  as F ig u re  7 .3 8 , b u t f o r  
d i f f e r e n t  power f a c t o r  (11 ° le a d in g  power f a c t o r )
(a ) a -phase  c u r re n t on th e d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s
(b ) b -p h a se  c u r r e n t on th e d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s
(c ) c-phase  c u r r e n t on th e d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s
— s ta r - s id e














































F ig u re  7 .42  C u rre n t w aveform s on th e  d e l t a -  and s ta r - s id e s  o f  t ra n s fo rm e r  
f o r  d i f f e r e n t  ty p e s  o f  f a u l t ,  in  th e  case o f  150MVA u n d e re x c ite d  g e n e ra to r
(a ) a -phase c u r re n ts  f o r  20° le a d in g  power f a c t o r  ( th re e -p h a s e  f a u l t )
(b ) a-phase c u r re n ts  f o r  11° le a d in g  power f a c t o r  ( th re e -p h a s e  f a u l t )
(c )  a -phase c u r re n ts  f o r  20° le a d in g  power f a c t o r  (a -phase  to  e a r th  f a u l t )
(d ) a -phase c u r re n ts  f o r  11° le a d in g  power f a c t o r  (a -phase  to  e a r th  f a u l t )
(e ) b -phase c u r re n ts  f o r  20° le a d in g  power f a c to r  (tw o -p h a se  to  e a r th  f a u l t )
( f )  b -phase  c u r re n ts  f o r  11° le a d in g  power f a c to r  (tw o -p h a se  to  e a r th  f a u l t )
s ta r - s id e
d e l t a - s id e
CHAPTER 8
MODELLING TECHNIQUE FOR SIMULATING FAULTS AND ASSOCIATED 
3-PHASE AUTORECLOSURE SEQUENCES ON A DO UBLE-END FED SYSTEM
8.1 Introduction
So far, the mathematical analysis, the system modelling techniques and hence 
the fault studies outlined in the previous chapters have been only concerned with 
fault studies either at the infinite busbar of the system (as shown in Figure 7.1) or 
at the machine terminals under no load conditions. This is primarily so because 
with the introduction of the symmetrical component theory and associated frequency 
shift techniques necessary for machine modelling, it becomes somewhat easier, both 
from modell ing and computational points of view, to consider only such fault 
conditions. In this respect, it should be mentioned that a consideration of only 
such faults more than adequately helps to illustrate all the important differences 
and salient points between the results obtained for different systems models (in 
particular the effect of source side representation in terms of approximations) under 
faults (as shown in chapter 7).
However, when considering the inaccuracies obtained in the results due to 
simplified and therefore approximate models of particular equipments in a system 
(especially at the system design and equipments development stages), it is also 
important to know to what degree the accuracy is affected under a whole variety 
of practically encountered different system and fault conditions.
In this chapter methods are outlined for simulating faults at different points on 
the transmission line for the system shown in Figure 8.1, which is essentially the
126.
same as that shown in Figure 7.1, except that there is now a source at the other 
end, i.e. it is a double-end fed system. Some results are then presented to 
essentially illustrate the voltage and current waveforms at the sending end for some 
typical fault conditions.
Furthermore, computer techniques are also outlined for simulating conditions 
following the complete sequences associated with 3-phase autoreclosure for the 
system shown in Figure 8.1. In this respect it should be mentioned that when 
developing new equipments (such as protection relays) it is important to be able to 
test their performances throughout the full sequence of events and not just the 
initial measurement period prior to fault clearance. A brief study is presented to 
illustrate the effect of the discontinuities associated with the autoreclosure sequences 
on voltage and current waveforms.
8.2 Simulation of Faults at Different Points on the Transmission Line
Unlike the case for an infinite busbar fault simulation (the theory of which 
has been developed in chapter 5), when a fault occurs somewhere on a 
transmission line, the diagonal nature of the transmission line matrix [z].[y] 
(equation (5.20)) is lost because the fault is now fed from the two ends as 
opposed to the just one end in the former case. Under these conditions, whilst it 
is relatively easy to define the voltages, in particular the sound phase voltages, at 
the fault point when using phase c o - o r d i n a t e s ^ ) ,  however, when employing 
frequency shifted symmetrical components, the problem of determining such voltages 
becomes relatively more difficult. A trial and error method, coupled with the use 
of transmission line eigenvalues and vectors, has thus to be employed.
127.
8.2.1 Simulation of double end-fed feeders
A faulted transmission system essentially consists of a network of cascaded 
sections as shown in Figure 8.2. As mentioned previously in chapter 5y two-port 
transfer matrices are particularly useful in the solution of such problems. For 
example, the transfer matrix representing the line section up to the point of fault 
is given by equation (8.1), and this can be used in combination with the 
corresponding matrices representing the fault discontinuity and the line section 
between the fault and the receiving busbar, to yield a relationship between the 
currents and voltages at either end of the line. Equation (8.2) shows the 
multiplication process involved to yield the latter relationship.
With reference to equations (5.28) and (5.29) and knowing that the fault has 
been applied at any point on the transmission line, the relationships between the 
sending end and the fault point can be defined as:
vso (jw) Afii o Bfiio e f o ' ( Jw)
•Iso (Jw). c Ci o Afii o' i f o ’ (Jw)
VS1 [J(W+W0 )J AC 1 1 2 Bfil 1 2 e f i ' I J ( w + w 0 )]
VS 2 U(w-W0 )] e f 2 ' I J (w -w 0 >]
*S1 [J(w+w0 ) l ! f i ' [ J(w+w0 >]
‘ 1S 2 ' [ j(w-w0 )J. CQ 1 1 2 Ajgi i  2 . ^ f V  ( J(w-w0 ) ]
. . (8 . 1)
where Ag‘10, Bg10, Cg10 and A g 112, Bg112, Cg112 which are the line 
parameters up to fault point, can be obtained by applying the theory as outlined in 
chapter 5. The general form of equations which relate the sending end to the 
receiving end are:
128.
Vs o ' (Jw)
l s o ’ (Jw>








A C 2 0 
CQ 2 0
B C 2 0 
A C 2 0
v r o ' ( J w)
i r o ’ O )
(a )
VS1’ [J(w+wQ)] ACl 1 2 Bfil 1 2 Af  1 2 Bf  1 2 'AC 212 Bfi2 12
Vs2’ [J(w-w0 ) ]
1s 1 ' ( J(w+w0 ) ]
i S2 l U(w-W0 ) j . 112 ACl12 Cf l 2  Af l 2 . 212 AC 212
v r i ' IJ ( w+wo ) J 
vr 2 ' [J(w-w0) ]
i n *  IJ(w-w0)]J
(b)
. . (8 .2)
Here again, the submatrices (A $ 212, B $ 212, C $ 212, A g20, B $ 20, C q20) 
which define the line between fault and receiving end can be easily defined. The 
matrix defining the fault discontinuity is formulated according to the type of fault 
simulated. Source side networks (as have been simulated in chapter 4) can be 
relatively easily incorporated into the system equations.
8.2.2 General system equations under fault conditions
With reference to Figure 8.3, and equations (8.1) and (8.2), if homogeneous 
line sections are assumed, two principal relationships (equations (8.3) and (8.4) 
emerge:
129.
e f f o ' U w>
- I f s o ' ( J w> 
e f f i ’ [ J(w+w0) ]
® f  f  2 ' IJ CW-W0 >] 
- I f s i ' lJ(w+w0 ) ]  





Vs o ' (Jw) 
- U o ’ (Jw)
( a )
AC 1 1 2 BCl 1 2 vs i ' fJ(w+wD) ]
VS 2 ' [J (w -wo>]
- i Si ' (J(w+w0 ) ]
CQ 1 1 2 1 1 2' - * 8 2 ’ (J(w-W0 ) ] .
(b)
. . ( 8 . 3 )
e f f o ' ( J w)
* f r o ' ( Jw) 
e f f i ' [ J(w+w0 ) ]  
e f f  2 ' I j ( w - w 0 ) ]  
i f r i ' [J(w+wc ) ]
* f r  2 ' I J ( w-wo)J
BQ21  2
C Q 2 1 2 Afi
Vro ’ (Jw) 
i r o ’ (Jw)
v r i ’ (J(«H'wo)J 
v r 2 * [ J ( w"w0 ) 1 
* r i  ' U(w+w0 ) ]  




. . ( 8 . 4 )
With reference to equation (5.18a) and knowing that the voltages and currents at 
each end are related to the source impedance, we then have:
vso* (J w) “  “ ( z s s o ) • ^so*(Jw)
v s 1 ’ [J(w+w0 ) ]  
VS 2 * [J ( w - W 0 ) ]
“  ” I z ssJi
* s i ’ U(w+w0 ) ]  
! S 2 ' I J ( w - W q ) ]
( a )
(b)
. . ( 8 . 5 )
and likewise at the receiving end we have:
v ro ' (J w )  — ( z s r o ) • * r o ' ( Jw)
v r i ' U(w+w0 ) ]  
v r 2 ' [J (w -w 0 )J
™ (z s r l i




. . (8 .6)
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As can be seen in Appendix AS, by substituting equation (8.6) into equation (8.4) 
and equation (8.5) into equation (8.3) gives:
* fro '  (Jw) " [ (Cfi2 o(zsro)+^G20J] [(^Cjo^zsro^®fi2ol] ’ ®ffo' ^
■U2 2-
i fs o ’ O )  “ o z^sso^+^Ci ol] [l^Gi o(zsso)+®Gi ol] *ef fo '  (Jw)
■U1 1
The fault point sequence components with regard to directions of currents shown in 
Figure 8.3 are as follows:
i f o ’ (Jw) "  l fso* (Jw) -  l f r o ' ( J w> “ -  ( u i i  + u 2 2 ) . e f f o ' (Jw)
. • ( 8 . 7 )
and:
i f r i ' IJCw+Wo) 
, f r 2 ' [J(w-w0)
"  [ l ^ l ? 2 1  2 ( z s r ^ + ^ f i 2 1  2 j ]  [ l ^ C 2 1  2 ( z s r ) + ® f i 2 1  2 j ]
-1
- V 2 2 -
ef f i ' [J(w+wG)] 
e f  f  2' (J(W-W0)]
(a )
i f s i ' [J(w+wo> 
^ 5 2 '  [ j(w-wQ)
— “ [ 1 1 2 ( Zs s ) 112J] 12 ( z s s ) “®f i l 121]
-1
- V I  1
ef f i ' ( J(w+w0)]




* f i '  ”  * f s i  " * f r i  * “  * f s 2 “ * f r 2
we then have:
i f i ' [ J <w+w0 ) ] 
I f  a ' f  j (w -w 0 >]
“  “ ( V1 1+V2 2) *
e f f i ' [ J(w+w0 >] 
® f  f  2' [J(W-W0 )J
. • (8 .8 )
As can be seen in this case the currents and voltages at the sending end and 
receiving end are also related to the fault point variables and can be determined 
by using the same procedure as outlined in chapter 5.
8.2.3 Techniques for obtaining the superimposed voltages
When determining superimposed voltages for faults at any point on a 
transmission line, a symmetrical fault, i.e. a three-phase fault, poses no problems 
as such since, for such a fault, all the three phase voltages are known at the 
outset, an essential prerequisite in the application of the symmetrical component 
theory. However, when considering asymmetrical faults such as single phase to
earth fault, problems arise because at the outset, the sound phase voltages are
unknown. This problem can be solved by using a trial and error method. In this 
method, when calculating the prefault superimposed voltages at the fault point using 
symmetrical component theory, the sound phase voltages can be assumed to be
known quantities to start with. The injection of voltage(s) at the fault point would 
therefore inevitably lead to an error, in that small current(s) would also flow 
through the fault path(s) of the healthy phase(s). An injection of these residual
current(s) in an equal and opposite direction with an assumed value of currents) 
in the actual faulted conductor(s), would lead to small voltages being developed at
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the fault point for the now solidly grounded faulted phase(s) for phase to earth 
faults or between faulted phases for phase-phase faults. The idea is to attain a 
situation where, for example, for an a-phase to earth fault the a-phase voltage at 
the fault point and the two sound phases fault point superimposed currents are 
zero. This can be achieved by the process of repeatedly injecting voltages and 
currents alternatively at the fault fbint and it may take several injections before 
satisfactory results can be attained. An extensive series of studies have shown that 
four injections (two voltages and two currents) are more than adequate to produce 
a satisfactory result.
8.2.4 Evaluation of fault responses for the double end fed feeder
8.2.4.1 Verification of fault responses for the double end fed feeder
When developing new modelling techniques, it is vitally important to be able
to verify the validity of the new methods developed. Figure 8.4 shows the voltage
and current waveforms at the sending end when a fault occurs close to the
receiving end of the system shown in Figure 8.1, the source at the receiving end 
being considered to be very large ( -  infinite) in this instance. The results attained 
are using the aforementioned trial and error methods. When comparing these 
results with those attained for an identical infinite busbar fault on the system
shown in Figure 7.1 (the modelling techniques in this instance being those outlined 
in chapter 5) Figure 8.5 clearly shows that the waveforms in the two cases are 
identical. This study thus confirms the accuracy of the new technique developed.
8.2.4.2 Effect of prefault load
Figures 8.6 and 8.7 show a comparison of the waveforms when there is 
prefault loading (/ VE/V p = 20 °1. on the line. First of all comparing the voltages
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(Figures 8.6b and 8.7b), it can be seen that these are not significantly affected by 
the load. This is so because for the short line considered, prefault voltage at any 
point on the line is almost independent of the circuit loading, as therefore is the 
magnitude of the voltage collapse which initates the travelling-wave pattern. 
However, comparing Figure 8.6a with Figure 8.7a, it can be seen that the current 
waveforms are significantly different in the two cases, especially the sound phase 
currents whose magnitudes become comparable to the faulted phase current (Figure 
8.6a).
When comparing the waveforms at the receiving end for the same power 
transfer, i.e. exporting from sending end to receiving end, similar observation as at 
the sending end can be made and these are shown in Figures 8.8 and 8.9. 
However, as expected, the waveforms, in particular the voltage waveforms at the
receiving end, are slightly more distorted than the corresponding sending end 
waveforms, this being so because the fault is closer to the receiving end (Figures 
8.7b and 8.8b).
8.2.4.3 Effect of fault position
As already mentioned in chapter 7, when the fault position becomes more
distant from the observation point, the frequency of the superimposed components
decreases due to essentially the transit time between the source discontinuities and
fault point increasing. This phenomena can be seen by comparing Figure 8.6b 
with the Figure 8.5b, the former being for a fault which occurs at x = 100km. 
Figure 8.6a shows the corresponding current waveforms at the sending end and, as 
can be seen, although the magnitude of the currents is larger (due to a reduction 
in impedance) than the corresponding current magnitudes for a remote end fault, 
however, the transients on the current waveforms are more or less unaffected.
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8.2.4.4 Effect of source configuration at receiving end
The source side representation of the receiving end has little effect on the 
waveforms at the sending end. Figures 8.10-8.13 clearly show that factors such as 
the accuracy of the receiving end source representation or the capacity has 
insignificant effect on both the sending voltage and current waveforms.
8.3 Evaluation of System Responses Associated with Three-Phase Autoreclosures
A power system network, including e.h.v. transmission lines may be subjected 
to different faults of which the majority are transient in nature. An autoreclosure 
sequence which involves opening and reclosing the faulted phase or phases to clear 
the fault in a relatively short time after fault can therefore be used to advantage. 
In practice, the main schemes employed are the single-pole and three-phase 
autoreclosure. O f these, the former is primarily used in long line applications 
employing shunt compensation and in systems in which stability problems can ensue 
following a fault, due to the weakness of the system. Three-phase autoreclosure 
schemes which are relatively cheaper to install are employed in systems comprising 
short lines and with large capacities, e.g. the British system.
In this section, methods are outlined for modelling the fault transient 
phenomena during the complete three-phase autoreclosure sequences following a 
fault on the system shown in Figure 8.1. This is followed by a limited study of 
the results obtained for the system following three-phase faults.
8.3.1 Simulation technique
The system shown in Figure 8.1 is simulated on a digital computer, the 
theory of symmetrical components developed previously being used for system
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representation. In order to simplify the rather difficult problem of transient 
phenomena associated with three-phase autoreclosure schemes, the analysis is split 
into several distinct stages.
In the first part, a knowledge of the transient response due to the application 
of a fault on the line is obtained and the theory used for this part of the analysis 
is essentially that developed in section 8.2.
The faulted-phase currents at both the sending and receiving ends are then 
checked for zero crossing to determine the pole opening times. The subsequent 
parts of the response are then determined by a series of current and voltage 
injections at appropriate points in the circuit coupled with the principle of 
superposition. In the case of fault inception or breaker closure, the injection is 
specified in terms of a suddenly applied voltage equal and opposite to the sum of 
all previously computed superimpoed and steady state voltages at the points of 
discontinuity. Where breaker opening or fault break off is involved, the injection 
is conversely specified in terms of suddenly applied currents which are, likewise, 
equal and opposite to the sum of all previously determined superimposed and 
steady state currents at the point of discontinuity.
This can be best explained with reference to Figure 8.14 which shows the 
system model for a three-phase to earth fault. This shows the six total 
instantaneous phase currents ira i , etc., where suffix V  refers to the circuit
change due to fault. For the next circuit change, the variations are referred to by 
the suffix ' 2' (pole opening). Thus having determined the zero crossing of the 
first circuit breaker current, for example, the sending end a-phase breaker, the 
opening of the breaker is invoked by injecting a current i^  2 (Figure 8.15) which 
is zero up to the time of breaker opening but equal and opposite to ' i ^ , 1 
thereafter.
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Using equation A.6.5 (Appendix 6), the sending end, receiving end and the 
fault point quantities after first breaker opening are obtained and these are then 
transformed back into the time domain using the Fast Fourier Transform 
t e c h n i q u e ^ ) .  The five remaining breaker path currents are next checked for zero 
crossing to determine which pole opens next. The whole process as outlined above 
is then repeated to determine the total responses of the voltages and currents at 
the points of interest, in the time domain. The opening of the remaining poles is 
simulated in a similar manner. Having obtained the total time variation of the 
fault current, which is the sum of all the components that arise during each circuit 
change, it is now possible finally to inject an equal and opposite current to the 
latter, to break-off the fault (Figure 8.16).
In the case of breaker closure, it is assumed that the three sending end 
breakers close simultaneously followed by the simultaneous closure of the three 
receiving end breakers. Having determined the total time varying responses of the 
voltages across the sending-end breakers, these voltages should be injected into the 
opposite direction to simulate reclosing of sending-end breakers. The simultaneous 
reclosing of the receiving-end breakers can be simulated in a similar manner. 
Thus when the full sequence of events has been completed, the total time domain 
responses of the voltages and currents at the point of interest can be obtained. 
The whole sequence of events can be summarised as follows:
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TIme t (w i th  
respect to 
any a r b i t r a r y
datum) T2 T3 T4
Event Faul t  Breaker Faul t  Breaker
inception in te r ru p ts  b r e a k - o f f  reclosure
(or  re le ase )
Table I Simple transient sequence
It should be mentioned that application of the three-phase autoreclosure 
sequences to system models based on symmetrical components is not as 
straightforward as for that based on phase co-ordinates^). The problems that 
arise are similar to those mentioned in previous sections when considering faults at 
different points on the line and the techniques to overcome them are therefore 
similar to those outlined before.
The mathematical analysis and the simulation developed for applying 
three-phase autoreclosure to a faulted short uncompensated line have been discussed 
in some detail in Appendix 6 .
8.3.2 The system responses during complete autoreclosure sequences
A mid-point three-phase solid fault occurs at voltage maximum of the 
a-phase on the system shown in Figure 8.1, in which both the sending and 
receiving ends are represented by realistic source. In this study a circuit breaker 
opening time of typically two cycles has been allowed for and it is assumed that
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the sending end breaker poles open first, followed by the receiving end breaker 
poles opening.
Figure 8.18 shows the effect of breakers opening on the current waveforms. 
First of all, considering the sending end waveforms, Figure 8.18a shows the three 
currents collapsing to zero on breaker poles opening. As expected, the magnitude 
of the fault path currents are quite significantly reduced (Figure 8.18b), because the 
fault path is now only fed from the receiving end. Figure 8.18c shows the current 
waveforms at the receiving end here again, the currents collapse to zero on 
receiving end pole opening. The fault path currents are now reduced to near zero 
(Figure 8.18d), the small ripple being due to the trapped charge in the circuit.
However, this disappears on fault break-off, again as shown in Figure 8.18d.
Figure 8.19 shows some results for a typical transient fault sequence. With 
reference to Figures 8.19a and b, which show the line side voltages at the sending 
and receiving ends of the line on fault inception, distortion appears on all the
three phases and is enhanced by breakers opening. The transients, however,
gradually die out after fault break-off. Because of the nature of the fault which 
is a three-phase fault, there is no significant trapped charge and the voltages at
line side during fault break-off and up to reclosing time are very small. As 
expected on breaker reclosure, some overvoltages result and these again can be 
seen from Figures 8.19a and b. The source side voltages at sending end are
shown in Figure 8.19c. These are, of course, identical to the line-side values 
(Figure 8.19a) prior to the opening of the breakers at time T 2. However, on
breaker opening, the source side voltages, as expected, return to near normal 
prefault steady state levels. Furthermore, as expected, again after reclosing the
system at time T 4, the waveforms are the same as line side voltage waveforms
(Figure 8.19a).
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The behaviour of fault path voltage during the complete sequences is as shown 
in Figure 8.19d. As expected, the voltages collapse to near zero on fault 
inception. Furthermore, it can be seen that the voltage levels in all the three 
phases stay near zero. This is so by virtue of the fact that as this is a solid 
three phase fault, the residual current on breaker opening does not cause any 
significant voltages to develop across the fault path. Again, as expected, the 
voltages across the transient fault path, subsequently recover to near normal after 
reclosure of the breakers at two ends.
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Fig. 8.2 Basic 2-ended Fault-transient Model
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Fig. S.15 Sending-end a-phase Pole Opening Simulation
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
9.1 General Conclusions
In this work, frequency domain techniques have been developed for realistically 
modelling a power system comprising a synchronous generator, generator/transformer 
and a transmission line. The methods are thus attractive for use in power-system 
studies, in particular fault studies, where it is desired to press as close as possible 
to the actual response of the system or a system section under investigation.
The techniques developed are frequency domain based and this makes it 
somewhat simpler to take into account the frequency variant of both the 
transmission line and source side networks. In particular, the generator on the 
source side is represented by its true model rather than a lumped impedance 
approximation based on subtransient reactance. Furthermore, taking into account 
the frequency variance of the operational parameters of the generator adds more 
realism to the results obtained. In this respect, it should be mentioned that the 
rather difficult problem of incorporating frequency variable parameters into the 
model has been overcome by using curve fitting techniques coupled with carefully 
chosen polynomial functions.
The computational results obtained from the model developed clearly show the 
desirability of incorporating a more realistic model of synchronous generators than 
is afforded by simpler methods based upon subtransient impedance. For example, 
when using the more exact generator model, complete offsetting of at least one 
phase current is predicted and this is what happens in practice. This effect is,
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however, absent in the case of a system model comprising a simple source. This 
is particularly so in relation to faults which occur near zero voltage point on wave, 
where complete offsetting of the currents at the machine terminals and/or the line 
can occur. As expected, for such types of faults, the travelling waves are less 
pronounced. It is important to note that for faults which occur near the peak of 
the prefault voltage, there is close similarity between the responses obtained using a 
more realistic source model and those obtained using elementary source networks.
When considering the frequency dependent parameters, neglecting the 
frequency variant of the transmission line parameters mainly affects the high 
frequency components and has little effect on the low frequency distortions. 
Computing times are, however, reduced. Taking into acount the frequency variant 
of the genrator parameters somewhat reduces the high frequency distortion, but the 
offset in the current waveforms is increased thus affecting the zero crossing points. 
It is interesting to note that when using frequency response data for the machine 
as opposed to constant data, the computing time is actually reduced.
As mentioned in the previous chapters, the transformer parameters are more 
or less constant in the range of frequency considered in this study. The effect of 
generator/transformer on the transient waveforms is twofold. First of all, as 
expected, a 30° phase shift is produced between the star and delta sides and 
secondly, although the distortion level in the faulted phase(s) waveforms is 
somewhat reduced on the delta side (in comparison with the star side), however, 
the distortion level in the sound phase(s) is increased. The latter is due to the 
discontinuities created by the delta-star connection.
It is also worth emphasising that when considering frequency invariant 
generator model, the rotor eddy-current effects cannot be taken into account and 
this can affect the accuracy of the results. This further emphasises the improtance
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of taking frequency dependency of the generator parameters into account when 
developing the generator model.
In general, the results indicate that the standard model, based on 
manufacturers data, is inadequate in simulating the fault transient resposne.
Hitherto, the results and the associated discussion has been mainly concerned 
with how the fault transient waveforms are affected by the accuracy of the model, 
in particular the source side networks. It is nevertheless interesting to see how 
various other factors, such as, for example, the power factor, can further affect 
the fault transient waveforms when considering the very realistic model developed 
here. For this part of the work, results have been presented for two different 
systems, a 400kV system comprising a 588MVA generator and a 132kV system 
comprising 150MVA generator. First of all, considering the former of the two, the 
results clearly show that if the generator is underexcited (i.e. system operating at a 
leading power factor) as opposed to an overexcited gtenerator (lagging power 
factor) the severity of the dc component, in particular in the currents, is increased 
and this in turn delays the time at which the first zero crossing occurs. For such 
a system, a slightly higher leading power factor has quite a profound effect on the 
zero crossing time in that it is increased even further. This can be attributed to 
the fact that in large machines, since the X:R ratio is high, the dc component 
becomes quite sensitive to the small voltage changes associated with small changes 
in the magnitude of the power factor. When considering the lower voltage level 
second system, it can be seen that the zero crossing times are unaffected by the 
small changes in the power factor. This is so because in smaller machines, the
X:R ratio is comparatively much lower and hence the dc components are 
unaffected by the change in the magnitude of the power factor.
In this study, methods are also developed to take into account the effects of
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inclusion of source-side shunt capacitances in the system model under study. First 
of all, considering the current waveforms, the results clearly show that the high 
frequency distortions produced by voltage maximum faults, particularly on the 
star-side of the transformer, are accentuated by the shunt capacitances which 
nonetheless have little effect ont he delta-side waveforms. Voltage-minimum-fault 
current transients are unaffected by the shunt capacitances on either side of the 
transformer. In the case of the voltage waveforms, the inclusion of the shunt 
capacitances has little effect on the waveforms.
In this study, modelling techniques are also developed for simulating fault 
transients on a double-end fed system using realistic source side networks, as 
opposed to a single end fed feeder connected to an infinite busbar. It should be 
mentioned that whilst the techniques for modelling a double-end system with 
simplified source side networks using phase-co-ordinates are relatively simple to 
develop, however, when true models of generator, generator/transformer are used to 
represent the sources, frequency shifted symmetrical components have to be 
employed and these make the modelling techniques significantly more complex.
The results obtained from the new model developed are verified by comparing 
with those obtained for the previously developed single end fed system. This can 
of course be easily done by treating the remote end busbar terminated in very 
large capacity. A  limited study presented clearly shows that fault transient 
waveforms at any end (sending or receiving) are unaffected by the accuracy of the 
remote-end source side representation.
A  computer technique is also outlined for simulating conditions following the 
complete sequences associated with three-phase autoreclosure.
Such techniques are especially important in modern protection relay design as
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its performance can be assessed not only during the initial fault inception period
but throughout the fault clearance and subsequent reclosure periods. Some
interesting results which illustrate the transients produced during the discontinuities 
associated with the various sequences are presented.
9.2 Suggestions and Future Work
The work presented in this thesis forms the basis for future investigation to 
study the transient performance of a system which includes generators, transformers 
and ehv transmission line, for the purposes of system design and further 
development of new equipments such as protection schemes. However, certain
aspects of the work are beyond the scope of the present work but nonetheless can
be carried out in the future. These are outlined below:
9.2.1 Inclusion of arc resistance
In the present study, provision has been made for representing the fault arc 
path by a constant resistance. However, for a more realistic consideration, a 
non-linear arc resistance model may be inserted into the system model.
9.2.2 Using single-oole and three-pole autoreclosure theory for different faults
In this thesis, three-pole autoreclosure techniques have been utilised to clear 
faults for three-phase fault conditions only. Simillar studies in the future could 
involve single-pole or three-pole autoreclosure techniques to simulate the electrical 
transient phenomena associated with asymmetric faults such as phase-to-earth and 
two-phase-earth faults.
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9.2,3 Inclusion of automatic voltage regulator
The AVR has a significant effect on the ac component of fault current in 
that it becomes large compared to the dc component and thus causing early zero 
crossing to occur. In the system studies here, this plant item has not been 
included. The inclusion of an AVR can be done by modifying the frequency
domain impedance matrix of the system to include the superimposed field voltage
associated with an AVR.
9.2.4 Possibility of including the magnetising components of the 
generator/transformer
It is possible to make use of a more exact representation of the transformer 
by including the magnetising effects. This would involve adding the shunt 
components as separate elements between the transformer model used and the 
transmission line. It is also possible to split the transformer to primary and 
secondary circuits where the star-side incorporates the magnetising component.
9.2.5 Studying the effect of frequency dependent parameters of the transformer
Although in this study the effect of frequency dependent parameters of 
synchronous machine and transmission line have ben incorporated into the model 
for fault transient studies, however, due to the range of frequency considered in
this work, the transformer parameters are assumed to be constant. However, for
studies which require a knowledge of very high frequency transients, such as surge 
phenomena, the transformer parameters then become frequency dependent and 
hence inclusion of frequency variant of transformer parameters to study the 
electromangetic transients becomes essential. Here it should be noted that as in 
the case of generator and transmission line, the use of the frequency domain
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techniques makes it somewhat easier to incorporate the frequency dependency of 
transformer parameters.
9.2.6 Inclusion of the interturn capacitance and mutual inductances
In the present work, when studying the effects of shunt capacitances on the 
transient waveforms at relaying point, the interturn elements such as mutual 
inductances, capacitance and conductance between turns are neglected. However, 
for more accuracy, the winding should be treated as an infinite number of identical 
coils connected in series, in which each coil may be represented by an equivalent 
circuit which includes an inductance, turn to ground capacitance (as studied in this 
work), mutual inductance and capacitance between turns. These can be added to 
the system model to predict more accurately the transient behaviour of the machine 
and the corresponding transformer.
9.2.7 Inclusion of surge diverters in the system
At the higher transmission line voltage levels, increasing use is being made of 
surge diverters to closely control the magnitude of system overvoltages. 
Consequently, there is a need for further development of the present model, 
whereby surge diverters can be included in transient overvoltage calculations on 
transmission systems in order that the interaction between the surge diverter and 
the system could be studied.
9.2.8 The possibility for multimachine study
The multimachine problem has been mathematically solved using Laplace 
techniques and Forward and Backward components of KuOO). In this work we 
have shown a close relationship between Laplace and modified Fourier Transforms
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and Forward/Backward and symmetrical components. Hence an extension of Ku's
approach is directly possible using the frequency domain techniques for 
incorporating a multimachine model on the source side.
9.2.9 Studies for double or parallel transmission lines
In this study, a single circuit three phase system has been considered. The 
present fault simulation techniques presented can be easily extended for studying 
the behaviour of a double or parallel system. It should be mentioned that the 
effect of paralleling transmission lines is to produce zero sequence mutual 
impedance effects which are of partricular importance in distance protection relays, 
especially during earth faults(69,70) §uch effects can be more accurately modelled 
using frequency domain analysis.
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APPENDIX 1
STEADY STATE OPERATION W ITH REGARD TO GENERAL EQUATIONS
With reference to equations (2.23) the general equations are:
ed "  ” (R+pLd)id '*’wo^q• ^q"*~^af • fd "^ a f • P^kd“wo^ aq•* kq
e q  "  " wo ^ d *  * d " ( R + P ^ q ) * q +wo ^ a f • l f d +wo ^ a f *  * k d + ^ a q * P * k q
e fd  "  “ (3 /2 )M a f • p id + ( Rfd+PLf f ) , fd+Ma f-P *k d
. (A .1 .1 )
The above relationships can therefore be simplified by substituting p=0, speed 
equal to "w0" and using the synchronous reactances X j, Xq, it then follows that:
ed “   ^d+wo^q• ®q
e q “  -R*iq"W0Ld . i d+w0Ma f . i fd where
e fd -  R fd ^ fd
wo^q“ ^q 
wo^d "  ^d 
WoMaf-Xmd
By replacing w0Lq, WqI^j, wQMaf by Xq, Xd, Xmd:
ed "  -R - i  d+^ q • *q
eq -  - R . 1 q”Xd . id+Xjjjd. I fd  . . (A . 1 .2 )
e fd ™ Rfd ! fd
and also from equations (2.34):
E -  Ed + JEq -  ( ed/ s q r t ( 2 ) ]  -  j [ e q/ s q r t ( 2 ) ]
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substituting from equation A. 1.2 we have:
E -  [ - R ( l d - J l q ) + X q « q - J X d ' d - J Xm d l r d ] / stl r t ( 2 ) 
in which:
i d/s q r t ( 2 )  -  I d
and:
i q / s q r t ( 2 )  -  I q
then:
E -  - R ( I d ~ j * q ) +Xq . I q - J X d . I d - [ j X md. i fd / s q r t ( 2 ) ]
Under no load conditions, (Id = Iq = 0):
E “  Eoc «■ - J X ^ . i f d/s q r t  (2 )
where is the open circuit voltage and X md is the magnetising reactance in the 
direct axis.
The above analysis shows that for steady state operation, there is a direct 
relationship between the axes value of voltage and current. With reference to
equations (2.33):
©d "  sq ft ( 2 ) . SINS , e q ■ -s q rt (2)Ej-ms .COS6
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Equating these to equation A.1.2 gives:
s q r t ( 2 ) E rms.S!N6 — Xq . i q- R . i d
-s q r t  ( 2 )E rms .COS6 “ - Xd . l d-R. iq+Xmd*  ^fd
“ -Xd . i d- R . i q- s q r t ( 2 ) . E oc
By simplifying the above relations we get:
i q -  s q r t ( 2 ) [ R ( E rms.COS5-Eoc)+Xd .Erms.S IN6]/ (R2+Xd .Xq)
i d -  s q r t ( 2 ) [ - R . E rms.SIN6+Xq (Erms>COS6-Eoc) ] / ( R 2 + X d .Xq)
Finally, by neglecting the armature resistance, i.e. (R=0) the following 
expression for the steady state currents are obtained^):
*o "  0
i d -  s q r t (2 ) . ( - E oc+Erms.COS5)Ad • • (A .1.3)
i q -  s q r t ( 2 ) . (Erms.S IN6) /Xq
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APPENDIX 2
SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE IN THE MORE COMPLEX FORM
The synchronous machine model which has been considered in chapter 2 is 
based on one rotor winding in each axis. A brief description of the way in which 
the machine can be represented in a more complex form, i.e. one field and two 
damper widings on d-axis and three damper windings on q-axis, is now given,
A.2.1 The required model configuration
As we have analysed in chapter 2, the synchronous machine models are based 
on the well-known concept of representing the machine in terms of d - and q-axes 
equivalent circuits.
The structure of the more complex rotor synchronous machine model is shown 
in Figure A.2.1. It has a field winding and two amortisseur circuits in the d-axis 
and three amortisseur circuits in the q-axis. The d-axis equivalent circuit accounts 
for unequal mutual inductances between rotor and stator. The matrix 
representation of flux linkage in a more complex model generator is as (29):
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0 d q fd kdi
0 Vo -L o 0 0 0 0
d V^d 0 -(Mad+ * ,)  0 Mad Mad
q q^ 0 0 -(Maq+G, ) o 0
fd ^fd 0 “Mad 0 <Mad+c fd+Lfkd i+Lfkd2 > (Mad+Lfkdi)
kdi ^kdi - 0 “Mad 0 (Mad+Lfkdi) (Mad+Ckdi+Lfkd i)
kd2 ^kd2 0 “Mad 0 (Macj+Lf j^ d | +Lf kd 2 ) (Ma<j+Lfkdi)
kqi cr 0 0 “Maq 0 0
kq2 ^kq2 0 0 “Maq 0 0
kqa ^kqa 0 0 “Maq 0 0
k d 2 k q i k q 2 k q 3
0 0 0 0
M ad 0 0 0
0 Ma q M aq M aq
(Ma (J + L f  y + L  f  k d  2 ) 0 0 0
(Ma d + L f k d i ) 0 0 0
(Ma d + ^ k d  2+ ^ f k d i + ^ f k d  2 ) 0 0 0
0 (Ma q + ^ k q i )  Ma q M aq
0 M aq (Ma q + C k q 2 ^ M aq
0 M aq Maq (Ma q + C |Cq :









. (A .2 .1 )
The following equations, based on Park's transformation^), describe the 
non-linear dynamic performance of a synchronous machine in a d-q reference 
frame.
By using the following definitions, the voltage equations of a synchronous
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machine with a complex rotor will be found.
^ad"^ i “  ^d ^aq+®i ™
^ad+®fd+^ fk d i+^fkd2 “  ^-ff ^ad+^ fkd i “  ^ 'a d
^ad+^kdi+^fkdi " Mcki ^ad+^kd2+^fkdi+^fkd2 " Mtk2
^ad+^ fk d i+^fkd2 “ ^"ad ^aq+^kqi " ^qqi
^aq+^kq2 "  ^qq2 *^aq+^kq3 ™ ^qq3
and:
eo — P^o-R* *o
ed - Ptf'd-^q-R^d
eq - P^ q+w0tfd-R- !<i
efd - p^fd+Rfd .ifd
0 - P^kdi+Rkdi• ^kdi
0 - P^kd2+Rkd2-, kd2
0 - P^kqi+Rkq i•* kqi
0 - P^kq2+Rkq2- , kq2
0 - P^kq 3+Rkq 3•* kq 3
. . (A .2 .2 )
Now, by transforming the time variation of the machine voltages and currents 
into frequency domain by means of the well-known Fourier integral @1), for 
example:
f(jw) -  |  f( t)exp(-jw t)d t
and applying this fact that f(jw) = f ,(jw).f 2(jw ), the general equation which relates 
the current and voltage components in the frequency domain will be as follows:
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0 d q fd  kdi
0 eo (J w> -(R +jw L0 ) 0 0 0 0
d ed< Jw> 0 -(R+jw Ld) w0 .Lq jwMad JwMad
q *q (J w) 0 i t o r a ~(R+JwLq) woMad wo^ad
fd e f d ( j w) 0 -J ^ a d 0 ( Rfd+JwLf f ) JwM’ ad
kdi 0 - 0 -JwMad 0 JwM’ ad ( Rk d i+ Jw^ k k i)
kd2 0 0 -JwMad 0 JwM"ad jwM’ ad
kqi 0 0 0 -J ^ a q 0 0















JwMad -w0Maq - wo^aq “w0Maq id U w )
woMad JwMaq J ^ a q jwMaq iq (jw )
J"M"ad 0 0 0 ifd (J w>
JwMad' 0 0 0 *kdi U w)
(^kd2+Jw^ kk2) 0 0 0 1kd2(J w>
0 ( Rk q i+Jw^ q q i) J ^ a q jwMaq i k q i O )
0 JwMaq ( Rkq2"*"Jw^ qq2) J '^aq *kq2^Jw)
0 jwMaq JwMaq (Rkq3+JWLqqa)J i k q a O )
. (A .2 .3 )
It is also assumed that the effect of saturation is to vary only the mutual 
inductances Mad and Maq. Results in references (29) and (30) have shown that 
the saturation of the q-axis is appreciably more than that of the d-axis, and for 
this reason, different saturation characteristics could be used for the two axes, 
although the saturation effects in our consideration have been neglected.
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APPENDIX 3
SOME EFFECTS OF SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR ROTOR CONSTRUCTION  
ON ITS OPERATIONAL INDUCTANCE
Investigation into the Northfleet station in the UK(24»25,27)f and Ontario 
hydro station in Canada(22,26,28) |ias shown that the design and construction of a 
synchronous machine have a major influence on its electrical characteristics, such as 
operational inductances. A brief outline of how these characteristics are influenced 
by different machine design will now be given.
A.3.1 Simple machine with a laminated rotor and only one field winding
For an illustration, the d-axis operational inductance will be used to 
demonstrate the significance of different rotor designs on the frequency response 
tests. Figure A.3.1 shows the d-axis equivalent circuit and a plot of Ld(p) for a 
very simple machine with a laminated rotor and only a field winding, i.e. a single 
discrete winding on the rotor.
T 'd o  ”  (^ ad + ^ f d ) / Rfd
T 'd  "  Lf d / Rfd
There are only two breakpoints in the curve. At very low frequencies, L ^ p ) 
= = Macj + C1t the unsaturated value of synchronous inductance.
The magnitude of operational inductance begins to drop off, controlled by 
T 'd0 . which in this case is the time constant of the field winding, and levels off 
at L'd, the transient inductance, which is the sum of (G,) and parallel combination
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° f  Ma(j and Lfd, i.e. L 'd = G ,+M ad | |L fd.
A.3.2 Synchronous machine with laminated rotor and a field winding plus one 
discrete damper winding
Figure A .3.2 represents a machine with a laminated rotor, a field winding and 
one discrete damper winding, the time constant of the field and damper are widely 
separated.
T'do "  (Mad+LfdVRfd T 'd -  Lfd /Rfd
T"do ™ (Mad+^ k d )/Rkd T"d -  M«i/Rkd
In this case, there are four breaks in the Ld(p) curve, two produced by the 
field winding and two by the damper. As before, the magnitude starts out equal 
to the synchronous inductance at low frequencies and begins to decrease at
20db/decade according to T do\  the transient open circuit time constant. It levels 
off at the transient inductance L'd = G, +Mad 11 Lfd• Then, at even higher
frequencies when the damper winding comes into play the magnitude goes down 
again and levels off at the subtransient inductance, L"d = G, +Mad 11 Lfd11 Med-
This is the lowest value that Ld(p) will reach using the above equivalent circuit
and is also realistic for machine of this type, e.g. hydraulic generators with 
laminated pole pieces. Note that the time constants associated with the damper 
winding, T Hdo and T "d are inversely proportional to the damper winding resistance. 
This means that the parts of the L^(p) curve which is dependent on the damper 
can move along the frequency axis with changes in the damper winding resistance.
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A.3.3 Turbine generator with complex damper design and high resistance damper
structure
Turbine generators imply a very different rotor design. There are no 
insulated laminations to block electric eddy currents in the magnetic iron of the 
rotor body and, even more important, the field windings are held in slots in the
rotor forging by metal wedges. This means that currents can be induced not only
in the discrete conductors of the field winding, but also in the multitude of circuits
formed by the rotor body and the slot wedges.
Any currents induced in this damper structure (rotor body plus slot wedges)
will have a non-uniform radial distribution with the highest current density at the 
outer surface of the rotor (skin effect). To represent this damper structure
correctly, an equivalent circuit with an infinite number of rotor circuits would be
required. Even for obtaining a sufficient accuracy for practical purposes, a large
number of circuits would be necessary if the complete frequency spectrum were to 
be modelled and this could have a significant effect on computational effic iency^). 
Increasing the number of rotor circuits increases the number of states and decreases
the shortest time constants associated with the models. The reduction in time
constant values may require a smaller integration step this, in turn, could
significantly increase the computation costs.
Figure A.3.3 illustrates how this complex damper influences the magnitude of 
the d-axis operational inductance. The field winding has the same effect as in the 
previous example. However, the region of influence of the damper is introduced 
by a slope which will ultimately bring the magnitude of the operational inductance 
down to the stator winding leakage inductance, i.e.:
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film L<j(p) — C, +Ma(j I I Lfd I I Lfcd i I I Lfcd j  • • ................  ll^kdn  "
D ^ oo
The less than 20db/decade slope is a natural consequence of the distributed 
character of the damper structure.
Note that the region of influence of the damper in Figure A.3.3 is well 
outside the range of frequencies important for stability studies (around lOrad/s). A 
characteristic such as this is typical of modem turbogenerators with short, 
segmented slot wedges and no means for enhancing current transfer between 
adjacent wedges, such as a copper backing strip. The Lambton generators which 
have been studied in Ontario hydro station are of this type.
An impression of the importance of the slot wedges to the dynamic 
performance of a turbogenerator can be gained by considering the distribution of 
transient currents in the damper structure. Ontario hydro group showed that even 
at frequencies as low as lOrad/s, the depth of penetration of the induced current 
in the rotor teeth is typically only 2 to 3cm(29), or about the depth of the slot 
wedges. In the wedge material itself, the depth of penetration is in the order of 
6cm at lOrad/s. Thus, it is apparent that high conductivity, non-magnetic slot 
wedges are potentially capable of dominating the response of the damper structure 
in the important frequency range around lOrad/s. The extent of this dominance 
depends on the resistance of the total series current path through the wedges. In 
some cases such as a machine, which its characteristics are shown in Figure A.3.3, 
this resistance is relatively high. Each slot contains many wedges and the wedge 
current has to transfer to and from a rotor tooth to get to the next wedge in the 
slot. This means that, in addition to the resistance of the current path around the 
ends of the rotor, there are also two contact resistances in series with each of the 
many wedges per slot.
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A.3.4 Synchronous machine with complex damper design but low resistance
damper structure
The Nanticok Machine with a low resistance, which has been tested in Canada 
is quite different from the previous one. Each slot containing field winding 
conductors has a single wedge running the full length of the rotor. This means 
that all of the wedge-to-wedge contact resistances present in a short wedge design 
are eliminated, leaving only the resistance of the current path around the ends of 
the rotor in addition to that of the wedges themselves. The effect of this design 
on the operational inductances can be seen in Figure A.3.4.
The lower resistance of the damper structure has moved its region of 
influence back along the frequency axis to the point where it is now right in the 
most of the range of frequencies important to the performance of the generator in 
stability studies. The presence of a damper structure influence in this frequency 
range has at least two important consequences to the power system analyst. First, 
a more detailed generator model will be required to reproduce the gradual slope of 
Lg](p) through the range of frequencies in which the machine must be accurately 
modelled. The second is that any change in the resistance of the damper structure 
will have a significant influence on the parameter of the model. This, of course, 
is not a problem in machines with high resistance dampers since even a 50% 
change in resistance would still leave the region of damper influence outside the 
important frequency range around lOrad/s.
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APPENDIX 4
GENERAL SYSTEM EQUATIONS WHEN SHUNT CAPACITANCE IS 
INCLUDED AT SOURCE SIDE
A.4.1 Generator equivalent circuit for earthed star connected
The windings of rotating machines for transient calculations may be regarded 
to a good approximation as a lumped series inductance and shunt capacitance to 
ground (Figure A -4 .1). Due to the arrangement of the coils in individual slots, 
the influence of the mutual capacitance between different parts of the windings is 
small and can therefore be neglected. The rotor also has, as a rule, little effect 
upon the surge phenomena as it is shielded by the action of the eddy currents at 
the surface against the magnetic fields of high frequency.
A.4.2 Transformer equivalent circuit
Neglecting the capacitance between the turns of the windings, the
configuration, as shown in Figure A -4 .2 , for the transformer is quite reasonable for 
considering the transient phenomena in a system ^).
a) For star-side we have:
Ct = 1/2 (winding capacitance per phase) + bushing capacitance.
b) For delta-side we have:
Ct = winding capacitance per phase + 2 (bushing capacitance)
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A.4.3 General equations at machine terminal (delta side)
The resultant currents at each capacitor bank are as follows: 
i c a ' ”  J w - C g t • v a*
i cb Jw-Cgt • vb' ( A . 4 .2 )
i Cc  "  Jw - ^ g t * v c
where Cgt -  Cg + Ct ( d e l t a - s id e )
Equations A.4.1 in a matrix form is:
*ca' jwCgt 0 0 vma'
^cb’ - 0 JwCgt 0 vmb'
*cc ’ • 0 0 JwCgt vmc' ■*
By transforming the above original phase values into symmetrical component forms 
we have:
ico' jwCgt 0 0 vmo'
*C1 ' - 0 jwCgt 0 vmi'
*0 2 '- 0 0 jwCgt. vm2' •
Transformation of equation A.4.3 into the frequency domain is affected by noting 
that the Fourier Transform of a function of time f(t) = f t (p ).f2(t) is given by:




r 2(Jw) “ } f 2( t ) . e x p ( - j w t ) . d t
— 00
(A .4 .4 )
It follows that equation A.4.3 transforms to:
i Co ’ < » ' JwCgt 0 0 v m o ' ( J w )
* c i ' <J W> - 0 J ^ g t  0 v m i ' ( J w ) . . ( A . 4 .5 )
i C2' ( j w ) . 0 0 jwCg t . vm2, ( jw ).
Frequency-shifted variables are easily obtained by replacing w by wtw0 in 
equation A.4.S as appropriate. The final form of the equation (omitting the 
trapped zero sequence component) relating to shifted variables is therefore given as 
equation A.4.6.
* c i ' [ JCw+Wo)]' 
*0 2 ' I J ( w- wo>]
j(w+w0 )Cgt 0
0 J(w-w0 )Cgt
 [ y c ] ----------------------------
Vm i ’ [ j (w+w0 ) ] l  
v m 2 ' [ JCw-Wq)J
. . ( A .4 .6 )
The total currents is the sum of the machine terminal currents and that provided 
by the capacitive transference, i.e.
i m ci' I j ( w+wo))  “  *m i’ I j(w+w0) ]  + i c i ’ [ j(w+wQ) ]
. . ( A . 4 .7 )
i mc2’ U( w- w0 ) ]  "  *m2 ' t J ( w-w0 ) 1 + ^ 2 ' N ( w-wo) 1
With reference to equation (5.30) we have:
Jvm i ' [ . K w+wo) ]
-  [ymJ
' [ j ( w+wo)J 
i m2' [ j (w-wG)] vm2’ [ j(w-w0 )]
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where:
[ym] -  ] / z :
~ [ R+j(w-w0 ) L , ( j w ) ] J ( w + w q L 2 ( jw ) .exp(J2X)
J(w-w0 ) L 2( Jw) ,exp(-J2X) - (R+j(w+w0 ) L t ( jw)J
With regard to equation A.4.7, the total current is as follows:
• m c i ' [ j < w+wo ) I  
* mc 2 ' I J ( w”wq ) ]
~ [ymcJ
vmi ' I j ( w+w0 ) )
vm2 ' ( J ( w“wo>]
where:
[ymc] -  [yml + (ycl -
- [R + j (w -w 0 ) L 1( j w ) ] / z 2+j(w+w0 )Cgt j(w+wQ) L 2( j w ) , e x p ( j 2 X ) / z 2
. J(w-wQ) L 2( j w ) . e x p ( - J 2 X ) / z 2 - [R+j(w+w0 ) L t ( j w ) ] / z 2+ j (w -w 0 )Cgt .
. . (A.4.8)
A.4.4 Equations at star-side of the transformer
The capacitive transferred current at each shunt capacitance bank on the 
star-side is as follows:
•sea'  "  J « C f vsa'
*scb' “  j « C f vsb' • • (A.4.9)
f scc ’ “  j w C f vsc'
and in a matrix form:
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i '1 sea JwCt 0 0 vs a '
* scb' - 0 jwCt 0 vsb’
1 •1 see 0 0 jwCt . vsc'
Equation A.4.10 can be transformed into symmetrical components by applying 
appropriate transformation from original phase values to symmetrical components. 
Thus with reference to equation A.4.4, in the frequency domain we have:
s c o ' ( J W) JwCt 0 0
s c i ' ( j w) - 0 jwCt 0
SC 2 '  ( j W) ■ . 0 0 JwCt
V so ' ( jw )  
vs i ' ( jw)
VS2' ( J W)
. . ( A . 4 .1 1 )
The frequency shifted variables can be obtained by replacing w by w iw 0 in 
equation A.4.11 as appropriate, and we have:
js c o ' (J w> " JwCfVso'(Jw>
<------------------
*s c i ’ fJCw+Wo)! j(w+w0 )Ct 0 vs 1 ' IJCw+Wo)]’
’  ^SC 2 '  I j  <W-W0 ) ] 0 j (w -wQ)Ct . V S 2 ' [ J( W - W q ) ]
[ y e ]
. . ( A . 4 .1 2 )
The total currents at the star-side of the transformer are the sum of the 
capacitive current and that through the transformer, i.e.
^scco' ( jw) — iso' ( Jw) ls c o ' ( jw)
i scci ' [ J(w+w0)J -  isi' (J<w+w0)J + i Sc i ' [ J ( w+wo>]
isCC2' [ j ( W- WQ>] -  *S2 ' f j ( W”Wo ) ] + i SC2' [ j ( W- Wo) ]
(A .4 .13)
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Using equation (5.18a), (5.32) and A.4.12 in conjunction with A.4.13 gives:
i s c c o ' O )  -  M / ( r t +jwLt ) + JwCt ] . v so' ( jw)
i s c c i ’ I j ( w+wo>) vmi ' U(w+w0 ) ] VS1 ' [ J Cw+wQ>]
-  i n 2 i ) ^  l YT2 2+yC J
•  ^see 2 ' I j ( w_wO^  3■ vm2' [ J(w-w0 >] VS2’ IJ(w-w0 ) ] .
. . ( A . 4 .1 4 )
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APPENDIX 5
E V A L U A T IO N  O F  SU P ER IM PO S ED  V O LTA G E S  A N D  C U R R EN TS A T  F A U L T
P O IN T
In addition to the relations which exist between the voltages and currents at 
sending and receiving ends with those at the fault point, these voltages and 
currents as have been considered in chapter 5 are also related to source 
impedances by:
V s o ' O )  " - (J ' t+ jwL^iso'( jw)  (a)
VS1’ [ J(w+w0 )] - ! S1' IJCw+Wo)]
“ “ t z SS]12
VS2' [ j  <W-W0 ) ] 1S2' IJ(W-Wq>] (b)
. . ( A .5 .1 )
Also for a simple source model at receiving end we have: 
v r o ’ (Jw) "  ( Z s r o ) 1™ ’ (Jw) ( a )
Vr i ’ [ j (w+w0 ) ] * r i ' IJCw+Wo)]
“  fz s r l i 2
Vr 2 ’ [ j (w-w0 ) ] . U<w-w0)] (b)
. . ( A . 5 .2 )
Substituting these two equations into equations (8.3) and (8.4), the symmetrical 
component values of superimposed voltages and currents can be obtained as follows:
For zero sqeuence components from equation (8.3a) we have:
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e f f o ' O )  “  A C , o - v s o ' < J w ) -  BC i o - , s o , <Jw >
which, by replacing VjQ^jw) from A.5.1a then becomes:
e f f o ' ( J w) “ -Ac10( r t +JwLt ) i so' < jw) -BC, o - l so ' (Jw) -
- [ AC i 0( r t +JwLt ) +BCtoJl so’ U w) • • ( A . 5 .3 )
Also, from equation (8.3a) for the current we have:
" f f s o  (Jw) “  Q i  o , v so (Jw) “ Afi i o • * so' ( Jw) "
-  -  [c6i0<r t +JwLt> + AQ1 0 J U o ’ (Jw)
. . ( A . 5 .4 )
Substituting equation A.5.3 into equation A.5.4 then gives:
* fso'  ( Jw) -  -  i C c ^ . C r t + j w L ^ + A g ^ J . I A g ^ . C r t + J w L ^ + B g ^ J ’ ^ f f o ’ Cjw)
. . ( A . 5 .5 )
Zero sequence components at the receiving end can be obtained by using equation 
(8.4a):
e f f o  (Jw) — Ag20 . v ro ( jw)+Bjg2o • ^ro' ( Jw)
* f ro  (Jw) “  2 o*^ r o ' ( Jw) +Ag2o• ^ro1( Jw)
By applying equation A.5.2a, here gives:
e f f o  (Jw) — tAjgjo *z sro'*’BC2 oJ • ^ro' ( Jw)
. . (A .5 .6 )
* f ro  (Jw) ™ f^C2 0  • z s ro"^Ag 2 0 J ^ro' (Jw)
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Finally, we have:
* fro  (Jw) “  2o*z sro+^G20J• [ Ac20•z sro+Bfi201 1ef f o ' ( J w)
. . ( A . 5 .7 )
The positive and negative sequence components at the two ends can be obtained 
by the same procedure as follows:
From equation (8.3b) we can have:
ef f i ’ lj(w+w0)]] 
ef f 2' IJ<w' wo>] 
- i f s i ' [ J(w+wo>] 
- ^ s j '  [ j  (w-w0) ]
vs 1 ' [ J <w-t-w0) ) * _ i S1 ' [ j ( W+Wo ) ]
"  t Aff 1 1 2 ] + [ BC i 1 2 ]
VS2' f J <W-W0> J - i S2 ' [ J Cw-w0>]
vs1' [J (w+wo>] - * S 1 ' [J (w+wo>]
"  tcCit 2 ] + [Ac112 J
VS 2 ' [ j (w -w0 ) ] . - ^ 2 ’ [ J Cw-w0 ) ]
Substituting vs i[j(w+w0)] and vS2[j(w-w0)] from equation A.5.1 into these two 
equations gives:
e f f i ' [ j (w+w0 ) ] i Sf • [ J ( w+wo > l l i  s 1' [ J (w+w0 ) ]
f A j 2  , , 2 I ( z ss J -[Bfi l12J
e f f 2' [ J Cw-w0 ) ] *S2' f J Cw-Wq>] J * s 2 ' [ J Cw-w0 ) ] -
l f U i , [J<w+wo ) ]
[AC , 1 2  J tz ss] + (®Ct1 2 JI I
J l i S 2 ' f  JCw-w0 >]
. . ( A . 5 .8 )
- i f s i  ' [ j Cw-^ w0) ] ’ i s 1 ' I J ( w+wo > l l ' i s 1 * [ j ( W + W 0 ) ]'
" “ [^Ci 1 2 ! I z ssl - [ A d w l
“ 1fs 2 * [ J Cw-Wq> 1 i S  2 * [ J ( w- wo ) l * i  s 2 ' [ j  Cw-Wq)]
l^G 1 1 2 ) [z ss J + [Ac
i Si ' U < w+wo ) ] 
* s 2 ' f j  Cw-Wq)]
. . ( A .5 .9 )
Substituting iSl ' and iS2' from equation A.5.8 into equation A.5.9 gives:
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i f s i ' I j ( w+w0 )]  
i f s z ’ t j ( w"wo)]
-  - [ i c «  1 1 2 H Z S S  ] +  [ A C 1 12 3] • [ ( A Cl  1 2 J I Z S s l + l ® G 1 1 2 J ]
-1
e f f i ' [ J ( w+wo ) l  
e f f 2 ' [ JCw-wo ) ]
. . ( A . 5 .10 )
A similar procedure can be applied for calculating the receiving end superimposed 
voltages and currents:
i f r 1 ' t J ( w+wo) ]
i f r 2 ' IJ(w-w0 >]
[ t c e 2 1 2 H z sr ]+ I AC212l]  • [ t AC 21 2 J I z sr
-1
e f f ! ' [ J ( W+W0 ) l l  
e f  f  2 * [J(w-w0)J
. . ( A . 5 . 11)
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APPENDIX 6
OPENING AND CLOSING BREAKER SIMULATION
The basis of the method for obtaining the steady-state response of the full 
system model of Figure 8.1 is expressed in Appendix A5 and this will not be 
considered here.
The standard superimposed circuit of the full system model of Figure 8.1 is 
represented by the circuit of Figure 8.17. The basic relationships of equation 
A.6.1 and A.6.2, with reference to Figure 8.17, are seen to describe the circuit at 
each end of the line and fault point respectively. Furthermore, the line sections 
on each side of the fault are most conveniently represented in terms of the 
polyphase 2-port of A,B,C,D parameters defined in equation A.6.3 and A.6.4.
[ V . 1] , , ,  -  -  ( Z s s H l s ' l o . j  -  [ E s l o n  • • ( A . 6 . 1 )
I v r * 1 o1 2 “  [z s r l l  i ' r ' ] oi 2 + f ^ r l o i 2 • • ( ^ . 6 . 2 )
I VFF*1o i 2 "  f e FF*1o i 2 <for  s o l i d  f a u l t )
With reference to equation (8.3) it follows that:
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vso (Jw)
V S 1 [ j(w+w0 ) ]
V S 2 [ j (w -w0 ) ]
i  SO (Jw)
* S t [J(w+w0 ) l
' * S 2 [ J(w-W0 ) ] . C,
v f f o ' ( jw)
v f f t ' [ J(w+w0 )J
Vf f 2 ’ [ J(w-wD) ]
* fso' ( jw )
i f s t ’ [ J(w+w0 ) ]
' * fs 2 ' [ J ( w - W 0 ) ] .
( A . 6 . 3 )
where:
> JO o 0 0 Bfi10 0 0
A, - 0 Afi i i i 0 Bf " 0 BCm 0
. 0 0 Afi t 2 2' 0 0 Bjg 1 2 2'
Cq i o 0 0
C, - 0 11 0 D, “ At
. 0 0 CQ 12 2'
Moreover, with regard to equation (8.4) it follows that:
< *■*> o ( jw )
v ff1 o
*t
Vf  f  2 [J(w-W0 >]
i f ro ( jw)
i f r i [ j ( w + w 0 ) ]




v r 1 [ j (w+w0 >]
v r 2 [ j (w-wD)]
*ro ( jw)
* n [ j (w+w0 )]
i r  j [ j (w-WQ) ] .
( A . 6 . 4 )
where:
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A(? 2 o 0 0 BC2 0 0 0
A2 - 0 Afi 2 i i 0 B2 - 0 BC 2 11 0
. 0 0 AC 2 2 2' 0 0 BC 2 2 2-
'CG 2 0 0 0
C2 - 0 ^C 2 1 1 0 d 2 -  a 2
0 0 CC 2 2 2
» A Cio* BCio» ^Cio» A Ci 11* BCi , t , . . . and A Q 2 0, BC 2 o* C C2 0* A C
Bg211* Cj?2 i i ’ * • - etc*’ are the Bne parameters from sending and receiving ends 
to fault point which has been defined previously in chapter 5.
The four foregoing relationships effectively define a set of simultaneous 
equations relating the superimposed circuit currents to the associated voltages and 
this can be shown in the alternative form as follows:
I * f ' J 0 1 2 Y, Y 2 Y 3 f EF f ' ]012
t * S ' 1 0 1 2 - Y4 Ys Y s t BS' )0 1 2
I * r ' 1 oi 2‘ y 7 y 8 y 9. [Er , ] 0t2 .
where if = ifs -  ifr (with regard to the direction shown in Figure 8.17) and
[Eff] 012 = [Vff ]012. Each submatrix in the admittance relationship of equation
A.6.5 is defined in terms of the basic parameters ( A 1t B, ,  C , ,  . . . , z^, zsr, 
etc.) of the system at any spectral frequency interest as follows:
Yt — -{  [ (ZggD^B,  ) 1 (A, +zssC, ) + ( z s r . D2+B2) 1 (A2+zsr .C2) ] }
Y 2 “ "(zss^t”Bi ] 1
Y 3 -  [ z s r D2+B2] - ’
Y« “  - { [ Z s s + B ^ , ^ ] - 1 (A, ” B, D, _1 C, ] )
Y5 -  - [ z ss+B1D1- 1 ]
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y 6 -  0 .0
Y 7 -  [ ( Z s r + B ^ - i ) - 1 (A2-B2D2- ’ C2) ]
Y0 -  0 . 0
Yg -  " ( Zs r+B2D2_1) -1
It is evident that each of the above submatrices within the whole is a 3x3
matrix and can be obtained by the convenient substitution between equations
A.6.1,2,3,4 and that each subvector (Ef, if, etc) is a 3x1 column vector
representing the voltage or current of individual symmetrical component sequence
values, e.g.
[ E f f ’ l o i z  “  l e f f o '  e f f i *  e F f 2 '1
The 9x9 admittance matrix of equation A.6.5 is essentially a universal 
relationship which can be computed and stored at all spectra frequencies of interest 
at the outset of a particular simulation study. As such, it enables a solution to 
any of the superimposed circuit models to be obtained in a specially economic 
manner from a digital processing point of view.
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